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Foreword

Corporate governance has been identified by the Chinese govermilenit
as the core element of the "modern enterprise system." The policy
focus on corporate governance reflects the significant progress that
China has made in building market institutions and the importance it
attaches to changing corporate behavior.
More than two decades of market-oriented reforms in China have
created economic entities with a relatively high degree of autonomy.
To date, however, ownership diversification and corporatization have
had only a limited impact on corporate behavior. China's commitment to improving corporate governance practices reflects the authorities' growing concerns about the potential consequenices of a high-level
of nonperforming loans in the banking system, overcapacity in most
of the industrial sector, and a highly volatile and speculative stock
market. Externally, commitments under the World Trade Organization will expose Chinese companies to the opportunities and challenges of globalization and add to the urgent need to tackle corporate
governance issues in a comprehensive and systematic manner.
In this context, Corporate Governance and Enterprise Reform in
China explores the main corporate governance issues that China is
encountering during the course of corporatization and ownership transformation of its enterprise sector. It makes a large number of recommendations concerning the policy and legal frameworks, procedures,
and institutional capacity for improving corporate governance practices in China.
The study reflects the increasing emphasis that IFC and the World
Bank place on improving corporate governance practices as part of
the general effort to support the development of the market institutions needed for sustained growth and poverty reduction. In China,
the World Bank's work over the years in support of government reforms in the financial sector, corporate restructuring, accounting, and
legal and judicial practices has contributed directly to the development
vii
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of the institutions of corporate governanice. At the company level, IFC
is playilg an importanit role in bringing Chinese companiies closer to
interniatiolnal standards in corporate governance through technical

assistance, institution building in the area of finanicial markets, and
incentives embedded in financial instrumiienits. Current World Bank
Group work in corporate governianice emphasizes governanice of financial institutionis; capacity buildinig through training for regulators,
company directors, busilness owners, and investors; and dissemination of best practices througlh the Global Corporate Governanice Forum, studies, and workshops.
We hope that this study will provide all those with an interest in
the corporate governance practices of Chinese companiies with new
insighlts into their status and new ideas for ways to support and participate in their future improvemenit.
Javed Hamid

Homi Kharas

Director

Cbief Econ,om,,ist

East Asia and Pacific Departmenit

East Asia and Pacific

Interniational Filanice Corporation

World Bank
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Executive Summary

Over the past decade or so, China has made significant progress in
developing the institutional foundations of a modern corporate governance system. More than 80 percent of all small and medium enterprises have been transformed, with a significant portion sold to
employees and outside investors. About 1,200 large companies have
diversified their ownership through public listing. A basic legal framework underpinning the corporate form and including company law,
contract law, accounting, and securities laws has been established.
T'he financial system has become more diversified and independent of
political influence. The regulators' capacity to enforce the new rules
and prevent wrongdoings has been strengthened. In the past several
years, the efforts of the authorities to improve corporate governance
practices have intensified as exemplified by initiatives such as the system of independent directors for listed companies and the code of
corporate governance for listed and nonlisted companies introduced
by the China Securities Regulatory Commission and the State Economic and Trade Commission. Notwithstanding these impressive
achievements, there is vast scope for further institution building to
improve the corporate governance practices of Chinese companies.
The following sections focus on remaining weaknesses, outstanding
issues, and recommended priorities for policy actions.
Summary Assessment
The present structure of state ownership and control of enterprises
accounts for some of their poor performance. This results from weak
incentives for managers to maximize value for all investors and creditors and from protectionist practices of government agencies that shield
firms from market discipline. The process of ownership diversification is itself often conducted in ways that inhibit the evolution of healthy
corporate governance practices. In the case of listed companies, the
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initial public offering process has tended to select companies that have
strong links withi local governmenits and fuzzy boundaries with their
parent groups. This has created strong incenitives for the controllinig
shareholders to exploit companies' interdependence throughi relatedparty transactions. Implicit support by the governmenit and parent
companies, the franchilse value of listing, and weak creditors' rights
generate expectations among investors that they are engaging in lowrisk investments. As a result, investors have few incentives to assess
companies' fundamilenitals carefully or to demand good corporate governance. In the case of transforimied small and medium enterprises,
unrealistic valuation of assets, and the exclusion of land-use rights from
thle asset pool to circumvenIt the insiders' wealthi constrainit to taking a

majority position are likely to make future access to capital markets
more difficult, thereby preventing banks and outside investors from
playing an importanit role in the governanice of these enterprises.
B1anks and outside investors lack the capacity, the regulatory Support, and the incentives to actively monitor and influenice companies'
behavior. Bankruptcy of state-owined enterprises is largely an adminlistrative process, and the effective rights of creditor banks in cases of
debtor default are weak. State-owned commercial banks generally
suffer from similar corporate governanice weaknesses as nonifinanicial
state-owned enterprises: their profit incentives are weak at best. The
separation of commercial and investmenit bankinig meanls that banks
cannot use owilership to supplemenit their creditor rights and exert
more influenlce on firms. Local governmenits' practice of supporting
their enterprises in difficult times makes credit decisions a fuliction of
an enterprise's implicit or explicit government support rather than of
its merits, therebv reducing banks' incentives to evaluate and monitor
companies' behavior. Private equity markets, especially venture capital, are in an embryonic stage of development, and the state still plays
a ubiquitous role as sponsor, investor, and fund maniager. National
regulationis on1venture capital and investment funds are still missing,
although work on importanit legislation is in progress. In addition,
China does not have an adequate legal framework for structuring contractual arrangements of particular importanice to private equity investors, such as convertible loans and options.
Corporatization and ownership diversification have introduced
new institutional forms for exercising corporate control without the
dismantling of old representative bodies. The division of labor between old and new governance structures is unclear and is further
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complicated by many companies' practice of combining such positions as chair of the board of directors with secretary of the Party
committee. As a result, key decision-making powers tend to be vested
in informal mechanisms, and some institutions such as boards of supervisors have assumed largely decorative functions. In the case of
listed companies, large shareholders often overstep the bounds of shareholders' meetings and boards of directors and exercise direct effective
control. Relative to practices in other countries, boards are less independent, and some of their powers are, in effect, exercised by controlling shareholders and government agencies.
Chinese capital markets lack mature users of financial information, SuChI as institutional investors and analysts. Financial reporting
and disclosure are primarily oriented to satisfy the information needs
of the taxation authorities. The interdependence between listed and
parent companies creates strong incentives to distort information,
particularly concerninig related-party transactions. The quality of audits suffers from the narrow minimum requirements regarding coverage of the audit, the unclear liability of auditors, the challenges to
the independence of many auditors from the state as the owner of
audited enterprises, and a general shortage of well-skilled auditors at
the local level.
Recommendations
Recommended priorities for action are based on the following guidinig principles:
* Corporate governance scandals in emerging and developed markets indicate that there is no perfect corporate governance model. An
effective corporate governance system should above all be capable of
identifying weaknesses before they develop into systemic problems, of
learning from failures, and of taking prompt corrective actions. Critical ingredients of such a system are a credible threat of market failure
and an effective regulation that builds on the incentives of market
players in order to develop an effective system of checks and balances.
* The institutional mechanisms of corporate governance comprise a system that can employ alternative yet complementary instruments of control to effectuate changes in companies' behavior. An
effective corporate governance system containis a multiplicity and certain redundancy of control mechanisms. This principle implies that
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priority should be given to mechanisms that (a) are relatively underdeveloped or altogether missing from a country's institutionial arsenal
of corporate governianice mechanisms, and (b) exhibit strong synergism with other existing mechanisms.
Based on these principles and On our assessment, the following
areas emerge as recommended priorities for policy action: (a) alleviating the negative impact of dominant state ownership on market discipline and on the regulatory capacity of the state; (b) building an
institutional investor base; and (c) strengtheninig the role of banks in
corporate governance. Many of the specific recommendations are coIndationis made in previous World
sistent with and reinforce recommeni
report China's Management of
1997
the
particularly
studies,
Bank
Eniterprise Assets and the 2001 report Banikruptcy of SOEs.
Strengthening Market Forces and Regulatory Capacity. Dominant state
ownership tends to erode the credibility of the threat of market failure
and the regulatory capacity of the state. Given that the effectiveness of
each and every corporate governance mechanism ultimately rests on a
credible threat of market failure and a strong regulatory capacity, this
underscores the point that sustainable improvements in corporate
governance are unlikely without funldamental changes in ownership
patterns.
China could move more aggressively in experimenting with meclhanisms for separating state control from state cash flow rights as a way
to reduce political control over companies. Experiments with the management of listed state shares by private institutional investors could
promote a more market-based and value-maximizing approach. Modifyilg the nature of government equity claimis by, for example, transforminig them into preferred nonivoting shares is another approach.
This would make the government's cash flow rights more like certain
tax liabilities, thereby promoting greater consistency between the different roles the government is playing with respect to governmentowned firms. Such measures can be useful transitional mechainisms,
as they could send a powerful signal that the governmen-t is committed not to interfere with market forces.
Various ways can be used to reduce the number of state-owned
shares: state share placement, share repurchase, negotiated transfer,
auctioninig, and debt-equity transfers. An appealing way to reduce
state shares is through institutional investors, because this has obvi-
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ous synergies with capital market development and social welfare reform. The Hong Kong experience with the Tracker index fund suggests a potentially useful method of divesting state shares with minimum
clisruption of market stability. State and legal person shares should
gradually be allowed to become tradable so that market forces can
begin to shape the ownership structure of listed companies.
Given the magnitude of the regulatory challenige and the limitations imposed by dominant state ownership on the effectiveness of
direct forms of regulatory interventions, the government will have to
rely more on indirect methods of regulation including delegated monitoring, self-regulation of professional organizations, and mobilizing
civil society in the enforcement process. Indirect control over companies' behavior through regulations of institutional investors and
through accounting and legal firms that are independent of governmenit and are not "too big to fail" will enhance regulatory efficiency.
Empowering the "right" party, with an interest in certain regulations
being enforced, implies enhanicing the independence of associations,
the media, self-regulatory bodies, and other members of civil society.
The recent report on widespread market manipulation by China's 10
fund management companies in Caijing Monthly illustrates the enormous social benefits of independent civil discovery. Such practices
should be encouraged.
Developing an Institutional Investor Base. Institutionial investors can
play a catalytic role in activating the use and enhancing the effectiveness of many of the instruments of corporate governance. To facilitate
shareholder activism by institutional investors, a priority should be to
strengthen shareholders' rights, through, for example, a cumulative
voting system or automatic rights for investors above a certain threshold shareholding to appoint a director; quorum requirements for shareholders' meetings based on outstanding shares; a proxy system, which
through proxy contests can act as a partial substitute for the takeover
process; and class action procedures. Although important in themselves, such rights may not be sufficient to create active institutional
investors. Based on international experience, three critical factors for
active involvement of institutional investors in corporate governance
are: (a) mitigation of conflicts of interests by restricting activities that
may create excessive interdependence between companies and institutional investors; (b) making voting an integral part of institutional
investors' fiduciary duties; and (c) allowing institutionial investors to
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be named controlling parties in shareholder lawsuits against company
management. Also of importance is the regulators' ability to supervise
institutionial investors and the corporate governance of domestic institutional investors. In this context, privatization of existing institultional investors and, perhaps more important, accelerated new entry
by domestic and international private institutional investors, should
be considered. China has the option of importing regulatory and corporate governance capacities in this area by opening its capital markets to foreign institutional investors and by promoting cooperation
between foreign and domestic institutional investors in the form of
joint ventures and technical assistance arrangements.
Strengthening Banks' Role in Corporate Governance. Creditors are
among the least effective instruments of corporate control in China,
and strengthening their role in corporate governance should be a priority. This is particularly important in the case of small and medium
enterprises whose closely held nature precludes reliance on public
monitoring. Legislation currently under preparation should take the
opportunity to transform bankruptcy from a purely administrative
process to a more market-driven one. This should involve considerable strengthening of creditors' rights in the case of default and enhanced options for banks to engage in reorganizations and
restructurings of client companies. Allowing greater room for commercial bank involvement in investment banking activities, such as
providing securities advice and custodial services that can lead to proxy
voting by banks, will enhance banks' role in corporate governanice.
There is a strong economic rationale for allowing banks to hold quasiequity and equity instruments, at least for a predefined maximum period, to facilitate restructuring.

xvi

1
Introduction

Corporate governance has moved to the center stage of enterprise reform in China. The Fourth Plenum of the Chinese Communist Party's
15th Central Committee held in September 1999 adopted a "decision" that calls for "strategic adjustment" of the state sector by "withdrawing what should be withdrawn." The decision identifies corporate
governance as "the core" of the "modern enterprise system," the new
system expected to prevail in the reformed enterprise sector. The current emphasis on corporate governance reflects the significant progress
that China has made in building market institutions, but also the limited success of past reform efforts in changing corporate behavior.
Market-oriented reforms, including corporatization and ownership diversification, have brought corporate governance issues to the
forefront. More than two decades of reforms have created economic
entities with a relatively high degree of autonomy that are subject to
significant market pressure and whose capacity to decide and structure the parameters of their mutual interactions are growing. Most
large and medium state-owned enterprises (SOEs) have corporatized
themselves, although the process has not been completed. Ownership
diversification has taken two main forms: listing on domestic and international stock exchanges in the case of larger SOEs, and sales to
insiders, namely, management and employees, in the case of small and
medium SOEs.
In the process, new institutions for the exercise of corporate control have emerged, such as boards of directors and supervisors. As a
result, issues such as how to make these institutions more effective;
what their composition and modus operandi should be; and what the
appropriate division of labor should be between them and traditional
representative bodies, such as trade unions, employee conferences, and
party committees, have become important. Corporatization and ownership diversification have also led to the emergence of new owners
1
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and stakeholders, such as individual minlority shareholders (about 60
million at present), institutional investors, and employee sharehold-

ers. Their emergence has created the need to specify the rights of such
stakeholders, clarify their role in corporate governanice, and establish
mechanisms to protect their interests.
However, to date ownership diversification and corporatization
have had only a limited impact on corporate behavior. The currenit
policy focus on corporate governanice reflects growing concern about
the negative consequenices of poor corporate governanice practices.
According to a recent People's Bank of China (PBOC) report, of the
62,656 enterprises that had completed transfers of ownership by the
end of 2000, 5 1.2 percent had failed to repay their bank clebts. The
poor financial performanice of a large number of SOEs, including statecontrolled listed companies, continues to impose a severe burden on
the banking system, Treasury, and stock market and is a potential
threat to social stability. The nonperforminig loan ratios in the financial system are estimated at between 25 and 40 percent. Large excess
capacity exists in manufacturing, but because of the structure of the
labor market, manv firms still carry excess labor on their books
(Bhattasali and Kawai 2001). Unemployment concerns are slowing
the pace of restructuring of loss-making SOEs.
Comimlitmenits under the World Trade Organization add to the
urgent need to tackle corporate governance issues in a comprehensive

and systematic maniner. As part of its accession negotiationis, China
has committed to a broad range of market access measures. Some will
revolutionize the organization of business activity, thereby creating
pressures for moving toward a rules-based, as opposed to relationshipbased, investmenlt environmient and greater transparenicy in business
and governmenit activities consistent with internationial investmenitrelated rules. Further trade liberalization in the context of WTO entry
is expected to create significanit pressure to reallocate productive resources in accordance with China's comparative advantages. These
changes would be in addition to the resource reallocation trends that
are already taking place as part of the transitioni from a planned
economily to a market economy and from an agricultural to a manufacturing and service-oriented economily. Corporate governanice arrangements will determine to a large extent the way firms and other
economic agents respond to these internal and external pressures.
The current policy focus on corporate governance thus plays an
important role in the internal dynamics of market-orienited reforms in

I NTRODUCTION

China. While establishing and strengthening the new mechanisms of
corporate governance are necessary to realize and solidify the benefits
of past reform efforts, they are also likely to prepare the ground for
further progress in institutional transformation. A good corporate governance framework is likely to facilitate the state's withdrawal from
direct ownership.
The topic of this study is the short- to medium-term corporate
governance issues that are arising during the course of transformation
olf ownership in the Chinese state enterprise sector. The study looks at
companies participating in the two main forms of ownership diversification: listed companies and small and medium enterprises whose
ownership structure is dominated by insiders. The focus is on the new
mechanisms and stakeholders emerging during the process of ownership diversification and their role in corporate governance: boards of
directors and supervisors, minority shareholders, shareholding employees, creditors, information disclosure, and the capital market.
While these issues are important for corporate governance in general,
their relative importance differs in listed and nonlisted companies.
Thus the study discusses the respective roles of boards of directors,
minority shareholders, information disclosure, and capital markets in
the context of listed companies. It discusses the role of employees,
creditors, and outside private equity investors in the context of small
and medium enterprises with insider-dominated ownership structures.
However, many of the issues, observations, and recommendations
extend to both types of companies.
In the case of listed companies, the analysis, particularly of board
structure and practices, is based on a survey of corporate governance
practices among companies listed on the Shanghai Stock Exchange
conducted in early 2000 by Integrity Management Consulting and
the Research Center of the Shanghai Stock Exchange. A total of 10,560
questionnaires were sent to the directors, supervisors, and senior managers of all companies listed on the Shanghai Stock Exchange at that
time, of which 9,600 were individual questionnaires, 480 were enterprise questionnaires, and 480 were financial data questionnaires. The
response rate was 41 percent for the individual questionnaires, 54
percent for the enterprise questionnaires, and 50 percent for the financial data questionnaires. Extensive information about corporate
governance practices was thus obtained for 257 listed companies.
Regarding transformed small and medium enterprises, the information came from three sources in the following order of importance:
3
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in-depth interviews with governmenit officials, workers, and managers and detailed case studies of 14 enterprises in the towns of Jinhua
in Zhejiang province and Zhuchenig in Shandong province; interviews
with enterprise and government officials in Beijing, Chongqilng,
Chengdu in Sichuani province, Shunde in Guangdonig province, and
other localities; and findings from surveys and research conducted by
Chinese academic and government institutions. Localities were chosen based on considerationis about political and economic importance,
coverage of both interior provinces and coastal areas, and leadership
in economilic reforms. In particular, the cities of jinhua and Zhuchelig
were selected because they were amilonig the first in China to launch
comprehensive reform of their state enterprise systems and othier provinces have emulated their approach. These cities' relatively long experience with enterprise reform presents a valuable opportunity to observe
the dynamics of owinership diversification at the local level in China
and to draw conclusions that may be applicable to other localities
that are at less advanced stages of reform.
The study is set out as follows. Chapter 2 traces the main historical developments in China's state enterprise reform from a governance
perspective. It examines the evolution of the main goverinance problems, from controllilng the agency costs of increased enterprise autonomily to the emergence of a modern corporate governanice
framework. Chapter 3 discusses emerging ownershilp patterns in transformed small and medium SOEs and the roles of creditors, employees,
and outside investors. This chapter also recommends how to strengthenl
the role of employees, creditors, and private equity investors in corpo-

rate governanice. Chapter 4 looks at the owilershilp and control struc-

tures of listed companies, focusinig on boards of directors. The role of

capital markets and inforimiationi disclosure is examined in chapter 5.
Finally, chapter 6 provides recommendationis on corporate governance
issues pertinent to listed companiies.

4

2
The Evolution of Governance
Mechanisms in China's State Sector

For the purpose of this study, we define corporate governance as the
set of instruments and mechanisms (contractual, legal, and market)
available to shareholders for influencinig managers to maximize shareholder value and to fixed claimants, such as banks and employees, for
controlling the agency costs of equity (see box 2.1). This chapter places
the current focus on corporate governance in the context of Chinia's
overall approach to market reforms, and traces the evolution of SOE
reforms that led to the emergence of corporate governance as the core
issue of the modern enterprise system.
Corporate Governance in the Context
of China's Overall Approach to Reform
Although China adopted new policy direction without political liberalization, the beginning of market-oriented reforms was accompanied
by an important shift in ideology. A pragmatic approach focusing on
development supplanted the fixation on how the revolution could be
prevented from degenerating. The new growth imperative was expressed most forcefully by Deng's (1994) proclamation that "development is the hard truth." China lacked a well-defined strategy or a
clear blueprint of how exactly to promote development, but deliberate efforts were made early in the reform process to align government
incentives at all levels with the new political focus on growth.
The bureaucratic system was substantially transformed by introducing a mandatory retirement program for the veterans of the revolution, promoting a drive for administrative and fiscal decentralization,
and allowing bureaucrats to quit the bureaucracy and join businesses
(Li 1998). Powerful incentives were added to promote local economic

5
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BOX 2.T
CORP'ORATE FORM AND CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

Modern, large-scale production involves inputs by multiple agents with
divergent interests. Specialization typically extends to management and
control, with the result that investors commit their resources to the control of specialized agents. In doing so, investors compare the expected
benefits of specialization with the agency costs associated with the divergence of interests and the risk that the resources they contribute may
be squandered. Investors thus need some assurance that their interests
will be protected, anid such assurance usually takes the form of laws,
contracts, discretioniary authlority, and inforimial arrangements. This set
of institutional mechanisms governing the exercise of control over resources is the essence of governance of the production process.
Under this general definition, governance issues arise in any economily
where the division of labor cxtends to management and control. Howvever, the institutionial mechanisimis of governanice can differ widely across
econoimiic systems. For example, a command economy relies exclusively
on administrative mechanisms of control. Resources are combined by
fiat and contracts and laws play an insignificanit role, the autonomy of
various parties is limited, the state sanctions all significant interactions,
and risks and rewards arc largely socialized. As a result, pecuniary incentives are not emphasized. By contrast, a market economily allocates
control over resources primarily through formal and inforimial voluntarv contracts between autonomous agents. The state provides a legal
and regulatory framework for private arrangements and an enforcement mechanism for such agreements. The system is flexible and dynamilic, whereby different solutions emerge within a common framework
as participants combinie the basic componenits of a governance structure to fit their own particular circumstances.
The corporate form has evolved to solve the problems of incentives, monitoring, and information, or in other words, the problem of
governance, that accompany the process of exchange for the purpose of
joint production. The corporation is a set of contracts that allocate claimis
on income and control rights. It issues stock in exchange for an investment. Shareholders bear the risk of failure and receive the marginal
rewards of success. Equity investors are paid last, after debt investors,
employees, and other investors with "fixed' claims. They have a residual claim in the sense that they get only what is left over. Under
normal circumstances, shareholders' risks are limited to the amount
they havc invested in the corporation. As residual claimanits, equity in-

6
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vestors bear the marginal consequences of their own decisions and have
incentives to monitor the inputs of other participants and to make efficient economic decisions. Therefore allocating control rights to shareholders is efficient as long as thc corporation is in a position to keep its
promises in the form of fixed claims. However, when losses erode a
corporation's equity, limited liability creates perverse incentives for equity holders that can threaten the interests of fixed claimants. Thus fixed
claimants have incentives to monitor these agency costs of equity for
actions that may expose the corporation to significant risks.
The corporate form thus embodies the basic structure of corporate
governance, which largely concerns the mutual monitoring of shareholders and fixed claimants.' Corporate governance can therefore he
defined as the set of instruments and mechaniisms (contractual, legal,
and market) available to shareholders for influencinig managers to maximize the value of shareholders' stock and to fixed claimants such as
banks and employees for controlling the agency costs of equity. Shareholders' main mechanisimis are the board of directors, direct shareholder
activism, and the market for corporate control. Fixed claimaitis such as
banks and employees rely mainly on elaborate contracts and a bankruptcy regime. All investors rely on information to protect their interests to a varying degree. Thus the structure of information disclosure is
a critical component of the institutional arsenal of corporate governanice.
While each of these mechanisms taken in isolation is an imperfect
instrument for ensuring the efficient management of resources, in combination they can constitute an effective architecture. If the board of

directors fails to take corrective action, shareholder activism can exercise pressure on the board. If the board of directors and shareholders
are powerless to implement changes, and as a result the company continues to underperform, it could become a potential takeover target.
Finally, if none of these mechanisms can effectuate changes, the bankruptcy mechanism is supposed to facilitate changes in ownership, in the
board of directors, and in the redesign of contractual arrangements.
1. Within this basic structure, agreements can be wonderfully diverse, matching
the diversity of economic activity carried on within corporations. Shareholding
structures may be extremely diffused or highly concentrated, managers sometimes hold a great deal of a firm's stock, employees and banks may hold stock
in addition to fixed claims, and so on.
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development. These were in rhe form of a fiscal contractinig system
knowin by the nicknamile "eating from separate kitchens," which replaced the previous system of "unified revenue collection and unified
spending." The new system encouraged and rewarded local governments for promotling developmenit of their local economies. The growth
and development of local economies became the main criteria for proniotling local cadres. As a result, the bureaucracy fuLIctions as a "helping hand" for economic development, is directly involved in economic
activity, pursues industrial policy, and often has close economic and
family ties to entrepreneurs (Frye and Shleifer 1997; Walder 1 995).
Because of decentralization, the powerful incentives to promote
development were supportcd by a significanit capacitv to desigin and
the Chinese
implement policy initiatives at the local level. SinceC1958
known
principle
geographical
a
economy has been organized around
as regionial organization.' A regionial system has the important advantage of flexibility: it can experiment with reforms locally because regional entities are self-contained and different ingredients of reforms
can be tested without disrupting the organizationi as a whole.
Thus in the absence of a clear blueprint for reforms at the national level, and given the strong incenitives to promote local developmenit in the context of significanlt decentralization, China has developed
an approach to market-orienited reforms that emphasizes gradual experimentation at the local and sectoral levels (Gelb, Jeffersoni, and
Singh 1993; Harold 1992). In line withi this gradual approach, several
years may elapse from the time a reform experiment starts in one of
the provinces until the central governmenit endorses it or other provinces imitate it. Another characteristic of reform has been the use of
partial reforms within sectors, known as the dual-track approach. The
first time this tactic was used was with two-tier pricing, which was
introduced in rural areas in 1979 along with the household responsibility system. Later it was applied to other sectors: industry (throughi
the contract management responsibility system), the nationial budget
(through the fiscal contract responsibility system), external trade and
paymenits (through the sharing of foreign exchange betweeln central
and local governimlents, trade contracting, and foreign exchange trading centers), and labor markets (through the contract system for new
hires in the state sector).
1. By contrast, organlization itn the formier Soviet Union was muchl more centralized, andc was along sectoral lines (Qian 1999).
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This dual-track approach is perhaps the most important aspect
of Chinese reforms, because at the time it was an innovative solution
to the political constraints on the direction and speed of reform. The
adoption of a new policy direction without political liberalization and
under the same political structure ruled out experiments that would
have created losers on a large scale within the bureaucracy. Consequently, the experiments had to be of the dual-track type, so as to
preserve the vested interests of the bureaucracy and a level of political
stability. Although the reforms were controversial, the experimenital
dual-track method of introducing themii enabled reformers to bypass
the formal ideological debate usually required for public legislative
sanction of reforms.
In pursuing market-oriented reforms, China had to be creative in
borrowing and applying market concepts that were relatively free from
ideology and could easily be adapted to fit existing ideological constraints. For instance, the reformers introduced market institutions
such as stock markets and special economic zones by emphasizing
their universal, technical, and pragmatic aspects (Deng 1994). New
market institutions have been introduced without first dismantling
old practices, and have often emerged from existing institutional arrangements. The coexistence of new and old institutions has been a
distinctive feature of China's process of institutional transformatiol.
Introduced partially and gradually and surrounded by institutionial relics, the new institutionis were imiperfect, but were generally a
sensible response to existing problems. Because China adopted new
institutions in response to actual, narrowly defined problems, these
institutions were being put to use as soon as they emerged. As they
were being used, these institutional arrangements were evolving, gaining strength, and assuming new functions. In the process, new constraints to the existing institutional structure were emerging. Over time,
the ideological landscape has become more hospitable to new, market-oriented concepts and initiatives.
In a similar vein, the current emphasis on corporate governance
is another instance of creative borrowing of market concepts to design policy responses to issues that emerged following partial reforms
in the state sector. Corporatization and ownership diversification have
ncot resulted in a fundamental change in ownership patterns, but have
created a web of new agencv problems and the rudiments of a corporate governance structure. New institutions have emerged alongside
old structures and are groping their way to becominig functional. In
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the process they are creating a demand for new laws, regulations, and
other institutional arrangements. These institutions are still weak and
will remain imperfect in the presence of dominant state ownership
and party control over maniagers; however, if they succeed they will
prepare China for fundamental changes in these two areas.
The significance of the current emphasis on corporate governanice
thus extends far beyond state enterprise reform. China's transition to
a market economy is incomplete and will remain so if preserving a
dominant share of state ownership remains an objective. As long as
the constraints of dominant state ownershilp are imposed on the
economiiy, China will not be able to have fully functioning factor markets. As a result, the institutional arsenal of corporate governance will
remain limited without efficient capital and labor markets. In this context, China's current corporate governance approach to enterprise
reform can be viewed as the prelude to the final stage in its transition
to a market economy. Given China's gradual approach to reforms, a
historic perspective on the process of SOE reform that led to the current emplhasis on corporate governanice is useful.
From Danwei to the Modern Enterprise System
Based on distinctive levels of enterprise autonomy, we can distinguisl
three phases in the recent evolution of governanice mechanisms: the
collectivist prereform period, the second period from 1978 to 1992,
and the third period from 1993 to the present.
Vanished Economics: The Danwei. The main problem of the prereform
system was its overwhelming reliance on adminlistrative control and
central planninig. Given the insurmountable information problems
associated with this system, it was inhlerently incapable of allocating
resources rationally. Economic and efficiency considerations were subordinated to political and social exigencies. The complete socialization of risks and benefits implied a lack of incentives to discover and
pursue business opportunities.
The basic cell of economic life durinig the prereform period was
the working unit or the danwei. The danwei system had multiple functions. It was foremost a political institution, one that extended the
party's and state's presence to the grassroots level. It was also an administrative body that exercised control on behalf of the party and
state. The danwei was an economic producer that provided social
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welfare to workers and was attached to a central or local planning agency.
The danwei had little economic independence and no clearly defined
legal boundaries. They received production quotas, guaranteed outlets
for products, and were given the necessary resources from the budget to
reach production targets. Whatever "profits" the danwei made had to
be remitted to the supervising state authority. The danwei system was
designed not only to produce but also to deliver goods to members of
its community. Having SOEs function as social welfare providers both
attenuated the gravity of the short supply of goods and underlined the
workers' need to rely on the danwei system. Permanent employment
and membership in the social community were implied.
19'78-92: Reintroducing Incentives. The focus during this first period
of reforms starting in 1978 was on reintroducing markets and incentives within the domain of direct state ownership and control. Market
forces started to operate alongside plans and administrative orders
through a dual pricing system. In addition, the government allowed
new structures such as collectives and private enterprises to develop
and compete with state enterprises. Various types of performance contracts created a link between market success and compensation. Some
rudimentary forms of penalties associated with failing the market test
began to emerge: bank loans started to replace budget grants, a bankruptcy system was established for SOEs, and for the first time enterprises could fire workers.
Even though China did not introduce comprehensive price liberalization like some East European countries did, it created a two-tier
system under which companies could sell output produced in excess
of the plan, initially at prices up to 20 percent above planned prices.
Since 1985 companies have been able to sell their excess output at
prices determined by markets. Markets for industrial products expanded in the early 1980s. By the late 1980s the share of output directly marketed by firms had become quite substantial for most
inclustrial producer goods, and even higher for consumer durables.
Accompanying the rise of the share of the market was a decline in the
proportion of goods subject to allocation under the state plan. By the
second half of the 1980s market prices for industrial producer goods
were common in numerous cities, and the evidence indicates that these
prices were not subject to systematic controls (Byrd 1992, p. 7).
Overall, even though the adjustment of government-controlled
prices was usually limited and was hindered by the opposition of vested
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interests, China made considerable progress in releasing prices from
central planning and control. The governmenit further liberalized the
prices of producer and consumller goods in the early :1990s. As table
2.1 shows, 80 percent of producer goods were sold at market prices in
1994, compared with only 36 percent in 1990. The share of consumer
goods sold at market prices also increased dramaticallv, from only 3
percent in 1978 to 53 percent in 1990 and 94 percent in 1993.
The introductioni of market forces had to be accompanied by
appropriate reforms in the financial incentives of SOEs. Early reforms
focused on restoring enterprises' ability to retain profits. On the basis
of earlier local experimenits, notably in Sichuani province, the governm11ent introdUced a profir retention schemiie in mitd-1979 whereby it
allowed a few enterprises to retain a share of the profits made on sales
of items that were part of their governimlenit-milanldated quota, but in
other cases they cotild only keep profits on those sales they made after
they had fulfilled their quota. Althoughl profit retentioni was only intended to be a limited experiienit, it spread rapidly, and by the end of
1980, 6,600 industrial SOEs, accounting for 60 percent of total industrial output and 70 percent of total profits, had instituted some
form of profit retention. However, incenitives were still weak because
of low and unstable retentioni rates (Byrd 1992, pp. 3-4).
In 1981-82 the governimlenit instituted various forms of the "economilc responsibility system," ulider which enterprises contracted to

TABLE Z.1:
PRODUCER PRODUCT MARKET,
MARKET VERSUS RE(ULATED PRICES, T990-94

(percent)

Year

Fixed prices

Guided prices

Market p rices

1990

44.6

19.0

36.4

1991

36.0

18.3

45.7

1992
1993
1994

20.0
15.0
14.7

5.0
5.3

80.0
80.0
80.(

Not available.
NotE: When market participants are free to deteriniile prices xvithin administratively
set parameters, these are referred to as guided prices.
a. Includes guided prices.
SOURCE: INIF (1996).

-
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hand over only a certain percentage or fixed amount of their incremental profits. This system specified targets for profits that enterprises
turned over to the government, with high retention rates for abovequota profits that often amounted to 60 to 80 percent, and sometimes
even 100 percent.
In 1983 the government introduced a scheme that substituted tax
payments for profit remittances, and SOEs paid a profit tax at a uniform rate of 55 percent. However, because of price distortions and
other "objective factors" that caused profits to vary across firms and
industries, the government also imposed an enterprise-specific adjustment tax on most large and medium enterprises.
The early profit retention schemes were "soft" and negotiable,
and weakened rather than strengtlhened financial discipline. Different
rares of tax or profit retention led to considerable bargaining between
enterprises and the government and weakened the incentives generated by profit retention.
China was the first of the transition economies to introduce performance contracts. 2 Beginning in 1987, thc government introduced a
variety of contracts under the "contract responsibility system," which
included the leasing of smaller firms, the contract management responsibility system, the enterprise management responsibility system,
and the asset management responsibility system. While the details of
these programs varied, they shared some common elements. First, all
of themii involved a contract-based relationship between the enterprise,
usually represented by its director, and its supervisory agency. Second,
the directors faced substantial risks and rewards as a result of participating in these programs, because their performance was linked to
their enterprises' performance. Third, these schemes involved open
selection (as opposed to direct administrative appointment) of enterprise directors. Finally, most of these systems had multiyear targets
and incentives in order to weaken ratchet effects.

2. Shirley and Xu (2001) analyzed China's experience with performance contracts
in roughly 500 SOEs. They found that, on average, performance contracts did not
improve performance and may have made it worse. However, they noted that
China's performance contracts were not uniformly bad, and actually improved
productivity in slightly more than half of the cases. The negative effects of performance contracts were caused by the large losses associated with poor design. SuCcessful performance contracts featured sensible targets, stronger incentives, longer
terms, and managerial bonds and were in more competitive industries.
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Directors of enterprises that had entered into these contract responsibility systems were given greater control over their enterprises'
operations in return for meeting profit remittance targets. Many contracts also gave enterprises greater autonomy over sales and permitted
managers to give bonuses to their employees and to hire temporary
labor. Beginning in 1986, most newly hired workers in SOEs were given
fixed-term, usually three-year, conitracts. This measure was intended to
put an end to the "iron rice bowl" system, tinder which workers were
effectively guaranteed the right to keep their jobs for their entire careers,
regardless of their performance. Under this new system workers whose
performance was unsatisfactory could, in principle, be terminated when
their contracts expired. The new system was also expected to increase
labor discipline and strenigtheni performance-based incentives for workers. In practice, however, workers were rarely terminated and fixedterm contract renewal became largely automatic (Byrd 1992, p. 8).
A more important developmenit occurred in the mid-I 980s, when
the government gave managers the authority to rationalize their work
force by allocating surplus labor from production to other tasks or to
training. In 1992 a governmenit directive stipulated that contracts under
the responsibility system could give managers additional autonomy,
includinig the rights to make production decisions, negotiate prices for
outputs and inputs, purchase goods and materials, make investmenit
decisions, hire workers, and determine wages and bonuses.
The contracting responsibility system achieved some success in
that it increased the autonomy of SOE directors and improved their
ability to manage effectively. It might have provided incentives for
good performance, but it failed to penalize bad performance (Pannier
1996, p. 15), although some elemenits of hard budget constraints began to emerge during this period.3 In relation to funds for investment
in SOEs, budgetary financing and subsidies began to give way to bank
financing and to financing from retained profits. Since 1979 bank
loans have increasingly replaced budgetary grants, and interest charges
have gradually increased. In 1983 the government formally established
the PBOC as the country's central bank by removing its commercial
bankinig activities. Four specialized state-owned banks were created
to take over the functions involved in financinig enterprises.
3. For more details about performance contracts in general see World Bank (I1995),
and for more details about performance contracts in Chilia specifically, see Shirlcy
(2000).
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China has made progress in curtailing subsidies to SOEs: budgetarv subsidies fell from 7.5 percent of gross domestic product (GDP) in
1992 to 2.3 percent in 1994. However, other forms of subsidies continued, including soft loans from state banks and subsidies from local
governments, which control the majority of SOEs (Broadman 2001 b;
World Bank 1996, p. 15). The Bankruptcy Law for SOEs was enacted
in 1986 and became effective in 1988. In 1991 the Civil Procedures
Law introduced rudimentary provisions for the bankruptcy of legal
persons in general. Nevertheless, the period 1988-93 averaged only
277 bankruptcy cases per year.
The government introduced incentives without making fundamental
changes in the ownership of SOEs. However, it allowed new forms of
ownership to develop. Township and village enterprises (TVEs) dominated the growth of the nonstate sector throughout the 1980s. "Appearing from nowhere," as Deng Xiaoping was reported to have said in
1987, TVEs became important players in the economy. China's market
reforms during this period also resulted in the emergence of a significant private sector. Private business was revived after the Cultural Revolution as a quick way to respond to the mounting pressures of
unemployment and economic stagnation. It was first allowed on the
fringes of the economy and was initially regarded as a supplement to
the state and collective sectors (Gregory, Tenev, and Wagle 2000). Foreign investment, especially foreign direct investment, began to flow into
China in the early 1980s, when it started to open up its economy to
foreign investors. Investmenit from Chinese expatriates, mostly from
Hong Kong, dominated the initial flow of foreign investment.
The competition from these new ownership forms has become an
important component of market control over SOEs. More important,
the coexistence of various ownership forms and growing state enterprise autonomy have created the conditions for a hybridization of
state and nonstate enterprises. This hybridization has become a distinct feature of China's market-oriented reforms. The process has taken
the form of breaking up existing enterprises to form "secondary legal
entities" (or subsidiaries), often disguised as collectives; joint ventures
with foreign and/or domestic partners; limited liability companies; and
joint stock companies. 4 This has been one way for SOE managers to
gain further autonomy from supervising government agencies.
4. Over time, hybridization has resulted in complex organizational structures (see
Broadman 2001b).
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Initial experiments using stock to raise funds also led to some
ownership diversification. In 1984, 11 SOEs became shareholding
enterprises though a process called guifenh^ua or shareholding transformation. By the late 1980s another handful of SOEs had undergonie
guifenhaua. Stock exchanges emerged in a number of cities, and in 1990
and 1991 the first official stock exchanges were established in Shanghai and Shenzhen as an experiment.
1993-Present: Reemergence of the Corporate Form. The period since
1993 has been marked by important changes in China's overall approach to reforms. While experimentation continued, a coherent strategy of transition to a market system began to emerge. An importanit
development was the reemergence of the corporate form, a relatively
ideology-free concept that the government found useful for redefining
the broad relationship between economic actors, including between
autonoMous economic entities and the state. The introduction of the
corporate form was associated with further ownership diversification,
rapid capital market development, and the beginnings of unified treatment of state and nonstate economic entities. This, in turn, created a
demand for a broad legal and regulatory framework consistent with a
rules-based environment.
The new wave of economic reform started with Deng Xiaoping's
visit to south China in 1992, when he called for a continuation of the
reform effort. In November 1993 the Third Plenary Session of the
14th Party Congress issued the Decision on Issues Concerning the
Establishment of a Socialist Market Economic Structure. This decision outlined a 50-point agenda for economic reform to be undertaken through 1999, including some important policies regarding SOE
reform (Broadman 1995, p. 27). Two points were particularly important. The first was the creation of a "modern enterprise system," with
its corporate structure, governance, and management based on the
principle of corporatization, and with provisions for full separation
of the state's exercise of ownership rights from the enterprise's exercise
of legal person property rights. The second encouraged the development of diversified forms of enterprise ownership, including "privately
owned, individually owned, and foreign-invested" enterprises.
The Company Law, promulgated in November 1993, provided
the legal underpinnings for the concept of a modern enterprise systern. The new legislation provided, for the first time, a firm legal foundation for the establishment and operation of companies. It provided
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rules for the incorporation of all enterprises of different ownership
types into limited liability and limited liability shareholding companies and specified governance structures, rules regarding the transfer
and sales of shares, and procedures for mergers and bankruptcy.
The introduction of the corporate form built on the shareholding
experiments of the 1980s and the existence of the two stock exchanges.
Local governments operating under increasingly hard budget constraints appreciated the feature of limited liability as an opportunity
to distance themselves from continuously underwriting SOEs' liabilities. The government assuaged ideological concerns through such
means as controlling state ownership stakes, not allowing state shares
to be traded, and molding old institutions into the corporate form. It
this way it could present the diversification of ownership through
corporatization as a mechanism for the state sector to play a leading
role in relation to other sectors at the enterprise level in a mixed
economy. With the fast growth of listed companies in the 1990s, the
corporate form became widely accepted, culminating in 1997 with
the broadening of the official definition of public ownership to include publicly held private companies.
The government subsequently introduced a series of complementary reforms to build the institutional mechanisms for control
consistent with the corporate form. While increasing the autonomy
of SOE management, the government was also seeking to strengthen
the supervision of state property, but in ways consistent with the
new form of enterprise autonomy. In 1994 the government issued
supervision regulations that provided the legal basis for the emerging network of state-owned bodies designed to supervise SOE property (Broadman 2001a; World Bank 1997, p. 23). The tendency,
although not yet fully realized, was to move toward an indirect, delegated form of control in line with the tenet of separation between
ownership and management.
The government introduced accounting reforms to ensure that
owners, boards of directors, and managers were provided with reliable information for monitoring company performance. In July 1993
the Ministry of Finance issued the Accounting Standards for Business
Enterprises (ASBE). These standards embody general principles modeled on internationally accepted practices. They also distinguish between taxable income and profits, and are thus designed to measure
corporate efficiency and performance rather than revenue generation
(NVorld Bank 1997, p. 65).
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Increased enterprise autonomy required corresponding changes
in the banking sector, which was still an extension of the administrative apparatus. Furthermore, local governments had strong incentives
to use the national banking system as a vehicle for localizing the benefits and socializing the risks of local investment projects. The banking reform program consisted of four major componenits: (a) separating
policy lending from commercial lending by setting up policy banks,
(b) deregulating the banking sector and establishing new banks, (c)
improving the legal framework of the financial system, and (d) developing financial markets.
The government established three policy banks in 1994, designated as the main vehicles for policy-based lendinig in the future. In
addition, it started to deregulate the banking sector and lower barriers to entry. This resulted in the establishment of new nonstate commercial banks. In 1996 the All-China Federation of Industry and
Commerce, an association of private enterprises, created the Minshenig
Bank, China's only national, private commercial bank. More foreign
banks and financial institutions entered China's market, and some of
them were permitted to conduct domestic currency transactions.
In 1998 the PBOC underwent significant restructuring, aimed at
reducing provincial and local government intervention in credit allocation and monetary policy and improving the soundness of the financial
system by strengtheniing financial supervision. The most important
change was the replacement of the 31 provincial branches with 9 regional branches. The old provincial branch network had been based on1
administrative jurisdiction. Under that system, provincial governments
had a strong influence over the decisions made by the provincial branches
under their jurisdiction. The move from a provincially based branch
system to a regionally based branch system was expected to minimize
such influence and improve the central bank's independence.
In 1998 the government also took a maljor step in the reform of
credit allocation by phasing out the credit quota system that was applied to the four state-owned commercial banks and replacing it with
asset liability management. The new system applies to both fixed assets and working capital loans (World Bank 1999, p. 34). The credit
plan has been a powerful tool for controlling the money supply and
allocating credit to SOEs and high priority sectors. As the economy
becomes increasingly market oriented and the nonistate banks make
up a bigger share of the banking system, controlling the total credit of
state-owned commercial banks has become less effective.
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The 1997 Asian financial crisis raised concerns among policymakers about the possibility of a banking crisis in China because of
the large volume of nonperforming loans and the low level of capital.
To deal with the problems of a large number of nonperforming loans
in the state-owned commercial banks and the high leverage of SOEs,
the government established asset management companies (AMCs) for
the four state-owned commercial banks.
Despite the large number of loss-making SOEs, labor concerns
continued to prevent many bankruptcies. In 1996 the conflict between
social security and creditors' rights became apparent in decree number 492, which gave labor and pension expenses priority claims on
land use rights even when the SOE had mortgaged these rights, notwithstanding the basic principles of the Bankruptcy Law. Policies designed to deal with the social dimensions of bankruptcy have the
potential of exacerbating financial instability and underscore the urgent need to establish a modern welfare system (World Bank 2001a).
Both the central and municipal levels have made progress in delinking social safety net functions from commercial operations by
pooling pension, unemployment, and health obligations and transferring them to government agencies. At the central government level,
the process of unbundling took off in earnest in March 1998 with the
creation of the Ministry of Labor and Social Security. The ministry
inherited responsibility for social insurance for urban workers from
the Ministry of Labor and authority over social insurance for civil
affairs agencies, rural insurance, social security insurance, and medical insurance from other ministries.
The Ministry of Labor and Social Security was established with a
view to introducing a comprehensive new social security system and
facilitating welfare transfers through the redistribution of resources.
Following the 1997 State Council Decision on the Establishment of
Unified Pension Insurance for Enterprise Employees, the government
has adopted a three-pronged approach to pension reform, namely: (a)
a mandatory pooled fund to include all SOE employers administered
by cities or provinces, (b) mandatory individual accounts managed by
cities or provinces and funded by employer and employee contributions (transferable and fully vested in 15 years and fully funded after
40 years), and (c) voluntary supplemental accounts set up by enterprises. In February 2001 the government established the National Social
Security Fund and the National Social Security Council to create, in
effect, a supplementary pension system. The National Social Security
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Fund will be professionally managed. There are plans to sell stateowned shares of listed companies to raise funds, in which under an
initial public offering (IPO) the government would sell its shares (up
to 10 percent of an IPO), and these proceeds would be used to fund
the National Social Security Fund. This initiative would establish an
important potential link between social security reforms and capital
market development.
The implementation of these plans has encounitered a number of
obstacles and issues. To begin with, the implied pension deficit has
been rising. The existing system has not generated enough reserves
nationlwide for the transition to a fully funded system, and because of
Imloulntinig arrears many SOEs have withdrawn from current pensioni
systems. In addition, a comprehensive nationial system is still not in
place because the central government offered cities a choice of different options, and because economic growth rates and labor market
conditions vary across regions. The provinces and cities remain in
charge of all new programs. Adminlistrationi is another issue. The
National Social Security Council will adminiister some nationlal programs, local social security offices will administer others based on a
combiliation of nationial and local regulations, and enterprises will
continue to have a role in pensioni administration. Finally, because of
pressure fronm finanicial institutions with stock market exposure, the
governmient had to suspend sales of state shares in IPOs to fund the
National Social Security Fund.
Agency Costs of Local Government Ownership
and Enterprise Autonomy
The agency costs associated with local government ownership and
enterprise autonomy have been an important factor in determining
the speed and direction of the market reforms that led to the ctirrent
emphasis oin corporate governance. lIecause of China's distinctive
approach to reforms, local governments emerged as dominant owners and powerful regulators of companies tinder their jurisdictioln.
While bureaucratic entrepreneurialisiim at the local level generated
much of the growth dynamisimi in the early years of reforms, tensions between powerful local incentives and national interests have
been growing.
One area where such conflicts of interest have become apparent
is the national bankinig system. Local governmients have used their
power to influence credit decisions in order to localize the benefits
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and socialize the risks of investment projects. To some extent the highi
level of nonperforming loans in the banking system reflects this discrepancy in incentives. Local protectionism has also become rampanit.
Local governments have been enacting internal trade barriers through
their tax and price policies. This has resulted in higher prices, less
efficient investment, and excess capacity in many sectors. Interprovincial trade has fallen from 37 percent of national retail trade in 1985 to
about 25 percent today. Despite a huge expansion of the national transport infrastructure, the average distance traveled by a freight shipl395 kilometers in 1978 to 310 kilometers in 2000.
ment fell from
Some economists have argued that double-digit export growth partly
reflects local companies' inability to sell domestically, just as Chiina's
huge inflows of foreign investmenit partly reflect the diversion of much
of the country's savings into inefficient state enterprises (World Bank
2001b). Local protectionism is also evident in discriminative employment policies in almost every large Chinese city, and results in inefficient allocation of labor resources.
Interprovincial investment has been deterred by biases in the judicial system. Prosecutors and judges overwhelminigly favor companies in their districts. According to an analysis by Pei Minxin, a scholal
at the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, a local litigant
enjoys a two-to-one advantage in Chinlese courts over a nonlocal party
(May 1999). Even when a local company is found guilty, it often can
escape the consequenices, because local authorities have appointive
and financial power over judicial and law enforcemenit departments,
and may obstruct the enforcement of court judgments (Yang 2000).
Many of the reform initiatives at the national level are intended to
recluce the negative impact of such agency costs related to local government ownership and development incentives.
Another problem of China's market-oriented reform was how to
increase management's autonomy while making managers accountable to the state as the owner of the assets, or in other words, how to
control the agency costs of enterprise autonomy. Over time, SOE reforms have resulted in a significant degree of insider control as SOE
managers have gradually acquired considerable discretion over the
use of state assets. The agency costs of this increased autonomy have
manifested themselves in various incentives for managers to maintain
or acquire private benefits of control through on-tlhe-job consumption and other rents related to investment and expansion. Among these
incentives the tendency for overinvestmenit is perhaps the most important from an economic standpoint.
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In the Chinese context, the incentive to invest has been enhanced
by the motivation of SOE managers to gain further autonomy from
their supervising agencies, typically through a series of organizational
transformations, for example, by breaking up existing enterprises to
form subsidiaries, joint ventures with foreign and/or domestic partners, limited liability companies, or joint stock companies. Additional
motivations could include the possibility of undertaking new business
opportunities without losing existing connections to and benefits from
the state, shifting bad debts and surplus labor burdens onto parent
companies, and so 011.
The coexistence of different ownership forms has created additional incenitives and opportunities for m.llanagers to realize private
benefits from their control over state assets. With the rapid development of the nonstate sector, managers or their relatives and friends
often have their own businesses, which provides opportunities for diverting state assets to private benefits. A large body of anecdotal evidence indicates that asset stripping, or siphoning resources into
structures where the controller has both majority control and incomiie
rights, is widespread. Furthermore, the "grafting" of nonstate property onto the state sector also offers opportunities for asset stripping,
for instanice, by using the appraisal and valuation process to form
joint ventures or using bankruptcy to liquidate state assets at low prices
and divert them for private use, which explains whv some enterprises
are enthusiastic about bankruptcy.
Many key aspects of China's approach to market and SOE reforms have been partly motivated by the need to control such agency
costs. For example, initially and for some time thereafter enterprise
managers were given the right to use state assets and to enjoy some of
the income generated, but no formal rights to dispose of state assets.
Also, the sequencing of market development, with product markets
being allowed first and factor markets later, played an important role
in controllinig agency costs (Naughton 1995). This discouraged redistribution, because the only way to transform factors of production
into income was through new production and not through speculative activities. In addition, siphoning resources into privately controlled
activities was discouraged by discriminating against private sector
activities. Also, activities that are particularly prone to and effective in
redistribution and rent-seeking, such as distribution and trade, are
still out of the reach of most private entrepreneurs. Furthermore, the
Communist Party's control over the rights to appoint and dismiss top
SOE managers may have served as an important counterbalance to
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managerial discretion (Qian 2001). While this type of control has other
distorting impacts on managerial incentives, it may have restricted the
opportunities for egregious asset stripping, as insider control in China
has never reached the degree it attained in Russia and othcr transition
economies (box 2.2).

BOX 2.2
EVOLVING ROLE OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY IN

SOE MANAGEMENT

The Commlluniist Party's rolc in SOE maniagemiienit has changed over tille.
In the prereform period the party secretary of the factory was the ultimate decisionmaker and managed the factory's day-to-day operations.
Managers have been given greater autonoimiy in managing factory operations since 1984. Even though early reforms gave firms greater latitude in making decisions, the questioni of who would exercise this power
remaiined unainswered. The general trend of reform since the mid-i 980s
has been to have the factory director become the ultimate decisionniaker
and represent the enterprise when dealing with outside agencies.
In 1986 the government issued the Regulations on the Work of
Factory Directors in State-Owned Industrial Enterprises, which gave
factory directors final operational authority. Most important, directors
were given decisionmakinig powcr over personnel withiln their enterprises. However, SOEs' party committees still played important roles,
especially as concerned personniel issues.
In theory, maniagers in the corporatized SOEs are either elected or
appointed by the board of directors, but in practice, they are more often
appointed by the Communist Party's Organizational Department. For
large SOEs or enterprise groups, the general manager is often also the
secretary of the party committee. The party's standing committee usually consists of the general manager and senior managers, and is the

ultimate decisionmaking body for important issues. The Communist
Party Central Committee or provincial committees still control and determine the appointment, promotion, or dismissal of senior managers
of large SOEs or enterprise groups.
The central government's and party's willingness to permit decentralization and delegate control power to enterprises is probably related
to the fact that the party's control over appointments and dismissal is
being preserved. However, direct control and ownership by the party
have been largely eliminated. In late 1998 the governmlenit ordered all
party and governmlenit administrative organs to sever their Iinks with
the enterprises they control (World Bank 1999, p. 32).
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Chilia has found it difficult to control the agency costs associated

with the incenitives to overinvest. Initially, inefficienicies were limited
by the low level of development and the niches created by the commanid economy: identifyling positive net present value projects was
relatively easy. Competitive product markets and competitioni from
the nonstate sector also played a positive role. However, the dynamilics
of the process were unsustainable. Over time inefficiencies tended to
accumulate and began to manifest themselves in overcapacity and a

high level of nonperforiniig loans in the bankinig system.
The need to restructure in response to these challenges has
prompted additional reform measures: the corporate form offered
the promise of limited liability to the governimlenit; the local governments found that privatization was the only way to staunch the bleed-

ing of small and medium state-owned and collective enterprises; the
listing of enterprises on the stock exchanges seemed like a conve-

nient way to raise funds for restructuring; and the finanicial system is
also being reformed to introduce market principles In this area. These
are some of the initiatives that led to a diversified ownershiip structure and have, in the process, transformed the initial problem of
how to make managers accounitable to the state as an owner into
one of corporate governanice.
Current Approach
The system for managing state assets has been evolving in the direction of separating ownershilp and regulation, as well as streamlining
the admilistration of state ownershilp righits. The current oversight
system is not completely unified and is still undergoing experimentation. Reforms aim at consolidatling fragmented oversight and the coilflicting goals of stakeholders with the intention of providing a single
reporting line to SOE managers by integratinig party and governmenit
functions into one agency. Many experimenits have taken place, and
decisions have reflected compromlilses made betweeni different centers
of power withiln the government (box 2.3).
The system for maniaging state assets at the central government
and local governmienit levels is evolving differently, with several large
city governments more advanced than the cenitral governmienit in introducing a more streamliled and unified system of SOE oversight.
The central governmenit has beeni encouraginig local governments to
experimenit with different approaches to maniaginig state assets and to
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BOX 2.3
EVOLUTION OF THE STATE ASSET MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Between 1987 and -1998 thc govcrnment started the process of separating
the managenment of ownership from the managemiienit of government. InI
1987 Shenzhen, one of the earliest special econonmic zonc cities, set tIp the
nation's first specialized state assets managemeniet institutioni, the Shenzheni
Municipal Investmiienit Administration Company, to manage all the city's
assets. In 1988 the central government established a separate state asset
management agency, the National State Asset Administrationi Bureau,
which reported to the State Council and was under the guidance of the
Ministry of Finanlce. Both the bureau and the ministry were namiled as the
general representatives of the ownler of state assets.
In the early 1 990s, almost at the same time, some big cities, including Bcijing, Shenzhen, and Shanghai, began to deepen their state asset
management system by separating regLilatory matters and ownership
oversight from governance and managemienit. For cxample, in 1992
Shenzhen set up the State Asset Managemiienlt Commission, which specializes in the supervision and governance of the ownership of state
assets. The former Municipal Investment Adminiistrationi Company has
been transformed into the State Asset Managcniciit Company to manage state assets.
At the central level, the efforts to gradually eliminaatc the ownership
functions of line ministries and to transfer their powers to the National
State Asset Administration Bureau and the Ministry of Finanice to establish a unified and separate agency responsible for state assets met with
strong resistance from line ministries. Several comprchensive government
ministries, such as the State Economic Restructurinlg Commission and
the State Economic and Trade Commission (SETC), also tussled with
each other and the bureau to become the unified agency for asset management. In addition, debate on what models of state asset managemelnt
system China should follow has been ongoing. A compromise was reached
in 1998 during the government reorganization, whereby, on the one hand,
most line ministries were merged into the SETC and their ownership functions were removed, and on the other hand, the bureau was dissolved and
merged into the Ministry of Finance. Ownership functions were then separated and transferred to different comprehensive governmnent ministries.
From the point of view of a recombination of regulatory and ownership
functions, this was a retrograde step.
SOURCE: Zal1g

(2001).
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continue to follow the path of separating ownership from the
government's regulatory function. Several relatively developed cities,
including Shanghai, Shenzhen, Qingdao, Wuhan, and Xiamen, pursue a system that can be referred to as the Shenzlheni-Shanglhai model.
In the Shenzhen-Shaniglhai model the municipal governm1enit is authorized by the next highest level of govern-ment to maniage the state assets assigned to the city, and a three-tier managemenit structure is set
up to manage the state assets. The first tier is a state maniagenmenit coImlmission, which consists of ma jor city-level leaders and heads of relevant
municipal government departments, and functions as the general board
of directors for the city's state assets. The second tier comprises holding
companiies and enterprise groups autlhorized by the governm11ent to manage state assets. These are special corporations that enjoy ownershlip
rights to the state assets under their jurisdiction. The third tier consists
of enterprises wholly or partly owned by the state.
At the central level the state maniagemiienit system is still fragmenited,
with many governm11enit minaistries involved in managinig SOEs. The main
features of the current system for oversight of SOEs at the central level
are described in box 2.4. From the standpoint of facilitating effective
SOE oversight, the system has the following major defects. First, ownership, and as a result responsibility, have been fragmented. Under the
current system ministries can issue orders to enterprises according to
their role, but nonie is fully responsible for the results. Second, the comprehensive mniistries, such as the Ministry of Finance, the State Economic and Trade Commissioni (SETC), the State Developmenit and
Planninig Commissioni, and the PBOC, are also the most imiportant regulators of the whole economiy. Thus the potential for conflicts of interest
is considerable. These government agencies could apply policies and
resources in a way that was favorable to SOEs and deter the creation of
a level playing field for nonstate cnterprises. Third, from the viewpoint
of enterprises, they now face multiple principals in the line ministries.
Transaction costs increase because they need to negotiate different management matters with different ministries. However, enterprises can also
avail themselves of loopholes and escape from owners' supervision and
control more easily. Finally, too many SOEs exist for direct control to
be effective. Currently 4,000 enterprises are directly under the control
of the central governmienit, including 600 key enterprises and groups,
making effective control a difficult task.
At the Chinese Communiist Party's 15th Congress held in September 1997, the Central Committee endorsed both the corporatization
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BOX 2.4
SOE MANAGEMENT AT THE CENTRAL GOVERNMENT LEVEL

The SOE oversight function at the central level is fragmented, as demonstrated by the following:
* The Finanicial Working Commissioni, the Economic Working
Commission, and the Ministry of Personiel manage the appointments
and dismissals of senior officers. Both the commissions are newly established subordinates under the Chinese Communist Party Central Committee, while the Ministry of Pcrsonnel is a government ministry under
the State Council. These three organizationis are responisible for the personnel issues of different groups of SOEs. The Fhianicial Working Commission is responsible for state financial institutions, including state
banks, insurance companies, and security companiies; the Economic
Working Commission is responsible for 39 of the most important and
largest enterprise groups; and the Ministry of Personnel is responsible
for other important and large enterprises or groups.
* The Ministry of Finance is responsible for the administration of
capital, for example, the definitioni and registration of property rights
of state assets and the supervision of state asset evaluations and transactions, along with the supervision of revenue collection.
* The newly established Special Inspector's Commission is responsible for financial auditing. Even though the commission is headquartered in the Ministry of Personnel, it is an indepenidenit agency that reports
directly to the State Council. Usually one special inspector works with
five or six assistants and is in charge of five or six enterprises. Special
inspectors are supposed to audit enterprises at least twice a year and are
not allowed to interfere in enterprise management. After auditing, special inspectors provide an assessment of the management's performance
and make suggestions about the retention, promotion, or dismissal of
incumbent senior officers. Special inspectors' reports are sent to the SETC
for review before being passed on to the State Council.
* The SETC and the State Development and Planning Commission are responsible for the supervision and control of enterprises' business activities, including financing, investment, sale of assets, and internal
restructuring.
SOURCE:

Zang (2001).
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of large SOEs and the restructurinig of small SOEs, and decided to

accelerate the speed of reforms. The central componient of the reform
program was zhbuada, f4ugxiao, or "graspling the big, and enliveniiig
the small" (see Broadnnan 2(001 a for more details). The notion of grasping the big involves two related sets of reforms. First, the govermiienit
is creating a numiiber of large enterprise groups with extensive crossownership by encouraginig mergers in core industries. Second, the
government is encouraging those cnterprises performinig better to be
listed on the stock exchange to promote ownershilp diversification and
raise funding for restructuring. By the end of 2001 about 1,200 coimipanies were listed on the Shanghiai and Shenizhieni stock exchaliges.
The cooncept of enlivening the small provides for furthier experimelitation with ownershilp reform in small and medium SOEs. The goveriment has used various mechaniisimis to let go of small enterprises,
includinig restructuriig, enterilng into alliances, encouraginig mergers
and acquisitions (M&As), and forming shareholding companies (World
B1ank 1999, p. 3 1). In August 2001 the SETC anlounced that by the
end of 2000 more than 81 percent of the 63,490 small SOEs that had
existed at the end of 1996 had been reformed, mainly through sales.
Conclusion
China's current emphasis on corporate governance is largely a policy
response to the issues that emerged following partial reforms in the
state enterprise sector. Market reforms have transformed the problem
of state control over the agency costs of enterprise autolloilmV inlto one
of corporate governanice. The current approach takes the process of
emancipation of economic agenits from the state and politics to a highier
level by focusing on the institutional framework withiln which participants can shape the governanice structure of production through market transactionis. While the potential for institution building is vast,
the effectiveness of the new institutions of corporate governance is
likely to be limited in the context of dominianit state ownershilp and of
party control over managers. However, based on the dynamics of
China's reform experience, the new institutiolIs will likely facilitate
chaniges in the areas of state ownershilp and political control over economilc activities. Such changes are necessary for China to develop fully
fuLictioning factor markets, without which the effectiveness of corporate governance institutions will remain limited. In this context, the
current emphiasis on corporate governanice can be seen as a prelude to
China's final stage in its transition to a market economily.
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3
The Corporate Governance
of Transformed Small and
Medium Enterprises

This chapter examines the main corporate governance issues arising
in the process of insider-centered ownership diversification of small
and medium SOEs. The closely held nature of these corporations is
associated with the absence of an active market in shares, which precludes reliance on public monitoring. This chapter therefore focuses
on the role of employees, creditors, and outside equity investors in
such corporations.

Ownership Transformation and Emerging Governance Issues
The ownership diversification of small and mediumn SOEs has taken a
variety of forms (see table 3.1 ).' In some cases SOEs have been sold
directly to individuals or private firms. While such direct sales face
re sistance from insiders, the process is becoming politically more acceptable, especially since the 15th National Congress. Progress in social security system reform in recent years has also made it less difficult
for local governments to sell their enterprises to private owners. Because of their heavy reliance on bank financing since the mid-1980s,
1. In Sichuan, for example, the provincial government embarked on a restructuring program in 1994. By the encl of 1998, the process had been completed for 69
percent of the 42,681 firms in the program. Among those transformed, 45.1 percent became employee-owned companies, 13.1 percent became employee-owned
cooperatives, 14.3 percent were sold, 7 percent were contracted out to individulals, 8.5 percent were leased out, 7 percent filed for bankruptcy, and 5 percenlt
were absorbed by other firms.
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TABLE 3.I
TRANSFORMATION OF

Regioni

No. of Traitsenter- formed
(%) R
prises

Coast'
Central'
West

17,629
20,713
21,068

83
83
80

SMES

BY ZOOO

Method (%)
M

L

C JSC Sale B Other

17

13

14
20

11
12

11
14
9

9
9
8

22
22
19

8
9
9

8
11
11

12
10
12

No-rES: R-restrLcturing, M-merger, L-leasing, C-coIntracting, JSC-joint-stock compan1y,
B-bankruptcv.

a. L.iaoning, Hcbei, Beijing, Ti;aniin, Shandong, liangsu, Shanghai, ZhCijang, Fujian,
Guangdong.

b. Hcilongiiang, Jlin, Slhanxi, Henan, HUbei, Anhui, liangxi, Hunan, Hainan.
c. Inn11er Moingolia, Shaanxi, Ningxia, GansU, Qinghai, Xinjialg, Tibet, Siclluan,
Guizhou, YUInnan, GLiangxi.
SOURCE: SETC.

most SOEs are overindebted and many are insolvent (see table 3.2).
An assets evaluation organized by the government in the mid-1990s
found that nearly 40 percent of the 302,000 nonfinancial SOEs were
empty shells, in the sense that their debt obligations exceeded their
assets (Wu 1998, p. 26). The percentage would certainly be much
higher if assets were recorded at their market value and off-balancesheet liabilities were taken into account. Although rare, liquidation
procedures have been used to transfer ownership rights over physical
assets such as land, buildings, and equipment to nonstate owners. Debt
for equity conversionis are beginninlg to introduce new owners to small
and medium SOEs. In the vast majority of cases, the corporatization
of small and medium SOEs has been accompanied by the allocation of
ownership rights to insiders such as managers and employees.
Emerging Ownership Patterns. The diversification of the ownership
of small and medium SOEs has been driven by local governmllents,
largely in response to the poor financial performance of firms under
their control (see box 3.1). In 1995, for example, 72 percent of the
firms owned by local governmenits were in the red. In Zhucheng, a
comprehensive audit of state assets in April 1992 revealed that of the
150 enterprises belonging to the municipality and responsible for their
own economic profits and losses, 103 were sustaining losses.
The preference given to employee ownership reflects a number of
factors: financial problems, which make direct sales difficult; de facto
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TABLE 3.-2
SOME INDICATORS OF FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE OF

Region
Beijing
Tianjin
Hebei
Shanxi
Inner Mongolia
Liaoning
Jilin
Heilongjiang
Shanghai
Jiangsu
Zhejing
Anhui
Fujian
Jiangxi
Shandong
Henan
Hubei
Hunan
Guangdong
Guangxi
Hainan
Chongqing

Sichuan
Guizhou
Yunnan
Tibet
Shaanxi
Gansu
Qinghai
Ningxia
Xinjiang
SOURCE:

SMEs

No. of

Lossmnaking
enterprises

Net loss as
share of gov.
revenuies

Debt
Ratio

companies

(%)

(%)

(%)

2,046
951
2,125
1,480
662
1,946
1,398
1,476
1,439
1,833
1,067
892
1,115
2,006
1,437
2,043
2,642
1,901
2,480
1,560

27
55
29
26
23
34
33
37
31
37
39
50
40
45
28
33
35
45
30
51

4
10
3
7
n.a.
6
8
4
2
3
2
4
3
8
1
5
5
7
3
5

182
588

51
61

5
8

1,424
951
1,024
199
1,232
984
350
138
1,047

41
41
54
33
50
29
42
45
49

5
5
5
10
9
7
26
11
11

62
77
76
75
70
69
78
83
61
62
55
71
63
79
72
77
77
75
70
66
87
74

72
75
65
36
78
60
86
48
74

SETC, Cbina Statistical Yearbook 2001, and authors' calculations.

control by insiders, acquired during the process of enterprise reform;
systemic financial problems, which call for systemic solutions locally
as opposed to an enterprise-by-enterprise approach as in the case of
direct sales and bankruptcies; and political feasibility, particularly with
respect to procedures, that is, less strict evaluation and pricing of assets
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BOX 3.I
PRIVATIZATION OF SMALL

SOEs: SOME CASES

Pricing Formula of an Indzustrial City
The city uses the formula
M = A - BI - B2 - B3 + Cl + C2 + C3
where M is the government's reservation price; A is the net assets confirmed by evaluation; Bi is the number of redundant workers multiplied
by Y 8,000 per person; B2 is the numbcr of senior retirees multiplied by
Y 6,000 per person; B3 is the number of other retirees multiplied by Y
12,000 per personi; Cl is the value of preferenitial tax policies enjoyed by
the enterprise; C2 is the value of land use rights; and C3 is the value of
intangible assets, such as brand names and goodwill. If M is less than zero,
the implication is that the firm should be liquidated rather than sold.
Getting Workers' Agreement before Selling to a Manager

The Agricultural Machinery Manufacturing and Rcpair Factory started
making losses when its fiscal subsidy was removed and stopped production
in 1990. A new malnager, Mr. Wen, was appointed to turn it around in
1991, and did so by introducing the TVE managemenit system. However,
in 1993 the factory was in trouble again when RMB 6 million in receivables became uncollectable because of macroeconomic conditions. In 1994
the factory stopped production again and each worker received a monthly
incomiie of only Y 60. After demonistrations by workcrs, in 1995 the munici-

pal government decided to sell the factory to the manager; howevcr, it took
no less than 20 mcetings with workers before the government succeeded in

getting thcir agreemenlt to the sale. An asset evaluation concluded that the
factory had a total of RMB 9.14 million in assets and RMB 7.27 million in
debts. The manager agreed to bLly the factory for RMB 1.94 million,
which he was allowved to pay in installments over two years.
Ensuiring Th7at Employees Can Afford the Price

The Textile Machinery Factory, a mediunm-sized SOE, was founded in
1971 and ran into financial difficulties in 1994. At the time of

can be politically acceptable and the social impact of privatization
can be less severe. As aptly summarized by local government officials
in Jinhua, employee ownership satisfied three constrainits: governimienit
officials' fear of making political mistakes, managers' fear of losing
power, and workers' fear of losing jobs.
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privatization in 1997 it had suffered losses for three years. An assets
evaluation showed RMB 24.7 million in total assets and RMB 15.1
million in total debts. A number of deductions were made to enable
employees to rent the land use rights for RMB 7.57 million, to contribute RMB 0.42 million to the pension pool for retired workers, and to
provide RMB 1.34 million as an employees insurance fund. Employees
then paid RMB 0.197 million to buy the factory, and the new firm raised
RMB 2 million in additional funds by issuing new shares to employees.
Escaping from the Sinking Ship by Small Boat
The Paper Factory was established in 1969 and has been in difficulties
since then, partly because of a heavy social burden and large volume of
social assets. In the mid-1990s the municipal government decided to
carve out productive assets from the factory to set up a new entity that
would be privatized. The new entity was evaluated and its net worth
was set at RMB 1.34 million. All 350 employees were asked to subscribe to shares, and compulsory minimum amounts of contributions
were set at Y 6,500 per person for top managers, Y 5,500 each for midlevel managers, and Y 4,500 each for other employees. The privatized
new entity was incorporated as a limited liability company, while the
old factory remained as an independent legal entity. The old factory
rented its social assets to the new companiy to collect cash so that it
could look after retirees and injured and sick employees.
Privatizing through Leasing to Bypass Liquidity Constraints
The net worth of the Pharmaceutical Factory was determined as RMB
9.37 million, and the employees collectively leased the factory from
the Yuhuan county government for 10 years. The government required
them to put down a 10 percent deposit and maintain all the jobs unless some workers chose to leave. The employees were supposed to
buy the factory within 10 years through installment payments made
from their profits.

Different localities have followed similar procedures. Typically,
managers and employees first put forward plans for employee ownership for discussion with and approval by the municipal government.
An outside accounting firm carries out the valuation, at best with
only formal independence from the provincial governmenit. In some
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localities, such as Zhucheng and Jinhua, land and social assets were
excluded from the valuation to bypass the insiders' wealth constraint
to assuming a controlling position. In such cases, enterprises would
typically lease the land from the government. In other localities, for
instance, in Shunde, land was included in the valuation. The inclusion
of land in the deal has a significant implication for a firm's ability to
borrow in the future. In any event, land was the asset most at risk of
being undervalued. However, as local governmients typically had to
take over the firm's net debt if its net assets were negative, this provided some limit to the extent to which certain assets could be undervalued. The exact structure of ownership was agreed upon during a
series of discussiolls at conferenices with employee representatives.
Decisions about the allocation of shares were often based on such
factors such as number of years of employment and rank in the managerial hierarchy. Additional share purchases were allowed. Typically
there were no stipulations as to how big the difference in individual
shareholdings, particularly between managers and ordinary workers,
should be.
The process of ownership diversification reflected a combination
of bargaining, coercion, and persuasion. In some cases, local governments had to give managers and employees a put option to make the
risks more palatable. Proceeds from the purchase of shares have often
been given back to enterprises in the form of government loans, which
could also be viewed as a performance bond on the government's put
option. Explicit protection for employees was often included in the agreements; for example, in Shunde no more than 5 percent of the work
force could be fired in the three-year period following transformation.
Under the new ownership structure employees emerged as the
most important shareholders. Jinhua is a typical case. In the transformed enterprises in Jinhua natural persons held 76 percent of the
shares. Second in importance were shares owned collectively by employees. Most of the enterprises that changed their ownership emerged
as 100 percent employee owned. The share of senior management
was relatively high, and on average amouLnted to 20 to 30 percent of
all employee shares. In principle, senior managers were allowed to
hold significant blocks of shares, but they often opted not to do so
because of concerns that other employees might disapprove. However, in a number of enterprises top managers were able to amass
significant blocks of shares, in some cases exceeding 50 percent of all
shares issued. Overall, the initial ownership structure was character-
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ized by a significant dispersion of ownership. The largest shareholders held between 3 and 25 times as many shares as the smallest shareholders and 2 to 10 times as many shares as the average shareholder.
State and legal person shares were in the minority. The size of net
assets seems to explain the presence of state shares, which were found
only in the largest enterprises in terms of net assets (and some of the
most profitable).
Corporate Governance Issues. New legal and organizational forms
consistent with the corporate form were introduced without dismantling the old representative bodies. The conference of shareholding
ernployees, the board of directors, and the board of supervisors were
established as new governing structures. An important issue was how
to divide functions between these new institutionis representing the
shareholders and the traditional organizations of social control, such
as the workers' congress, the party committee, and the trade unions.
The standard approach has been not to disband the traditional
instruments of social control, but instead to make them compatible
with the new management structure by introducing new procedures.
This was typically achieved by combining the leadership or functions
of various institutions. The usual practice was to combine shareholders' and workers' congress meetings and to have the same person serve
as chair of the board of directors and secretary of the party committee. Many enterprises held joint meetings of various representative
bodies. The intent was to streamline the administrative structure, reduce overstaffing, and avoid duplication. In reality, meetings proliferated and considerable confusion arose about the division of functions
and methods of decisionmaking, especially initially. Determining which
issues were operational, to be decided at shareholders' meetings using
the one share one vote method, and which issues concerned employee
benefits and had to be decided at the workers' congress usinlg the rule
of one person one vote was often difficult.
Two main approaches emerged to deal with the situation. One
was the design of detailed internal procedures for new institutions. In
most enterprises shareholders' meetings and conferences of employee
representatives (workers' congress) had to adhere to detailed internal
regyulations concerning the number of attendees, the information to
be disclosed, the decisions to be made, and the voting method to be
used. The activities of the board of directors were relatively standardized, while the functioning of the board of supervisors was generally
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perceived to be relatively poor. Supervisory boards tended to meet less
often than the boards of directors, and their activities were less structured. Most of those interviewed believed that the main reason for
this was that the chair of the board of directors tended to be more
senior and had been at the enterprise longer than the chair of the
board of supervisors. However, the situation also depended on the
personal relationship between the two chairs and the former traditions in the enterprise. The other approach was to resort to informal
mechanisms to economize on decisionmakinig costs. Many enterprises
used meetings of large shareholders to review important proposals
and make decisions. Often key financial information had to provided
to the large shareholders first, before beinig disclosed, with their approval, to other sharelholders and employees.
A typical contractual structure regulating internal rights and ohligations included a responsibility contract signed by the shareholders' organization and the board of directors, while a traditional
collective contract would be signed by the managemenit and the trade
union. A responsibility contract would usually cover profits, increases
in net assets, and tax targets linked to salaries. To support these contractual arrangemenits, the disclosure of informationi becamne more
important thani in the past. Somiie enterprises even introduced transparency policies. In some enterprises shareholdinig employees routinely
reviewed business entertainmenit expenses and evaluated the managemenit. In some cases, however, cnterprises had to limit the disclosure
of informiiationl to prevent the leakage of business and technical secrets. Overall, the channels through which shareholders/employees
could monitor senior managemiienit increased and were often institutionalized by means of specific procedures.
Despite some positive changes in enterprise behavior following
corporatization and ownership diversification, serious issues emerged
relatively early in the process in relation to incentives and governance
practices. Surveyed enterprises reported the prevalence of a short-term
outlook, manifested by excessive dividend distributioni accompanied
by a lack of direct links between profitability and income growth. As
a result, enterprises were unable to accumulate sufficienlt resources
for long-termii growth.
During the initial period, shareholdinig employees were primarily interested in the distribution of dividends. In the enterprises surveyed in jinhua and Zhuclheng employees recovered their investments
in three or four years. A commoni phenomenon among transformed
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enterprises was an excessive distribution of dividends at the initial
stage of reform. Well-performing enterprises distributed all their profits in the form of dividends. In some localities munuicipal governments had to limit dividend distribution in the context of widespread
deterioration of enterprises' economic performance. Even though
dividend distribution began to slow down after shareholders had
recouped their initial investments because of government intervention and deteriorating performance, wages continued to increasc
steadily and remained significanitly higher than before the enterprises
had been transformed. In the transformed enterprises in Zhucheng,
for example, dividends amounted to about 25 percent of employees'
average annual salaries, and employees were receiving about 2.4 times
as much in total compensation as they had before the change, without a corresponding increase in enterprise profitability. This situation highlights the lack of monitorinig by creditors, who under normal
circumstances have the incenitives and the tools to monitor and control excessive dividend distribution.
Respondents also reported that once shareholdinig employees had
recouped their initial investments, their incenitives to monitor coIImpany performance were reduced. Given the diffused ownership structure, employees were not motivated to spend the required time and
effort to inform themselves about factors affecting enterprise performance. In any case, ordinary employees in the surveyed enterprises
felr that their influenice on the enterprise's decisionmllakinig was limited, either as workers or as shareholders. Some maniagers and technical personnel who were shareholders could affect the enterprise's
decisionmaking, but the average shareholder's power and benefits were
insufficient to justify taking greater business risks. Moreover, in the
context of China's monetary tightening in 1996 and the Asian financial crisis in 1997, workers felt that the enterprise's economic performance depended on many factors, most of which were beyond their
control. This further weakened incentives to monitor performance and
participate in decisionmaking.
Surveyed enterprises reported numerous instances where the diffused ownership structure was inconsistent with the actual distribution of power and control over key resources. For example, in some
enterprises human capital in the form of knowledge and business connections was the critical resource, and was concentrated in a few key
managers and technical personnel. Without control rights these employees had the incentives to quit the enterprise, withdrawing these
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key resources in the process. In one company, some techniical staff left
their jobs to become private entrepreneurs, eventually becoming millionaires. In another company, the "talented took away the technlology and the client connections, left the enterprise, and competed with
the original enterprise." The original enterprise languished. Under such
circumstanices the new ownership structure could not protect the firm's
integrity. Giving controlling owniership rights to people with the power
to withhold key resources is one way of ensuring the continued existence of such enterprises (Zingales 2000).
Finally, the low ownership concenitration affected the efficiency
of the decisionmaking process and caused problems related to missed
business opportunities and low managemlenit efficiency. The heterogeneous nature of the work force in most enterprises, combined with an
institutional framework for decisionmaking that combined various
organizational forms with different objectives (organizationial and
social), led to higher decisioimlaking costs.
Employees tended to view their shareholder rights primarily as a
tool for enhanicinig their job security. Despite some efforts to downsize
and streamline operations, the transformiied enterprises did not lay off
staff or reduce overall employment. Most of the enterprises actually
increased the size of their labor force. A review of employniellt numbers shows an insen1sitivity to overall market conditions and individual
enterprise performance. According to data provided by the Zhucheng
System Reform Committee, in 1992, before the enterprise reform,
municipality-owned enterprises employed 15,624 people and the TVEs
employed 35,105. By the end of 1998, the formerly municipality-owned
enterprises had 15,686 staff and the TVEs had 39,712. Some surveyed enterprises in jinhua did not engage in large-scale cutbacks despite poor economic performanice, and most enterprises actually
increased the number of employees. While some enterprises did reduce their staff numbers, this occurred mainly as a result of natural
attrition.
In most localities, the process of ownership transformation failed
to produce a radical change in the relationship between enterprises
and the government, although some positive changes have reportedly
taken place. Local governments retained some key powers that should
have been transferred to the new owners, of which perhaps the most
important was the right to appoint enterprises' top management. In
most cases the municipal government had to approve all appointments
of senior managers. Surveyed enterprises presented numerous examples
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of government behavior inconsistent with the autonomy of a privatized enterprise. For example, policies on taxable salaries and dividends were under the direct control of the supervising municipal
government departments, and local governments conitinued to act as
arbitrators in the case of internal conflicts and disagreements.
Continued government ilvolvemenit can be related to continued
government ownership in some enterprises and to the contingent liabilities in the form of explicit or implicit guarantees that the government continued to hold with respect to transformed enterprises. It
also reflects the absence of effective monitoring by market players
such as banks, who in normal circumstances would have the incentives and the instruments to restrain excessive wage and dividend payments. The transformed enterprises themiiselves sometimes actively
sought government support. Some enterprises continued to develop
their relationships with local governmlienits in attempts to use their
administrative power to promote their own narrow interests.
Trends in Ownership Structure. As a result of the aforementioned goverriance problems, a perception that the existing employee ownership
structure was not conducive to the long-term development prospects
of transformed enterprises was widespread. Local governments and
enterprise management saw the solution as lying in the concentration
of ownership, and initiated further ownership changes to move in that
direction. In contrast with earlier reforms, the driving force behind
the second wave of ownership transformation was management. Typically, boards of directors would put forward plans to nurture large
shareholders, primarily managers and highly regarded employees, to
strengthen the driving force behind the enterprise. Plans for sources of
new equity included personal savings, bank loans, and investments by
other companies. The sense of crisis created by enterprises' poor financial condition often facilitated the acceptance of such plans.
While the second wave of ownership transformation did not
achieve radical changes in ownership patterns, it did result in some
ownership concentration, a higher percentage of ownership by management, and in some cases the introduction of outside investors. For
example, in Jinhua the overall capital increase in the 201 enterprises
participating in the second wave of ownership transformation was
RMB 600 million, of which RMB 150 million was from investment
by employees, RMB 250 million was from bank credit used to purchase shares, RMB 160 million was from allocations of accumulated
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retained earnings, and RMB 40 million was mobilized fromii other corporations. Under the new ownershilp structure in Jinhua, in 57 enterprises the percentage of shares held by the chair of the board of directors
exceeded 10 percent and the percentage held by maniagers and board
members exceeded 25 percent. Based on observed trends, the ownership structure is likely to evolve in the direction of a highier concentration of owinershilp by management and the introduction of outside
investors.
Under the new ownershilp structure the primary challenige is safeguarding the interests of minoritv shareholders, especially workers,
against possible expropriation by managers who are also controllinig
sharcholders. Anotlher importanlt problem is managerial entrenclhmenit,
that is, the difficulty of replacing incomiipetenit or poorly performinig
maniagers who are also significanit sharelholders. Employee ownership
complicates the corporate governance characteristics of insider ownership. Employee entrenchlimlenit can reduce the corporation's flexibility to adjust to changes in the environmenit if employees use their
shareholder rights to pursue their narrow interests as employees, even
to the detrimenit of the corporation. Subsequent sections will discuss
the role of employees, creditors (banks), and private equity investors
in alleviating these agency problems.

Role of Employces
Employees usually invest in firm-specific hulimani capital and can be
viewed as residual claimants in situationis of financial distress. As
such, they have a collective interest in monitoring the agency costs
of equity, particularly with respect to important decisions that could
affect the enterprise's long-term prospects. Contractual and legal
rights usually protect employees' fixed claims, including in the case
of bankruptcy. However, their firm-specific investments are often
poorly protected by formal contracts and regulations. As a result
implicit contracts, or in the words of Chinese economist Wu Jinglian,
"promises made in the past" to provide some forni of insuranice for
2
humani capital investments often complement formal arrangemnents.
2. Thc noncointractibie interests related to firm-specific humanil capital investments
draw a parallel letween cmployees aiid shareholders. Even though hoth cmployees and sharcholders can bc seen as havinig limplicit conltracts with the firmi, formal conitrol rights arc tvpically givCIn to shareholders. The usual explanationi for
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Various forms of workers' participation in residual control or residual income rights have emerged to provide additional protection
for employees' firm-specific investments, particularly in the context
of economic transitions. Thus employees' contractual, legal, and ownership rights should be examinied in parallel to analyze workers' role
in corporate governance.
Worker Participation in Corporate Governance. Chinlese workers
have a number of legal rights to protect their interests. Collective
contracting and negotiations typically govern narrow employee interests related to compensation, firing, social benefits, working conditions, and so on. In addition, workers' congresses and trade unions
have extensive rights to consultation and information regarding production plans, use of public welfare funds, and other matters that
could affect employees' interests. In some types of enterprises, namely,
limited liability companies with the government as a controlling shareholder and joint stock companies, trade unions have the right to
organize workers to oversee and assess the virtues, ability, diligence,
and achievements of the chair of the board of directors, general
managers, and high-level management personnel. According to SETC
regulations, SOE managers are obligated to report to the employee
conference on various business-related entertainmiiient expenditures
every six months.
In addition to the collective rights exercised throughi workers'
congresses and trade unions, employees can be represented on boards
of directors and supervisors. Articles 45 and 68 of the Company Law
stipulate that a proper proportion of workers' representatives should
be elected as board members in limited liability companies established
with investment from two SOEs or two state investment holding entities, or in state-funded companies. According to articles 52 and 124
of the Company Law, the boards of supervisors in limited liability
companies and joint stock companies should also contain a proper
proportion of workers' representatives. Employees are represented to

such a practice is that employees' implicit contracts are more likely to be selfenforcing because employees are making continuous firm-specific investments and
the firm wants them to do so (Gordon 1999). In contrast, shareholders contribute
capital only infrequenitly, and as a result their implicit contracts are not selfenforcinig, thereby creating the need for special governance mechanisms (voting)
to provide credible protection againist expropriation.
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a significant extent on the boards of directors and supervisors of com-

panies that have corporatized and transfornmed their ownership. A
2000 survey of 1,229 enterprises in Henani province revealed that 48
percent of the cnterprises had employee representatives, typically union
leaders, on their boards of directors, and 69 percent had employee
representatives on their boards of supervisors. In a similar survey conducted in 1,669 enterprises in Hehei province, the figures were 92 and
98 percent, respectively.
Employees can also participate in corporate governance in their
capacity as owners. As discussed earlier, employee ownership emerged
as the dominant form of owinership transformationi of small and mediulil SOEs ulider the control of local governments, thoughl some limitations exist on employee ownership in public shareholding companies.
A July 1993 regulation issued by the State Econonic Mechanism Reform Commission set a limit of 2.5 percent on employee-held stocks
in the stock-issuing. However, local regulations soon superseded this
liniit. In 1994 Shanghai promulgated the Experimental Measures on
Issuing Employee-Held Stocks, wlicih allowed 10 to 30 percent of
employee-held stocks. That same vear the Shenzheni Special Economiic
Zone released the Regulation on the System of Employee-Held Stocks,
which allowed up to 30 percent of employee-lheld stocks. This proportion later rose to 50 percent and theni exceeded this figure. Later
other provinces, municipal cities under central adminlistration, and
autoniomous regions followed suit in passing similar rules.
In addition to individual employee sharelholdinig, collective vehicles have emerged to exercise employees' shareholder rights. Since
1994 some enterprises have adopted an internal employee stockholders' svstem and set up employee stockholders' unionis, similar to employee stock ownership plans (ESOPs) in some market economies.
Local governments and trade unionis in Beijing, Guangxi, jiangsu, Jilin,
Shaanxi, Shanghai, and Tianjin jointly formulated preliminary regulations for internal employee stockholders' unions. The cities of Dalian,
Shenzhen, and Shijiazhuang, which were authorized to experiment,
also issued their own local regulations. In addition, enterprises in the
building, pharmaceutical, textile, and metallurgical industries in Shanghai experimented with various approaches. In October 1997 the Ministry of Civil Affairs, the Ministry of Foreigni Trade and Economiiic
Cooperation, the State Commission for Restructuring the Economzy,
and the State Administration for Industry and Commerce jointly issued the Provisional Regulations Concerning the Registration and
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Management of Unions of Employee Stockholders at Experimental
Foreign Trade and Economic Enterprises. These regulations state that
an employee stockholders' union is an organization that manages
employees' stock capital, subscribes to stocks from the company, exercises the power of the stockholders, performs the obligations of the
stockholders, and safeguards the legitimate rights and interests of the
employee subscribers. However, no corresponding national policy or
law regulating such practices is in place.
Stipulations regarding the nature of employee stockholders' unions
are of two types. In Beijing and Tianjil, employee stockholders' unions
are separate corporate legal entities. In Jiangsu, Shaanxi, and Shanghai
employee stockholders' unions are not separate legal entities, but are
under the auspices of the trade unions.
Various regulations specify a number of sources of funds that
shareholders' unions can use to acquire stocks, namely: cash, annual
bonuses, awards to outstanding employees, part of the company's profits if all shareholders consent, and other legitimate sources agreed on
at stockholders' meetings. The regulations in Jilin province stipulate
that a company could purchase part of its state-owned stocks or legal
persons' stocks to resell them to its employees. A listed company can
also purchase a corresponding part of its own stocks on the secondary
market to resell them to its employees. Employees who have the right
to purchase stocks are typically full-time employees who have worked
in a company, one of its subsidiaries, an associated company, or in the
cornpany's representative offices for at least a year; the company's
directors, supervisors, and managers; and retirees who receive their
pension from the company. Regulations typically prescribe a limit for
shareholding by such unions to between 10 and 50 percent of the
total capital, depending on the size of the company. Some regulations
also limit the maximum amount of shares that senior management
can purchase.
Issues Concerning Workers' Role in Corporate Governance. The exten-t of some important worker rights is a function of enterprises' ownership structure. Workers' rights are typically most extensive in
collective enterprises and enterprises with dominant state ownership.
Workers' rights vary significantly in TVEs, foreign-invested enterprises, and private companies. This correlation between workers' rights
ancd the form of ownership can generate resistance to ownership
changes. For example, the reduction in the number of enterprises that
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are predominanitly state-owned has generated demanids to extend
employee rights in SOEs to enterprises that reduce or eliminiate state
ownership.
Use of the legal systemil to protect workers' rights is still limited.
Regulations typically give employees the right to request intervention
by the appropriate local government department if they consider that
their rights have been violated. Such practices create conditions for
continuLed involvemenit by government entities in enterprises' interinal
operations.
The rights and obligations of institutiolIs that canl represent workers' interests overlap significantly, and many believe that this has a
negative inflLienicc on1 enterprises' maniagemlent and opcrations. An

example is the controversy surroundinig the relationship betweein the
so-called "three new committees" and "three old committees." During the reform process, maniy SOEs established a sharelholder committee, a board of directors, and a suLpervisory committee: the three new
commillttees. These coexist with the long-stanidinig party coomimiittee,
workers' congress, and trade UlniOln: the three old committees. The
proliferation of representative bodies has made the exercise of certain
rights and fulictions merely a formality. In malLy instances, corporate
governance is still carried out usiig the traditional methods and instruments, suchi as party and administrative meetings. Boards of directors still functioni in a perfunctory maninler, despite the adoption of
rules and procedures. Having nonlfulIctiolling supervisory hoards where
employees are heavily represented is commoni.
The existence of so many representative bodies with overlapping
functionis has complicated employees' exercise of their shareholder
rights. It has created conditions whereby employees perceive their shareholder rights merely as an additional instrulimenlt for furthering their
narrow interests as employees. Employees still think of themilselves as
permanienit workers, implicitly protected against layoffs, and
shareholdilng often reinforces this perception. Such a conflict of interest hinders employees' capacity to play a constructive role in corporate governanlce.
Many localities have issued regulations that, in effect, buy employees permanenit worker status (see box 3.2). According to these
regulations, enterprises pay employees a certain allowance or compensate them if they terminate them or rescind the original labor coIltracts sigined between the employees and the enterprise. The main
objective is to break the permanent association between workers and
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IDENTITY SWAP OF

BOX 3.2
SOE EMPLOYEES

IN CHANGSHA

In late 1999 and early 2000, three mediuLM to large SOEs in Changsha,
the capital of Hunan province, conducted a reform experiment that involved an equity swap, which referred to the ownership reform of these
enterprises, and an identity swap, which referred to the substitution of
employees' permanent affiliation to a particular SOE by selection through
the market. The identity swap is, in a sense, a farewell to the "iron rice
bowl" system. It also extends to maniagers, who through the identity
swap lose the status of government officials and the correspondinig promotion opportunities, including the right to be assigned to another cnterprise in case of dismissal, liquidation, and so on.
The municipal governm1enit of Chanigsha prepared and offered the
following compensation package in exchanige for "permanenlt employee
status":
* Former permanienit employees recruited before 1984 should be
compensated RMB 500 per year for a period of I to 10 work years and
RMB 900 per year for more than 10 work years, but the total accumulated amounit cannot excecd RMB 20,000.
* Employees who are less than five years short of retirement age
can take early retirement after approval from the Labor Department.
* Salaries (basic living expenses), welfare payments, and social
security expenses that the company owes to cmployces should be paid
together wirh the compenlsation.
* Compensationi for staff currently on the payroll should be paid

in the form of a preferential price for the purchase of shares.
Unexpectedly, the identity swap faced many difficulties as workers
and managers were reluctant to accept full exposure to market forces
and the threat of unemployment.

their enterprises and to substitute a relationship based on market selection. Some localities such as Jinhua have also used this approach to
create the conditions necessary for concentrating ownership in the
hands of managers and key technical staff.
In many instances, employee ownership has been merely a
fundraising exercise, and it has not been accompanied by genuine
changes in corporate governance mechanisms. Smaller enterprises have
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often been able to avail themselves of this captive source of funds
through a combiiatioin of coercion and persuasion, including by local
governments. Surveys have found that employees have little awareness of the risks associated with investing in stocks. One important
implication is that enterprises were able to isolate themselves from the
discipline of capital markets. Furthermore, the transformation of employees into shareholders could further soften enterprises' budgetary
constraints by reducing the discipline imposed by workers' fixed claims
on wages and other forms of compensation.
Future of Employee Participation in Corporate Governance. Continued discretionary involvement by local governm1enits in dividend and
wage controls, managerial appointments, and arbitration of internal
negotiations is incompatible with the new ownership status of transformed small and medium enterprises and is likely to discourage the
development of market-based corporate governance practices. Such
functions should be apportioned between outside creditors and investors, shareholders, and internal representative bodies. Creditors, for
instance, should increasingly be in a better position to monitor wage
and dividend payments and to enforce discipline in this area through
covenants, repayment clauses, refusal to renew working capital facilities, and other means. This type of externally imposed discipline is
likely to make it easier for managers to resist unwarranted pressures
from employees for wage increases and dividend payments and to
create, in turn, incentives for employees to monitor managers' performance and compensatioln.
However, government involvement is often actively sought by
managers and employees who are reluctant to part with the paternalistic protection of the state, including their association with the civil
service and permanent employee status. In this context, complete delinking of SOE managers from the civil service system will facilitate
ownership transformation and will promote the development of a labor market for managers. The reluctance of managers of transformed
enterprises to part with their status as government officials exemplifies the limitations of the pilot experimental approach to divesting
SOEs in the absence of civil service reform that redefines the scope
and nature of civil service in line with the economy's changinig ownership structure. In March 2001 the SETC, the Ministry of Personnel,
and the Ministry of Labor and Social Security issued Proposals on
Deepening the Reform of the Internal Systems of Personnel, Labor,
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and Distribution of State-Owned Enterprises. The proposals recommend the following: (a) removing the administrative rank of enterprises; (b) changing the status of SOE managers so they are no longer
considered to be government officials; (c) eliminating the strict demarcation between cadres and workers; and (d) transforming identity
management into position management, meaning that managers' salary and benefits would be a function of their current positions and
not depend on their personal attributes.
If fully implemented and extended to all types of SOEs, these
measures are likely to have profound effects on corporate governance.
They will represent an important step toward further depolitization
of the business process, will create the conditions for the development
of a managerial labor market, and will positively affect managementlabor relationships by facilitating movement between these two categories of employment. However, the current reluctance of SOE
managers to part with their status as government officials reflects a
number of structural rigidities in the system. For example, even with
civil servants' indirect control over managers through boards of directors, dominant state ownership perpetuates an implicit benchmarking
of managerial compensation to civil service pay levels. As a result,
there is no significant differentiation between managerial and civil
service remuneration to compensate for higher job security, mobility
within the civil service system, and other prerogatives associated with
government employment. In addition, many of the factors that currently limit labor mobility in China, such as the absence of pension
portability or the easy transfer of social benefits, apply to civil servants and discourage separation from the civil service system. Finally,
the link between managers and the civil service will persist as long as
the government and the party continue to be involved in managerial
appointments.
Separating legal labor rights from the form of ownership will enhance workers' role in corporate governance. The current links between legal labor rights and ownership form create a bias in favor of
the status quo and discourage workers from looking at contractual
mechanisms to structure and protect their rights. In general, the links
make ownership transformation more costly, as workers have to be
compensated in some way for changes in ownership that they perceive as reducing their bundle of rights. Thus what is needed is a uniform approach to labor rights that treats all employees in a similar
fashion irrespective of ownership form. Given the variety of ownership
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forms and the associated bundles of legal rights, as well as the wide
spectrum of forms that employee participation in corporate governance can take in general, the question arises as to what the common denominator behind such uniform treatment of legal labor rights
should be.
The wide diversity of ownership forms and of mechanisms for
worker participation in corporate governance (see box 3.3) suggests

BOX 3-3
THREE STYLIZED REGIMES FOR WORKER
PARTICII'ATION IN STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT

Charny (1999) distinguishes between three stylized regimes that govern
workers' exercise of managerial power: "hard," "soft," and "no participation" regimes.
Hard regimes are based on legally mandated and regulated mechanisms for worker participation in corporate governance. Germany is an
example. The German system has successfully divided the responsibility
for different aspects of the workplace regime: board representation provides workers with a means of gathering information and communicating their views to the board, sector and public (legislative) bargaining
resolves basic compensation issues, and councils can deal with plantlevel issues of enforcement and work structure.
Soft regimes work through mechanisms that are not explicitly mandated by the legal order or by legally enforceable contracts. The typical
case is Japan. The Japanese industrial relations system enables workers
to participate in strategic decisionmaking both on the shop floor and at
the top layer of corporate management, but it does so largely through
informal, nonlegal mechanisms. Japan's enterprise unions have been
effective in moderating wage demands in exchange for an implicit commitment by the firm to share the benefits of long-term growth by means
of lifetime employment and gradual wage increases linked to seniority.
Several factors account for the high degree of cooperation between labor
and management in this system: (a) a board that is relatively free from
direct pressure from shareholders seeking to maximize their profits and
is instead loyal to keiretsu members, corporate affiliates, and creditors;
(b) the domination of boards by insiders, including those who have
risen through the corporate ranks, thereby ensuring that at least some
board members have personal connections and familiarity with labor
interests; (c) the presence of labor unions at the enterprise level that are
capable of resolving problems of collective action among subgroups.
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that legally embedded labor rights should be focused on the core traditional labor issues of compensation, working conditions, social benefits, collective action, and so on, leaving the rest to voluntary, legally
enf'orceable arrangements. The various forms of worker participation
in ownership and control should not be viewed as substitutes for
strengthening the traditional contractual and legal mechanisms for
protecting workers' core interests.

The 1io participation regime has no standard mechanisnis for worker
participation in strategic management. The United States is perhaps the
most representative of this regime. Some of the reasons why systematic
forms of worker participation in strategic decisionmaking have not evolved
in U.S. enterprises may be (a)fragmented unions organized along sectors
and sharply defined job slots; (b)an ideology of managerial autonomy;
and (c) shareholders' reliance on the stock market for monitoring managerial performance, which discourages the development of long-term,
cooperative, implicit contracts between workers and managers.
A comprehensive and definitive'evaluation of the relative merits of
these systems may well be impossible. Each has demonstrated that it is
highly effective for certain aspects of worker participation and under
particular circumstances. Furthermore, the effectiveness of these systems cannot be examined in isolation from factors such as the level of
public versus private provision of social services; the type of financial
system, that is, market based versus bank and relationship based; and
the development of other supportive institutions, such as unions and
public institutions for social welfare entitlements. However, in relation
to adaptation to large-scale industrial change, such as divesting from
sectors with overcapacity and developing new growth areas, the American system has shown a remarkable responsiveness and flexibility relative to the other two systems. An important lesson from the United
States is that worker cooperation in the sense of acquiring new skills or
making new firm-specific investments may be induced without the protective participatory devices of either the hard or soft regime. In reality,
under conditions of rapid change in production, the hard and soft regimes may actually become a barrier to worker cooperation.
SOURCE:

Charny (1999).
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Through individual and collective bargaining and contracting,
firms and workers can design their rights and responsibilities regarding duties, compensation, access to information, representation on
boards, and so on.3 In the process of monitoring the execution of
these contractual arrangements, workers can play a meaningful and
important role in corporate governance. Collective action is a necessary counterpart to collective bargaining and contracting, and could
be enhanced by strengthening the independence of trade unions. Thus
in normal times, the standard contractual and legal tools for protecting employees' core interests are also potentially the most powerful
instruments for worker participation in corporate governance.
Shareholding and board representation often add little to the extent
to which workers' rights are protected, and in reality may reduce the
effectiveness and applicability of traditional instruments such as exit,
collective action, and contractual arrangements related to compensation. Shareholding, for example, softens employees' fixed claims and
thus relaxes their disciplining effect on the company's management,
while board representation often amounts to little more than workers accepting responsibility for decisions that are not under their control. In addition, continuously bringing administrative bodies into labor
negotiations and disputes undermines labor rights and company independence in the long run.
One particular form of worker involvement in corporate governance is co-determination, which typically provides for workers' participation in control but not in the distribution of residual earnings.
Some elements of co-determination are currently present in China, although their effectiveness in providing workers with the incentives and
instruments to monitor management and the agency costs of equity is
questionable. International experience does not provide any conclusive
evidence on the effectiveness of co-determination in enhancing employees' role in corporate governance, although it could potentially have a
serious impact on corporate behavior (see box 3.4). Given this uncertainty, a relatively safe course is to make co-determination in its various

3. Contractual arrangements can also protect employees' firm-specific human capital, albeit imperfectly. Firm specificity of skills makes workers more difficult to
replace and shoLild therefore increase their bargaining power. Severance payments
and other formis of compensation linked to tenure and seniority can approximate
protection of firm-specific human capital investments.
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BOX

3.4

IMPACT OF CO-DETERMINATION ON FIRM BEHAVIOR

The experience of European countries such as Germany, the Netherlands, and the Scandinavian countries that have adopted some form of
co-determination does not provide any conclusive lessons. Some observers have argued that while such systems do not give workers enough
power to fundamentally change firms' behavior, they do play an informational role, providing a credible source of information from the firm
to the workers (and vice versa) in support of collective bargaining by
the unions and decisionmaking in the works councils, where workers
exert their influence in practice. Thus co-determination can be viewed
as a useful supplement to traditional contractual arrangements.
However, recent studies of German firms using co-determination
(see, for example, Gorton and Schmid 2000) found that it does affect
firms' behavior. They found that co-determination empowers employees, and that they use this power in ways that contradict the desires of
shareholders, that is, they change the firm's objective function. Codetermination gives employees bargaining power by effectively transferring some of the control rights to them in the form of seats on the
supervisory board. With employees on the supervisory board, firm resources are directed differently, decreasing the returns on assets and the
market to book ratio. Gorton and Schmid found that co-determination
reduces market to book value by 27 percent, return on assets by 5 percent, and return on equity by 2 percent. Other studies have found that
co-determined firms are more likely to resist restructuring and that shareholders use the capital structure to mitigate the impact of co-determination though higher leverage. None of this answers the question of whether
co-determination is socially optimal or not.

forms optional, as in France, and to leave it to companies to negotiate
the extent of worker representation, if any, on boards.
Employee ownership can take a variety of organizational forms,
and the particular mechanisms for worker participation in corporate
governance can be critically important to the firm's economic success.
While direct employee ownership is relatively rare across countries and
sectors (see box 3.5), it may have special value during a time of economic transition associated with restructuring. An ownership structure dominated by management and employees can give rise to various
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BOX 3.5
INTERNATIONAI. EVIDENCE ON DIRECT EMP'LOYEE OWNERSI-IIP

A significant amount of evidence is available on the effectiveness of
employees as shareholders. Around the world, employee ownership is
the exception rather than the norm. The types of industries in which
employee-owned firms are found and the structures those firms assume
are remarkably similar. Employee-owned firms are rare in the industrial
sectors but are quite common in the service sector, especially in the service professions, such as legal, accounting, investment banking, management consultinig, advcrtising, architectural, engineerinig, anid medical
firms or practices. Successful employee-owned firms frequentlv convert
to investor ownership.
Employee ownership has often emerged following the restructuriig
of investor-owiled firms that have developed severe financial difficulties. Financial distress has been a significanit factor in the emergence of
insider-dominiated owinership in China. Selling distressed firms as a whole
or in part to their employees has a variety of potential benefits. First, it
offers a way for the employees, and especially their union, to accept the
substantial concessionis necessary for the firm to continiue to operate,
such as layoffs, severely reduced wages, and chanlged work rules, because it gives them a benefit (the stock in the reorganized firms), albeit
of uncertain value, to set off against their reduced wages arid benefits.
This lowers the net magnitude of employees' losses and hence makes
them easier to accept psychologically (Hansmann 1996 ). Second, it is a
credible way for the firm's investor-owiners anid its maniagers to signal to
the workers how serious the firm's financial difficulties are and the coIlsequent necessity for employee concessioiis, thereby avertiing costly bargaining. Finally, it is a credible wa)' to assure the eniployees that, if the

firms survives arid prospers, the fruits of their concessions will not go
disproportionately to the firm's currenit irivestor-owiiers.

conflicts of interests. For example, managers can use the hire and fire
process to solidify their control and expropriate minority shareholders who are also employees, while employees can use their position as
shareholders to pursue their narrow interests and resist restructuring
that could be beneficial for the company.
In market economies, various institutional and contractual solutions to these problems have emerged in the context of closely held
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corporations. For example, high voting and quorum requirements, as
well as employment and compensation agreements that make it hard
for managers to act without the consent of minority shareholders, can
be used to protect shareholding employees. However, as minority shareholders become more powerful, company agreements can make greater
use of arbitration, voting trusts, or third parties who have the right to
vote only to break deadlocks. Some of these mechanisms, such as voting trusts, can also alleviate the problems of collective action by a
large number of heterogeneous workers. China has recently adopted
a new trust law that will facilitate the use of such mechanisms.
While direct employee ownership is rare, partial (that is, mainly
allowing for participation in residual earnings, but not in control) and
indirect (that is, through collective investment vehicles) forms of worker
participation in corporate governance are widespread and increasing
rapidly. Some of these forms could be useful in the Chinese context,
both in alleviating some of the incentive issues associated with insiderdominated ownership structures and in facilitating transitions away
from direct employee ownership. ESOPs, in particular, could play a
useful role in the evolution of corporate governance practices in transformed small and medium enterprises, provided that certain conditions are satisfied. Although the international evidence on the extent
to which ESOPs enhance workers' role in corporate governance is
inconclusive (see box 3.6), they can facilitate collective action by
shareholding employees in China provided they are independent of
company management and capable of acting as the representatives of
independent shareholders by separating shareholders' interests from
narrow workers' interests. Both conditions can be approached through
regulations and various forms of delegation, including through trust
arrangements.
One promising way for Chinese labor to play a role in corporate
governance is through institutional investors such as union pension
funds and labor-oriented investment funds. For China, establishing
an institutional investor base is an important priority in capital market and corporate governance reforms.
Evidence from the United States indicates that in the 1990s unions
became the most aggressive of all institutional shareholders. Unions,
union pension funds, individual union members, and labor-oriented
investment funds are using the corporate voting process to push for
changes in corporate governance. Observers have interpreted this as a
new alignment of interests between shareholders and workers, as op-
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ESOPs Do

3.6

NOT TYPICALLY ENHANCE WORKERS'

ROLE IN CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

Employees' capacity to exercise their rights as individual shareholders
are intrinsically limited by their heterogeneity and the collective action
problem. Various collective vehicles have emerged for the exercise of
employees' shareholder rights. For example, since the 1970s many
American firms have adopted ESOPs under which most or all of the
firm's employees receive a portion of their compenisation in the form of
stock in the firm. Roughly 90 percent of all ESOPs are in privately held
firms. The rapid proliferation of ESOPs in some developed market economies is not, however, an unbiased indicator of their efficiency, because
they became popular when they were granted substantial federal tax
subsidies. China is actively debating whether a regulatory framework
including tax incentives should be established to promote ESOPs.
The numiierous studies of ESOPs to date, while not conclusive, have
failed to present clear evidence of improvements in either employee productivity or firm profitability once they have allowed for tax subsidies.
Note also that ESOPs generally provide for participation only in earnings, but not in control. Only rarely have they been structured to give
employees a significant voice in the firm's governanice. The fact that
employees typically do not participate in the governance of these firms
suggests that those responsible for structuring them believe that any
reduction in agency costs that might result from making management
directly accountable to the firm's employees, even though the employees are already the firm's beneficial owners, would be outweighed by
the costs-whether in the form of inefficient decision or high process
costs-that would be engendered by the political process required for
such accountability. However, this could also be interpreted as corporate managers trying to preserve or increase their own autonomy, that
is, protecting themselves both from hostile takeovers and from direct
accountability to the firm's employees.

posed to the alignment between workers and managers in the 1980s
during the wave of takeovers in the United States. Typical proposals
advanced by U.S. unions in the mid-1990s included abolishing antitakeover devices established by management, prohibiting conflicts of
interest by directors, separating the positions of chief executive officer
(CEO) and board chair, and linking directors' pay to the company's
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performance. Labor representatives have used some innovative approaches to participate in corporate governance, such as making proposals from the floor at shareholders' meetings and amending the
corporation's by-laws to restrict certain discretionary powers of the
board of directors. On occasion, these institutional investors have
mobilized individual shareholders who are union members to actively
use their shareholder rights. Thus unions and union pension funds are
showing a capacity to act as typical institutional investors motivated
by increased shareholder value.
Labor unions often face a potential conflict of interest when they
act as shareholders. Forces that could constraint workers' opportunism include fiduciary obligations of pension fund trustees; workers'
needs to persuade other shareholders to vote for their shareholder
initiatives; product and factor markets competition; capital structure,
especially bank borrowing; and laws and regulations that allow only
corporate governance proposals for which all shareholders as a group
share the same interests.
Role of Banks
One would expect creditors, banks in particular, to play an important
role in the corporate governance of transformed Chinese small and
medium enterprises, which are typically highly leveraged, have no
immediate access to public equity markets, and often experience finanicial difficulties. Yet banks still play an extremely limited role in the
governance of these enterprises. They have not generally been involved
in the restructuring of ownership patterns and they have not been
able to control the agency costs of equity, as demonstrated by excessive dividend distribution and wage growth. Furthermore, firms' access to the captive pool of employees' savings has somewhat reduced
their dependence on debt, thereby limiting banks' leverage, at least,
for the moment. Certain features of the transformation process, such
as the exclusion of land use rights, are likely to affect the role banks
can play in the governance of these enterprises in the future. The folloNving sections discuss the main mechanisms for the exercise of control by banks, the factors accounting for banks' limited role in corporate
governance, and some approaches toward strengthening that role.
Main Mechanisms for Exercise of Control by Banks. Creditor banks
can exercise control over corporate governance in debtor enterprises
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in several ways (Gray 1997). Foremost, banks can exert influenice by
means of credit. By giving or denying credit or by making credit terms
more or less favorable, the bank allows its debtor to strengthen or
expand or obliges it to resort to a less attractive, alternative source of
financing. The extent of this influenice depends largely on the availability of such alternative sources, while the quality of the influence
depends to a large extent on the bank's credit decision process.
Creditors exercise influence over borrowers based on laws and
contracts. Legislation or contract covenanits often give creditor banks
the right to receive inforimiation, impose audits, require prepayment,
veto certain strategic decisions, and so on. Some of these rights apply
in the norilial course of business, and others refer to the use of the
bank credit or to developmenits that increase finanicial risk. In addition, creditors may exert influenice in informial ways, such as being
consulted about major decisions, invited to shareholder meetings,
appointed to boards, or asked to second bank staff to work at the
firm. Debtors may accept such practices if they have few alternative
sources of financing because of weak competition amilonig banks and
little chance of accessing nonbank finanicing.
One of the most powerful tools available to banks to exercise
influence over corporate governanice is their special rights in the case
of default. Once a debtor defaults on repayment or other credit conditions, the bank can trigger court actions, such as foreclosure on collateral, liquidation, or reorganizationi of the firm. The mere threat of
such action may allow the bank, either individually or jointly with
other creditors, to force a range of actions on the defaulting firm's
managers and owners. The creditors may even formally become the
new owners throughi a debt/equity swap or by accepting assets in payment. The effectiveness of these methods of influence depends largely
on legislation and the court system.
A creditor bank may also exercise control if it engages directly, or
through affiliates, in the investmiienit or securities business. For instance,
an affiliate may hold equity in the debtor.
Through its actions, the bank provides signals to third parties, increasing its direct influence. just the leakage of the bank's assessments
of the enterprise could influenice other stakeholders, given their awareness of the bank's ability to obtain and analyze informilation, and because of the potential consequences of the bank's actions as a creditor.
Countries vary significantly in the extent to which baiiks use different
channels of influence over corporate governanice (see box 3.7).
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3.7

SOME CROSS-COUNTRY PAI-IERNS IN
BANKs' ROLE IN CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

Industrial economies commonly have some means whereby creditors
can influence debtors, such as the actual credit award, basic covenants
in credit contracts, and special clout in the case of insolvency. However,
the extent of such influencc differs widely. Germany and Japan have
long relied heavily on bank credit relative to securities finanice, and maini
bank systems have evolved in these countries.' In Germany this is ullderpiiined by equity holdings and proxy voting by the universal banks.
Limited competition and conscnsus among the banks resultecl in considerable bank influence even over maniy firms that are not joint stock
corporations. InJapan main banks are often members of business groups
with multiple cross-holdings, and the size of thesc groups and their dependent satellite suppliers have meant that these banks have a wide
influence. German and Japanese main banks enjoy access to extensive
information, board membershiip, and frequent consultation by their
debtors, and in the German case a creditor-frieiidly insolvency system.
The United States tends to be at the opposite end of the spectrum, with
less extensive bank finance, a separation of commercial and investmelit
banking, and arm's-length bank-client relationships. Some trend toward
convergenlce is apparent, however. Gernan banks are spinning off or
selliing off their industrial holdings, and Germani enterprises are accessing financial markets. In the United States the stricr separation of coi)mercial from investmcnt banking is being relaxed, thereby permitting
more comprehensive bank-client relationships.
Developing countries have often followed the traditions of their
former colonial powers. For instance, Hong Kong (China), Malaysia,
and Singapore have pursued a broadly U.K. and U.S. approach, albeit
in Malaysia with some governmenit use of banks to guide the real sector.
In the Republic of Korea, in the past the government had mandated that
each cbaebol indicate a main bank for at least the core firms of the
group, and recently assigned one commercial bank to each distressed

1. There was an initiative to impose a main bank system in China. In 1996 the
PBOC issued the Provisionial Measures for the Administration of a Main Bank
System for mediulim and large SOEs, primarily the better performing ones, in
seven municipalities. The initiative has not been expanded beyond this pilot.
(coutitnies)
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cbaebol to lead its workout. Overall, however, Korean banks have followed govermilenit guidance in lendinig and havc exerted little direct
governance influenice.
The role of creditors in governaice also varies in the tranisitionl
economilies. RuIssia is heavily reliant on bank finanicinlg, Russian banks'
own stakes in industry through shares-for-loans swaps and other maneuvers, and influenitial banks are present at the centcr of several large
business groups. However, Russiani banks are rarelv original sources of
goveranice, hut rather a conivenlienit conduit for busilless tycoons ("oligarchs") to exert their control. In several other countries of Eastern
Europe and Central Asia banks also becamile vehicles for making early
speculative gains, attracting business talent, and building up political
clout. From this basis they played a maijor rolc in acquiring control in
privatized enterprises by buyinlg shares outright, swapping debt into
equity, creating vouchier investment funds, or lendinig to other buyers of
enterprises. This governanice role of banks in Eastern Europe and Central Asia was commonly through owniershilp in the enterprises, not as
creditors. This mirrored the single-minded focus of policymakers and
their advisors on improving governanice through ownership changes
alone without regard for a supplementary role by creditors and other
stakeholders.

Credit approval or denial. The approval or denial of credit by a
bank can have a significant impact on a firm's strategic development.
This is particularly true in China, where firms' access to securities
markets is de facto tightly rationed and various other forms of nonbank financing have yet to develop.
Thus a pertinent question in relation to corporate governance is
whether the banks' credit decisions are sound. Until the mid-1 990s,
the lending decisions of state-owned commercial banks (SOCBs) were
often not driven by borrowers' creditworthiness and the financial
merits of their projects, but rather by persuasion by local or national
authorities and by personal rent-seeking on the part of bank personnel. Efforts to rectify this situation have intensified in the last five
years by such means as curtailing instructed lending, measuring bank
performance more on the basis of profits than of lending targets, over-
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hauling banks' credit approval procedures, and expanding training in
credit analysis.
Nevertheless, the scope for improvement is considerable. While
branch managers may be evaluated in part based on the performance
of credits that they approved, the underlying portfolio classification
may be manipulated by those same managers because internal control
practices and regulatory supervision are still weak.
Banks still consider project analysis a secondary matter, given
their exclusive reliance on collateral and third-party guarantees. In
a(idition, the financial performance of state-controlled enterprises
still depends largely on government decisions about industry rationalization, technological upgrading, and other forms of support. This
limits the usefulness of assessing borrowers and their projects on1
their own merits.
Enterprise accounting and auditing still suffer from serious shortcomings. Banks, especially SOCBs, rarely insist that their clients improve their accounting systems, use specific auditors trusted by the
bank, or disclose related party transactions. Even bank managers who
do recognize the need for changing their stance in this regard find
implemeniting such changes difficult because of the current surge of
competition among banks. With the support of the PBOC, the newly
created Association of Banks could play a useful role in helping banks
demand more reliable financial information.
Covenants and consultation. Banks have few rights to influence
their clients' strategic decisions. The standard credit contracts include
few covenants that permit real involvement. On such matters as major financial or asset restructuring, ownership changes, or changes in
business lines, at best they usually require "information" rather than
consultation, let alone approval. Neither do they require strict maintenance of key financial ratios. The only strict covenants tend to concern repayment terms, credit security, use of the credit funds, and
perhaps adherence to government programs related to the credit.
To date banks have had little direct influence on their borrowers'
strategic decisions through means other than legal and contractual
requirements. Client enterprises do not generally consult the principal
bank before making major decisions. More often than not, they even
make investment decisions before approaching the bank for credit.
Publicly listed companies do not tend to invite key bank personnel to their annual shareholders' meetings, and bank managers are
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rarely appointed as external members of their client companies' boards
of directors. While an increasing number of external members do sit
on company boards, they are usually representatives of major shareholders, including local governments. In some cases hank managers
avoid seeking board memberships, because they believe it violates the
prohibition of second jobs by bank managers under the Commercial
Banking Law.
Many interviewees emphasized the lack of trust between banks
and enterprises, based apparently on the banks' ongoing transition from
soft budget agents to profit-oriented competitive players and the changes
in perceptions, relationships, and capabilities that this entails. The stateowned banks, awash with deposits that bear an implicit guarantce but
increasingly less inclined to fund high-risk clients, have difficulties finding good borrowers; yet they are unfamiliar with how to deepen their
relationships with good clients. As to enterprises, those that are not
creditworthy and face this new rigor on the part of their banks feel let
down, and in many cases become antagonistic and try to mobilize the
support of governmiienet officials against the reluctant bank. Among the
good borrowers, some try to conform to the new circuml1stances and see
no need for anything other than an arm's-length relationship with their
banks. In between these two extremes, those enterprises with less than
sterling creditworthiness should eventually appreciate the advantages
of dealing more openly with banks.
Special rights in cases of debtor default. If their borrowers default, creditor banks' rights are weak (World Bank 2001 a). Banks have
less influence on defaulting debtor enterprises than in industrial market economies. The lack of a credible threat of bank influence in the
case of defaults has also weakened the banks' overall clout under normal circumstances.
China has a detailed Law on Credit Security, and the Commercial Bank Law requires banks to secure credit for all but their best
borrowers. However, foreclosures do not give the banks much leverage for several reasons: for example, self-help is limited; judgmelits by
courts with limited independence and sometimes weak skills are unreliable; enforcing court judgments can be difficult; irregularities in the
valuation and registration of securities can occur; and in many SOE
bankruptcies, the government appropriates mortgaged land use rights
to give first priority to settling workers' entitlements.
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Banks have limited influence on their debtors when the debtors
declare bankruptcy. Under the Trial Bankruptcy Law for State-Owned
Enterprises, filing for bankruptcy requires approval of the debtor's
line bureau. The Liquidation Comniission represents the debtor's
owners, regulators, and the local community, and creditors have little
involvement. The old management usually remains in place until liquidation has been completed. Municipal bodies tend to control asset
valuation and disposal, and under the Capital Structure Optimization
1lrogram the often most valuable asset, land use rights, is used to settle
workers' and pensioners' entitlemenits as a first priority. The bankruptcy of enterprises other than SOEs is governed by the Company
Law and Civil Procedures Law. Such bankruptcies tend to suffer from
a number of weaknesses, including a lack of specificity in these laws,
inadequate informationi provided to creditors, limited independenice
of the courts, and little recourse against court decisions.
The incomplete and vague legal framework for bankruptcy remains a severe constraint to the influence that creditor banks might
otherwise have over insolvent debtors. As one banker put it, the only
hope for substantial recovery of unsecured credit is to "react immediately to early distress signals and obtain immediate paynlent or additional collateral by using all kinds of threats against the firm and its
maniagers and owners as long as they are legal." The drafting of a new
bankruptcy law is in its final stages. Its adoption will be an important
st:ep toward rectifying the situation.
Banks have also played a limited role in reorganizationis and
workouts. Court-supervised reorganization is rare for SOEs, because
the authorities prefer liquidation with another enterprise taking on
the entire asset bundle, cleansed of debt. Mergers of distressed companies are often carried out administratively, with little creditor involvement, under a debt restructuring formula predetermined by the
Capital Structure Optimization Program. To date creditor banks have
managed to force workouts on only a few of their many nonperforming debtors. The reasons for this include the weakness of the bankruptcy threat, the government's concerns about the socio-political
implications of layoffs, the banks' lack of skills in and experience
with workouts, the lack of incentive for bank maniagers to disclose
loan quality problems, the shallowness of markets for disposing of
certain assets, and the tight tax limits to loan loss provisioning and
write-offs.
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Ownership stakes. The Commercial Bank Law prohibits cornmercial banks from ownership in nonfinanicial institutions. Thus they
cannot directly hold shares in client enterprises, thereby supplementing their creditor rights with ownership rights and having a greater
influence on the firm. In addition, the commercial banks are not directly engaged in providing advice on securities management, which
could lead to significant proxy voting by these banks.
However, through their ownership of securities and investment
houses, the larger commercial banks have indirectly had the potential
to exert some ownership influence on debtor enterprises. In the aftermath of the Asian financial crisis, a 1'BOC regulation discouraged
commercial bank investments in nonbank financial institutions, and
any such ties are IIow being severed. The trust companies of the SOCBs
became the legal predecessors of the asset management companies,
now owned by the Treasury, and their securities operations have been
spun off and merged into new entities indepenidenit of the SOCBs. The
China Construction Bank still owns a major stake in an investmenit
banking joint venture with Morgan Stanley, but this firm engages in
venture capital financing and investment advice rather than investing
in clients of the China Constructioni Bank. Other SOCBs have stakes
in investment and securities houses in Hong Kong (Chilna) or overseas. The extent to which these banks own mainland companies is
unclear. Finally, some of the smaller commercial banks are members
of diverse businiess groups and lend to affiliated firms withiln the group,
but rather thani exerting influenice on these firms, the reverse is the
case. The Everbright Group included both commercial and investment banking operations but recently sold the latter to the State Developmenit Bank. Spearheaded by the China International Trust and
Investment Corporation, some groups are now considering clarifying
their structures and establishing financial holding companies that
would formally owIn both commllercial banks and investmenit and securities houses.

China seems to be relaxing the strict separation between commercial and investmenit bankinig. The PBOC recently issued the Provisional Regulations on Intermediary Businesses of Commllercial Banks,
which state that following PBOC approval, commercial banks can
engage in finanicial derivatives, securities, investment fund trusteeships,
and information and financial consulting. This opens up new mecha-

nisrns for bank involvemiienit in corporate governanice.
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A special case of creditors with equity stakes are the four large
AMCs. As nonbank financial institutions, they can own equity in industrial firms but also hold the old credit claims transferred from the
SOCBs. While majority stakes by a single AMC are an exception,
AMCs frequently hold more than 25 percent of the equity, which together with the stakes of other AMCs in the same firm brings their
total close to a majority. In many of these firms, the AMCs also retain
some credit claims.
If given the opportunity, how actively the AMCs would engage in
the governance of these equity holdings is unclear. Government officials have proclaimed that the AMCs would be free to exercise such
governance as they deemed necessary to maximize assets, but also
reminded the AMCs that the objective of the swaps was to realize
immediate improvements in the firms' financial picture rather than
giving ownership control to the banks in return for the banks' accepting a lower-ranking claim. Given such ambiguous signals, AMC managers seem reluctant to pursue an active governance role, and many
firms whose debt had been swapped sought to prevent AMCs from
taking an active governance role.
Signals to third parties. Creditors can influence the governance of
enterprises through the signals they send to other stakeholders. If such
stakeholders perceive the banks as having strong analytical skills and
the right incentives for making credit decisions, rhen simply the award
of credit can be a powerful signal. In the past, observers viewed loans
by SOCBs as a signal of continued government support for an enterprise. As more bank credit is awarded without government guidance,
this interpretation is less common; however, confidence that bank lending now reflects true firm creditworthiness is only gradually emerging.
In the past, China's banks shared information about borrowers
more readily than they do now, given the increasingly competitive
environment. For instance, banks' internal credit ratings are not commonly shared between banks and in principle are not available to
third parties. Borrowers may be able to find out their own ratings,
but if they pass the information on to third parties, the latter have
difficulties getting banks to confirm it. Similarly, in principle banks
do not share information about clients' repayment records or guarantees obtained in return for credit, though in practice much information is obtained informally at the local level. However, the
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increasing tendencies to rotate staff amonig different branchies and
give them incentives to compete might gradually reduce such informal information sharing.
To discourage information sharing, in 1999 the PBOC introduced
a system of "borrower passports." In addition to the latest finanicial
statement, the passport is required to show any bank loans, the collateral put up for these loans, and the status of debt service. It is even
supposed to show trade paper discounted at banks. Bankers are finding this system extremely useful, because it reveals excessive bank
borrowing, multiple use of the same assets as collateral, and repayment performance. The passports can also reveal continigent liabilities
in the form of guarantees the borrower has given to others, althougIl
this information may not be complete. Gaps may be uncovered by
cross-checking the passports of several entities. The success of this
borrower passport initiative will depend on the PBOC's capacity to
discourage free-riding behavior by participating lenders.
In some locations PCOB offices have recently published lists of
defaulters. Such lists can have a major effect when these debtors seek
new bank or trade credit. The lists may also signal to creditors and the
firms' other stakeholdcrs that the PBOC would not oppose legal action taken against these defaulters. In some cases PBOC branches even
prohibited new bank lending to listed defaulters.
The transfer of loans to AMCs should theoretically also send powerful signals to other stakeholders of debtor enterprises. In practice,
the signal has been blurred by the transfer of performing loans for
debt to equity swaps. In interpreting loan transfers to AMCs, the expectation is widespread that nonperforming loans would simply be
warehoused at AMCs until the debtors were eventually bailed out
rather than facing foreclosure, restructuring, or liquidation.
Constraints to the Exercise of Governance by Creditor Banks. In the
context of constraints to banks' exercise of governance, the question
is whether their own stakeholders motivate creditor banks to pursue
maximum, risk-adjusted, long-term profitability. In the case of the
SOCBs, state representatives now frequently ask for a profit orientation. In practice, however, the SOCBs' objective function is blurred.
First, they are subject to continuous demands to support various state
enterprise sector policies, both at the nationial and local levels. Second, because they are SOEs, the SOCBs do not issue dividends to the
state; therefore the Treasury focuses on the banks' tax paymenits, thus
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in a sense making this their bottom line. Third, shortcomings in accounting in general, and in loan loss provisioning in particular, mean
that financial reports do not reflect genuine profitability.4 Fourth, an
understanding that the SOCBs and some other banks may be too large
to fail results in moral hazard, which regulatory supervision cannot
fully resolve.
SOCBs also tend to face similar corporate governance issues as
nonfinancial SOEs. Like some other large SOEs, the SOCBs have recently been assigned supervisory councils consisting of special represenitatives of the state as owner. The extent to which this will improve
their governance remains to be seen. Calls for corporatizing the SOCBs,
and perhaps even listing them publicly, are increasing. The latter, in
particular, could have a positive effect on their governance if the ownership distribution and governance arrangemenits gave nonstate shareholders the opportunity to restrict the state's nonfinancial interests in
these banks.
In the second-tier commercial banks the key shareholders tend to
be local governments and state-owned or state-controlled enterprises.
Only one commercial bank, Minsheng Bank, is referred to as a nonstate
entity. The licensing of additional nonstate banks under genuine private control and the expansion of foreign-invested banks into local
lending could result in more creditor banks that are themselves under
eff'ective corporate governance.
Strengthening Creditors' Rolc in Corporate Governance. The existing
ownership structure of banks and borrowers, which is still largely
dominated by the state, imposes limitations on the extent to which the
role of banks in corporate governance can be strengthened. Explicit
and implicit government guarantees associated with state ownership
make companies' viability relatively independent of their own efforts
and of project quality. This in turn reduces banks' incentives to screen
4. In a significant move, in 2001 the Ministry of Finance reduced the tax burden
on banks and is allowing greater flexibility in writing off bad debts. The busincss
tax, applicable to gross revenues, was reduced from 8 to 7 percent and is to be
re(iuced further to 5 percent over the next two years. The 1 percent limit on taxdeductible provisions was changed to allow banks the flexibility to provision against
loan losses. The financial supervisors have the authority to ask for additional
provisions, if needed. The nlCw rules specified a five-year framework within whichl
financial institLItions are encouraged to absorb historical losses through progressive provisioning (World Bank 2001c).
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projects carefully and to monitor firms' performance. State ownership weakens banks' rights in the case of debtor defaults, especially
when the courts are financed by local governments that are also significant owners of the defaulting enterprises. Finally, options to
strengthen banks' profit motives and introduce credible penalties for
failures are limited when banks are still state owned and are perceived
as too big to fail.
In this context, an important step would be to strengthen banks'
profit incentives through private ownership and competition. At
present, the ownership structures of the real sectors do not align with
those of the financial sectors. Private ownership in the financial sector
is practically nonexistent. The governmenit should allow the entry of
new domestic, private financial institutionis, especially in view of
China's WTO membership, which will open up entry opportunities to
foreign financial institutions. To alleviate regulatory concerns, particularly in light of recent financial crises in Asia and worldwide, stricter
entry and prudential requirements could initially be applied to new
private financial institutions. Private institutions are likely to be more
independent of political considerations and more profit oriented. They
are not likely to compete directly with existing state-owned banks,
although increased competitioni through new entry will have an invigoratilg effect on the state-owned financial sector.
However, more competition may not necessarily result in banks'
adopting tougher lending criteria. Wheni competing for market share,
individual banks may find it disadvantageous to introduce more extensive credit covenants, impose more detailed audits, insist on disclosure of related party transactions, and so on. Foreign-invested and
domestic private banks will probably become important creditors by
the second half of the decade; however, in the absence of a level playing field and some form of collective action, Chinese banks may realize that their laxity with respect to lending conditions could actually
give them a competitive advantage over the more stringenlt foreign
bankers. With PBOC support, the newly created Association of Banks
could play a useful role in disseminiatinig information about standard
international practices and discouraging free-ridilg in their application by Chinese banks. Regulators should also emphasize training and
education to enhance the use of traditional tools suchi as covenanits,
independenit audits, monitoring and supervision practices, and so on.
The large state-owned banks are likely to dominate the domestic
finiancial landscape for the foreseeable future. Strengtheninig the profit
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incentives of these banks would therefore significantly strengthen
banks' role in corporate governance. Corporatization, listing, and strategic partnering with foreign financial institutions are some options
for reaching this objective.
Even without fundamentally changing their ownership structure, commercial banks in China can do a great deal to improve
their own corporate governance. They can become more transparent by using International Accounting Standards (IAS) and reputable external auditors. Banks can improve board practices by setting
up various committees and appointing independent directors to chair
sorne of these committees. Better corporate governance will, in turn,
help banks play a more important role in the corporate governance
of their borrowers. As banks adopt modern corporate governance
approaches, their credit decisions are likely to become more sound,
and those with better corporate governance will find that attracting
strategic partners is easier. A stronger capital base will allow such
banks to take a longer-term approach to their strategic and lending
decisions. Some Chinese commercial banks have made significanit
progress in improving their corporate governanice and financial performance through entering into technical assistance arrangements
with reputable finanicial institutions and attracting strategic investors. As the experience of Bank of Shanghai (see box 3.8) demonstrates, this can lead to better corporate governance, more rigorous
risk maniagement practices, and greater profitability.
Even in transformed small and medium enterprises, ownership
transfer often occurs in ways that impede enterprises' access to bank
loans and other forms of financing in the future, thereby limiting the
role banks and other financiers can play in the corporate governance
of these enterprises. For instance, the valuation process often excludes
land use rights or severely undervalues them so that insiders can acquire controlling stakes more easily. This reduces the borrowing capacity of transformed enterprises. Preferential treatment of insiders in
the form of huge discounts on the purchase price of shares or deferred
payments for shares might make attracting outside investors more difficult in the future. This could affect enterprises' long-term prospects,
and the state is likely to continue to perform some of the monitoring
functions that banks and outside investors would normally do. In this
context addressing deficiencies in the credit security and insolvency regime becomes especially important. Market participants hope that the
new legislation will transform bankruptcy from a purely administrative
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BOX

3.8

BANK OF SHANGHAI: A LEADER IN CORI'ORATE GOVERNANCE

The Bank of Shanighiai was established in 1995 through a merger of
urban credit cooperatives as part of the reforilm and development of
China's financial sector. The bank's shareholders include the Shalighiai
munlicipal goverinimlenit and 13 district governimlenits, which have a 30
percent stake; I I large SOEs in Shanighai, which hold 8 percenlt; m)ore
thani 2,000 small and medium enlterprises that hold 28 percent; andc
38,000 individuals, including most of the bank's 4,500 employees, xvith
34 percenit. The hank's lending is orienired primarily toward sLIpport
for local small and medium enter-prises.
The Banik of Shanghai's strategy for transforiniig itself into a modern banking institution managed accordinig to international standardis
and bankinig best practices focuses on enterinig into technical assistance
arrangemiienits with reputable internationial banks and attracting strategic investors. The Interinationial Finance Corporation (IFC) has supported
the bank's efforts since 1995 througil technical assistance and direct
investilimeits. A total of US$ 1.3i million in wide-raigilig technical assistance in the areas of corporate goverinanice and risk managemLielit xvas
provided throughi grants from the governmeilt of Japan, the Europeani
Union, and IFC and wvas executed by Allied Irish Rank, ABN/AMRO
Bank, andl IFC. In 1999, IFC. made a US$22 million equity investillelIt
in the Bank of Shanighiai, represenitiig 5 percenit of the hank's expanded
share capital.
Corporate governance practices in the bank have improved dramatically folloxving the techilical assistance and IFC's equity investment. Independent directors were appointed to the board, and the
board has become more engaged in active discussions wvith the mall-

process subject to quotas and governimienit approvals to a more market-driven one. Restoring the norimial priority of secured creditor claims
is criticallv important. Court-appointed liquidation commissions
should not consist mainily of agencies representinig enterprises' owners (typically the local goverinimlenit) and employees' interests. Options
for out-of-court reorganization and secured creditors' self-help should
be enhanced. However, banks may still be reluctant to use bankruptcy
as a tool if weak capital bases aiid inadequate loss provisioning rules
hinder loss recognitioni.
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agement on the strategic development of the bank. The frequency of
board meetings has increased from twice a year to at least four times a
year. The board has set up three committees: an audit committee and
a compensation committee (both chaired by indepenident directors),
and a risk management committee. Board meetings now include discussions on specific subjects relating to the bank's management and
seminars to inform the directors about modern banking concepts and
trends. The maniagement team has introduced various imlprovements
in all the operational areas, particularly in credit risk management
and internal controls. In 2001 the bank generated profits of about
US$120 million.
In 2001 the Bank of Shanghai was able to attract two foreign strategic investors: the Hong Kong and Shanghai Bankinig Corporation and
the Shanghai Commercial Bank, the first time foreign commercial entities have invested in a Chinese domestic bank. In connection with this
capital increase, the Shanghai municipal government will transfer its
entire shareholding to its wholly owned Shanghai State Asset Management Company, a move that is consistent with the central government's
requiremiient for local governmenits to transfer their direct equity holdings in commercial entities to such state asset managemenit companies.
The expectation is that the involvement of the Hong Kong and Shanghai Banking Corporation and the Shanighai Commlcrcial Bank will accelerate the Bank of Shanghai's progress in corporate governanlce,
management, and operations. The evidence indicates that other Chinese commercial banks are contemplating similar approaches to
strengthen their corporate governance.

Allowing creditor banks to hold additional equity stakes, directly
or indirectly through affiliates, would deepen banks' governance role
and would be in line with global trends toward more universal banking groups. There is a strong economic rationale for allowing banks
to convert debt into equity in the case of financial distress. In the
presence of underdeveloped capital markets, wider use of subordinated debt and quasi-equity instruments such as convertible loans also
makes sense to better align banks' incentives with those of shareholders. Such instruments are also likely to promote a more active role by
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banks in corporate governanice. Given the information advantages of
creditor banks, they could, in theory, develop governance services as a
business line. External board membership could be one example. Banks
could also offer to help small stockholders with monitoring, proxy

voting, and external board membership.
Role of Private Equity Investors
Highly indebted and often uLider financial pressures, maniy transformed
Chinese companies are looking for outside financing to realize growth
opportunities. Outside equity investors, such as venture capitalists,
can play an importanit role in mitigating agency pr-oblems in such closely
held corporations. Such investors typically take an active role in structuring finanicial contracts, carrying out preiinvestment screening, and
providing postinvestment monitoring and advice. The equity allocation, which is typically sizable, provides private equity investors with
the incentives to engage in costly support activities that increase upside values, rather than just minimizing potential losses. Private investors are thus an importanit complement to the role of creditors in
shaping the incentive structure of closely held corporations.
Private equity investors, especially venture capitalists, typically
use an elaborate set of contracts and instrumenits to allocate cash and
control rights. Empirical analysis of the finanicial contracting such investors use (Kaplan and Stromberg 2001 ) revealed that they rely heavily
on convertible securities and combibnations of multiple classes of commoni stock and straight preferred stock. Cash flow rights, voting rights,
control rights, and future finanicing are frequently contingent on measurable fhianicial and nonfinancial performiance. Voting and board
rights are frequently structured in a way that gives private investors
complete control in the case of poor performance. Contracts also pay
a great deal of attentioni to methods of resolving conflicts of interest
by management throLugh vesting and noncompete clauses.
Underdevelopment of Private Capital Markets. Private equity markets, especially venture capital, are in an embryonic stage of development in China. Indeed, offshore venture capital appears to be a far
more important source of capital for smaller companies than domestic venture capital. At present, there are no regulatory guidelines defining the legal and organizational structures for establishing private
equity funds. As a result, would-be fund promoters, generally local
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governments interested in developing their high-tech sector, often set
up limited liability corporations as investment vehicles. These corporations issue shares in exchange for investment, and funds are then
pooled and managed by a fund manager. The corporation must abide
by the Company Law, which does not permit more than 50 percent of
capitalization to be invested in subsidiaries or other legal entities. While
this rule was instituted to prevent the siphoning off of company assets, it prevents the corporations from investing more than half of
their assets in anything other than cash-equivalenit securities.
Insurance companies and pension funds are not permitted to invest in nonlisted securities. lncreasingly, large SOEs are among the
most active domestic investors in smaller firms. Some of these, especially listed companies, have stepped in to provide venture capital,
primarily for high-tech growth companies. Securities firms, asset exchanges, and trust and investment companies currently play a limited
role in facilitating private equity financing. By 2000, China had approximately 1 80 such venture capital firms with more than RMB 15
billion under management (VCChina, 2001). More than half of the
Chinese venture capital firms are established by government entities
ancd one third by state-owned industrial or financial companies. Almost two-thirds of the Chinese venture capital firms are located in the
three cities of Beijing, Shanghai, and Shenzhen. Most venture capital
firms invest in companies at different stages of development, but only
6 percent of the Chinese and 11 percent of the foreign funds consider
the provision of seed capital.
Developing Private Equity Markets. Private equity funds should be
developed within a comprehensive legal framework, and transitional
arrangements can speed up the process. In November 1999 China
issued regulations on Establishing a Venture Investment Mechanism,
Several Opinions, which set forth a conceptual framework within which
a venture capital industry could develop. The regulations recognize
that the current legal and regulatory framework is unsuitable for promoting development in this area. Some local governments, led by
Shenzhen, have promulgated regulations on venture capital investment. However, no regulatory guidelines are available at the national
level that define the legal and organizational structures that can be
used to establish private equity funds, known in China as industrial
investment funds. In addition, some of the existing laws do not provide an enabling environment for the development of private equity
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markets. In particular, limited partnerships, which have been a popular organizational form of venture capital activities, are not sanctioned by the Partnership Law, and the current law restricts all
partners to natural persons only. According to the Company law,
capital injections have to be paid in full at the time of registration:
the concept of callable capital is not explicitly recognized. This deprives investors in private equity funds of much needed flexibility
and a powerful tool to provide incentives for fund managers and
control them. The newly drafted Investmenit Fund Law and the recently adopted Trtist Law are likely to facilitate the developmenlt of
private equity and venture capital regulations.
The state still plays a ubiquitous role as fund sponsor, investor,
and manager. As a result, the pressurc to make profits on governimieintsupported investment funds is minimal, which is not in accordance
with the principles by which the venture capital industry is supposed
to operate, that is, high risks, high returns. Lack of strong profit orientationi on behalf of govermilelnt-supported ventuLe capital firms is
discouraginig private investimienits in the industry. Without the participation of large amounts of private capital, it is difficult to expect a
rapid growth in the industry. The investment industry would benefit
considerably if the state acted less as a patron of the companies in
which it invests and more as a protector of efficient competitive markets. The Several Opinionis regulations broadly define the state's role
in promoting a venture capital enviroimiienit. They clearly emphasize
the concept of separating governimlent from business aiid the
goverilenit's intent to discourage SOEs from directly investing in highrisk areas. The regulations also refer to the developmenit of high-tech
and new technology zones, industrial parks, and other government
initiatives. As a transitional step, the state could use indirect mechianisms to ensure that venture capital flows are strong, stable, and accessible to a wide ranige of companies-particularly at the seed stage
of development, where the lack of private equity capital is most apparent. The experience of the Small Business Investmenit Corporation
prograi-n in the United States exemplifies one transitional mechanism
for ensuring that small companies with attractive futures, but not the
high returns private venture capitalists demand, also have access to
prelisting equity capital.
Private equity investors and investors in pre-IPO companies in
particular, need latitude to structure transactions so that they are optimal hoth to issLiing companiies and to themilselves. Risk and return
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preferences vary, as does the appropriateness of different securities.
This requires the ability for companies to structure investments using
a range of securities.
A security essential to many private equity transactions but not
permitted in China is preferred stock. The cumulative preferred share
satisfies the balance of risk and return acceptable to some investors at
a level between that of ordinary common shareholders and of bank
lenders. The lack of provision for such different classes of shares seems
to deny the needed flexibility to financial arrangements by enterprises
looking to attract outside investors. In limiting ownership to a single
class of shares, policymakers originally intenided to create a simple
and transparent shareholding environment and to prevent a controlling class from abusing the rights of others. However, the failure to
acknowledge different classes of shares and the different rights associated with such classes will thwart efforts to provide sophisticated financing strategies for investors in Chinese issuers and hinder the
establishmen-t of a basis upon which minority shareholders or investors giving different value can be recognized and protected.
Issuers also need to be able to offer investors quasi-debt securities
that provide current income as well as the potential for equity appreciation in the future. Securities of this kind include bonds that are
convertible into shares, currently permitted only for listed companies;
bonds that carry "warrants," mleaning the right to purchase a fixed
amount of shares at a predetermined price in the future; and stock
options. The Company Law does not provide any basis for issuing
share options and warrants. In particular, it lacks specific regulations
regarding authorized but unissued shares or authorized capital increases. To the contrary, any single capital increase is subject to government approval at the time it is effected. Consequently, a company
cannot reserve unissued shares and grant vested rights to acquire such
shares in the future. Similarly, there is no obvious way to provide debt
obligations to lenders that can be converted by their terms into equity
claims against a company.
The state of private equity markets depends largely on the level of
development of the public equity market, mainly through the provision
of exit mechanisms for private equity investors. In this context, the establishment of the Second Trading Board with somewhat relaxed listing requirements, simplification of share buybacks, and reduced
restrictions on the sale of sponsors' shares is likely to have a profounld
effect on private equity markets (Gregory, Tenev, and Wagle 2000).
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Closely held corporations with growth opportullities will need

to improve their corporate governance practices to take advantage
of such opportunities. Some of them may contemplate listing domestically and internationially, and should realize that adopting some
of the corporate governance practices required for listed companies
ahead of time can be tremendously helpful. Thus closely held corporations should strive to improve transparency and maintain simple
and transparent organizationial structures, mainatain a clear business
focus, move their accounting practices closer to interinationial standards, use external auditors, and strengthen their boards' independence by establishing board committees and inviting outside and
independenit directors. Efforts along these lines will make attracting
strategic investors (includinig foreign strategic partners) easier, and
these will, in turn, facilitate further improvements in corporate governance practices. Not only will strategic partnerships position companies better for increased competitioni in the context of WTO
membership, but they are also likely to have a profound impact on
other important relationships. For example, they can help control
opportunistic behavior on the part of managers and employees, and
they make attracting debt finanicing easier.
Conclusion
The corporatization and ownership diversification of small and medium SOEs have resulted in an ownership structure dominated by
maniagers and employees. The process has not yet transformed insiders into genuinie owners fully exposed to market pressures. The state
remains involved, employees and managers are reluctant to part with
their status as state employees and the associated implicit job assurance, and the captive source of employee savings has shielded these
enterprises from the discipline of capital markets. More important,
certain features of the ownership transformation process are likely to
make future access to capital markets more difficult and to prevent

banks and outside investors from playing an important role in the
governance of these enterprises. This underscores the importance of
strengtheninig the core legal rights of employees, creditors, and outside investors so that they can play a positive role in the corporate
governance of small and medium enterprises.
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4
Ownership and Control
of Listed Companies

Today's ownership and governanice characteristics of listed companies in China are largely shaped by the past incentives structure of the
listing process. The government introduced stock markets partly as a
means of reforming the state sector, and under the quota system, local
governments were responsible for selecting which companies were to
be listed. Local governments tended to give preference to companies
that were under their control, urgently needed capital infusion, or
were otherwise socially or economically important. Such criteria would
not necessarily result in the selection of the most dynamic, successful,
and high-growth companies. They also created a bias against private
sector companies.
While the Company Law stipulated various criteria for listing
modeled after regulations in successful developed markets, the criteria were insufficient to play a screening role. For example, the law
allowed issuers who were divested from SOEs or large and medium
SOEs to use pro-forma profit records. This provided incentives to establish SOEs for the specific purpose of listing, a trend that came to be
known as "packaging for listing." The packaged shell companies often did not have a meaningful track record, and their business models
were at times ad hoc. Thus the companies that are listed on China's
stock exchanges are mostly SOEs. They have strong links with the
government, especially local governments, and their boundaries with
their parent groups are relatively new and often artificial.
This chapter examines the ownership and control structure of
Chinese listed companies and the main corporate governance issues
associated with it. It focuses on the board of directors as the main
corporate governance mechanism. The discussion is based on a survey of 257 companies listed on the Shanghai stock exchange (see Xu
and Wang 1997 for a similar survey).
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Ownership Concentration and Types of Investors
Chinese company shares are classified as A shares, B shares, and H
shares.' In our sample, 252 companies issued A shares, 21 companies
issued A and B shares, 5 companies issued only B shares, and 4 companies issued A and H shares. Shares of listed companies are further
classified into state shares, legal person shares, and tradable shares.
Each type accounts for about one-third of all shares. Shares of the
same kind carry the same rights.
State shares are held by central and local governments, which are
represented by local financial bureaus, state asset management companies, or investmenit companies. State shares can also be held by the
parent of the listed companiy, typically an SOE. They are not tradable.
By 1999, 42 percent of the largest shareholders in the sample held
state shares, as did 5.1 percenit of the second largest shareholders. The
state therefore tends to be the controlling shareholder, and is relatively rarely the second or third largest shareholder.
Domestic institutionis such as industrial enterprises, securities companies, trust and investment companies, foundations and funds, banks,
construction and real estate development companiies, transportation
and power companies, and technology and research institutes hold
legal persoii shares. These institutiolns are further classified according

to their ownership structure as SOEs, state-owned noniprofit organizations, collectively owned enterpr-ises, private enterprises, joint stock
companies, and foreign-funided companies. Legal person shares are
not tradable. In 1999, in 57 percent of the companies in the sample,
the largest shareholder was holdinig legal person shares. Almost all the
largest legal person shareholders are industrial SOEs (table 4.1). Thus
in more than 95 percent of the cases, the state is directly or indirectly
(through industrial SOEs) in control of listed companies.
State and legal person shares can be transferred to domestic institutions upon approval of the China Securities Regulatory CommisI. A shares are issued bv domestic companies ancd are held and traded in RMB by
domestic investors only. B shares arc stocks issued by domestic compailies registered on the mainland, but traded in hard currency by foreign investors, incILiding
overscas Chinese and individuals and institUtions from foreigin counitries as well
as from Hong Kong (China), Macao, and Taiiwan (China). Individual domestic
investors have heen allowecl to trade B shares since February 2001. H shares arc
issued and listed by domestic companies in Hong Kong (China).
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TABLE 4.I
NATURE OF THE THREE LARGEST SHAREHOLDERS, AT IPO AND 1999

(percentage of all firtms)

First largest
Shbcreholder
Industrial SOE
State asset management
companiy
Natural person
Diversified agribusiness
Transportation and telecommiiuniications co.

Commnerce entity
Construction and real
estate company
Trust and investment
company
Securities firm
Banik
Foundation or fund
Othier

AtIPO

Seconrd largest

1999 AtIPO

Third largest

1999 AtIPO

1999

55

57

32

27

26

22

9
0
7

7
0
8

0
12
5

0
8
6

0
17
5

0
15
6

6

5

3

3

0

0

5

6

10

8

10

9

4

7

5

3

4

4

2
0
0
0
12

1
0
0
0
9

12
4
0
8
9

11
16
0
11
7

11
5
4
8
-10

II
-11
3
9
10

SOURCE: SuLrvey.

siol1 (CSRC). In about 47 percenit of the sample compan1ies, nontradable
shares accounted for 70 to 90 percent of total shares, and in 41 percent of the sample, nontradable shares accounted for 50 to 69 percent
of the total. In only 8 percent of sample firms did tradable shares
represent more than 50 percent of all shares. Domestic individuals
and institutions hold tradable A shares. About 30 percent of all shares
are tradable. 2 At the end of 1999, of the 30 percent of tradable shares,
individuals held 25 percent and institutions held 5 percent. 3
In addition to state, legal person, and tradable shares, there are
the so-called employee shares. The company sells employee shares to
.2. Akccording to the Company Law, the shares issued to the general public will
amount to 25 percent or more of total shares issued.

3. Article 46 of the Provisional Regulations for Issuance and Trading of Securities
specifies that an individual cannot hold more than 5 percent of the shares issued
by a single listed company. However, some natural persons indirectly control listed
companiics through the legal persons shares of parent companics.
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management and employees, typically at a significant discount, at the
time of going public. These shares have to be held for 6 to 12 months
after an IPO, and can then be sold on the stock exchanges following
approval by the securities regulatory authorities. In 1 998 the regulatory authorities issued a circular in relation to discontinuing the issuance of employee shares. As a result, the number of employee shares is
gradually falling.
Some features of the ownership structure are correlated with enterprise size, the nature of the largest shareholders, and the sectoral
affiliation of the listed companiy. As table 4.2 shows, the percentage of
state shares tends to increase with company size and that of individual
sharelholders tends to decrease. The proportion of tradable shares seems
to be higher in companies in which the first largest sharelholder holds
state shares. For example, among the listed companies with more than
50 percent tradable shares, in only 6 percent is a legal person (industrial SOE) the largest shareholder. In terms of sectors, the state has
highier shareholdings in manufacturing and in energy and power. Legal persons have controllling positions across all sectors, but their control is especially pronouniced in chemicals and conglomerates.
Individual investors are relatively better represented in retail and chemicals, while institutional investors are conspicuously avoiding retail and

chemicals and pharimiaceuticals.
Ownership in Chinia's listed companies is relatively highly concentrated. Data from 1999 indicate that the three largest shareholders
held, on average, about 58 percent of total shares, of which the average shareholding of the largest shareholders is about 47 percent, of
the second largest is 8 percent, and of the third largest is 3 perccit. In

TABLE 4.2
OWNERSHIP STRUCTURE OF COMPANIES AND SIZE, 1999

Company size
(RMB)

State

linstitiumiditionial
Legal Employ- vidutal
(tradable) (tradable)
ees
persons

< 500 million
500 million - 1 billion

13
24

S(
40

3
2

29
28

5
5

I billion- 1.5 billion
>1 .5 billion

26
31

44
40

3
2

20
22

6
4

>

SOURCE: SUIrVeV.
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almost 49 percent of sample firms, the three largest shareholders accounted for 60 to 80 percent of all shares. This high concentration of
ownership, combined with the relatively small portion of tradable
shares, implies that few, if any, of China's listed companies have contestable control.
Overall, the ownership structure is relatively stable. The concentration, although quite high, has shown a slight tendency to decrease: the share of the three largest shareholders declined from 61
percent at IPO to 58 percent in 1999. However, the share of companies with highly concentrated ownership has shown a tendency to
increase in recent years, although companies with the state as controlling shareholder have tended to decrease over time. For example,
in 47 percent of the listed companies the largest shareholder was
holding state shares at IPO, and in 49 percent of the listed companies the largest shareholder was holding legal person shares (table
4.3). By 1999 the percentage of companies with the state as largest
shareholder had dropped to 42 percent and the percentage of companies with legal persons (industrial SOEs) as the largest shareholder
had increased to 54 percent.
The total shares of listed companies are about equally divided
between state shares, legal person shares, and tradable shares. Between the time of the IPO and 1999, the percentage of state shares has

TABLE 4-3
DISTRIBUTION OF SURVEYED COMI'ANIES
BY TYI'ES OF LARGEST SHAREHOLDERS, AT IPO AND 1999

(percent)
First largest
Share type
State shares
Legal person shares
Employee shares
A shares
B shares
H shares
Foreign legal persons
Other

Second largest

At IPO 1999 At IPO
47
49
0
3
0
0
0
0

42
54
0
2
0
0
1
0

6
64
4
22
3
0
0
0

Third largest

1999 At IPO 1999
5
58
1
26
5
1
0
4

1
17
4
28
3
1
1
0

4
53
1
31
6
1
0
4

SOURCE: SuLrvey.
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FIGURE 4.1
TRENDS IN COMIPANY OWNERSHIP STRUCTURE, AT 11'O AND 1999
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fallen while the percentage of legal person shares and tradable shares
has increased (figure 4.1).
In 28 percent of the companies surveyed, the largest shareholder
had changed since the IPO, with most of the changes taking place
between 1998 and 1999. In almost 82 percent of these companies, the
change was associated with the replacement of the chair of the board
of directors, and in 44 percent with the replacement of the general
manager.

In addition to the transfer of control, new share issues are another channel through which the ownership structure evolves. For
example, one possible reason for the decline in statc shareholding is
that most listed companies pay dividends not in cash but in rights
issues. In general, legal persons are financially able to accept rights
issues, while the government or its agencies prefer cash payouts.
Owncrship and Corporate Governance Issues
The information in tables 4.4 and 4.5 allows us to compare the ownership structure of Chinese listed companies with that in some West
European and East Asian countries and the United States. In terms of
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TABLE 4.4
CONCENTRATION OF COMPANY OWNERSI-IIP, SELECTED COUNTRIES, T998

(percentage of sharelioldinig)
Couintry

Austria
China
France
Italy
Netherlands
Spain
United Kingdom

Country

Belgium
Germany
United States

Coupntry

Indonesia
Korea, Rep. of
Malaysia
Philippines

Thailand
-

4th-I 0th
largest

2nd
largest

3rd
largest

28.2
38.3
14.0

9.5
8.0
16.0
7.7
9.2
11.5
8.3

1.9
3.0
6.0
3.5
4.3
6.1

5.0
5.1
7.1
10.3
9.2

Largest

2nid and 3rd
largest

4th and 5th
largest

6th-I 0th
largest

Largest

82.2
47.0
56.0
52.3

7.7

55.8

6.9

59.7
22.8

8.6

0.6
2.6

9.5

7.5

Largest

48.2
20.4
30.3
33.5
28.5

6.5
-

0.2
0.3
3.8

1st-Sth
largest

67.5
38.5
58.8
60.2
56.6

Not available.

SOURCES: ADB (1 999); Tricker (I1999).

concetntration, China is somewhere in the middle. The ownership structure is concentrated, but at levels similar to those in most West European countries. What differentiates China's ownership structure is the
identity of the controlling shareholders (table 4.5).
A similarity with ownership structures in some West European
and East Asian countries is the dominant position of other corporate
entities as shareholders. In terms of types of largest shareholders, China
is differentiated by the absence of significant ownership by individuals and families, the negligible role of financial institutions and institutional investors, and the large state role. These features have a direct
bearing on the types of corporate governanice issues that China faces.
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TABLE

4.5

TYPES OF LARGEST SHAREHOLDERS, SELECTED COUNTRIES, 1997

(percentage of shareholders)

Country

Individuals
and
families

Austria
Belgium
China
France
Germany
Italy
Korea, Rep. of
Malaysia
Netherlands
Philippines
Spain
Thailand
United Kingdom
-

38.6
15.6
0
15.5

7.4
68.6
60
4.8

Holding
Insur- Invest- and inCompany
ment dustrial
ance
Banks companies funds companies State directors

5.6
0.4
0
16.0
1.2
7.2
8.5
-

0
1.0
0
3.5
0.2
0
2.0
-

21.8

7.2
2.1
6.6

2.4
0.2
8.8

35.2

2.2

-

2.4

1.1

4.7

10.8
5.5

0
3.8
1.0
0
0
0

33.9
37.5
57.0
34.5
21.0
24.2

11.7
0.3
42.0
1.0
0.7
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

6.1
-

45.6

1.5
17.2

-

16.1
13.5
0

10.9
4.9
32.6

1.3
2.6
0

-

-

-

2.5

-

5.9

0

11.3

11.0

-

0
0

Not available.

SOURCE: ADB (1999); Tricker (1999); survey.

Perhaps the most important implication of the dominant role of
state ownership in China's listed companies is the control the government can exert over management appointments and incentives, and
thereby over companies' behavior. Most corporate managers still aspire
to a civil service rank and are concerned about how their superiors in
the political and administrative hierarchy assess their performance.
This assessment may be quite arbitrary or subjective and be based on
such indicators as profits, political correctness, and the discharge of
social obligations. Furthermore, local governments may have incentives that are not aligned with the plans of companies that operate on
a national or international scale.
As noted, the dominant position of corporate entities as controlling shareholders is not unique to China. However, in China, the nature of the listing process in the past compounds the risks of conflicts
between controlling and minority shareholders. Listing and parent
companies are often in the same business sector and may compete
with each other, have business transactions with each other, or share
resources and functions. In some cases, the listed company may de82
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pend on the rest of the group for distributing products or supplying
raw materials. Senior managers often work for both the listed and
unlisted parts of the group. This type of interdependence between listed
companies and their parent firms creates fertile ground for agency
problems.

Corporate control mechanisms and shareholder activism can do
little to alleviate such agency problems under the existing ownership
structure. The high degree of ownership concentration and the
nontradability of more than two-thirds of the shares imply a low
contestability of control. In addition, tradable shares are held largely
by individuals, who have few incentives and resources to perform
monitoring functions.
Board of Directors
The board of directors is the critical link between ownership and corporate governance. This is the setting where governance takes place
and where some of the solutions to corporate governance problems
can be sought.
Ownership and Control. According to the survey, shareholders appoint 76 percent of the directors of listed companies (table 4.6). Holders of state-owned legal person shares are the most influential, selecting
48 percent of all directors, followed by owners of state shares at 21
percent. Thus directly or indirectly, the state is in absolute control,
selecting almost 70 percent of all directors.
State enterprises appoint 45 percent of all the directors appointed
by shareholders (table 4.7). In line with their insignificance as shareholders, financial institutions play a relatively minor role in the selection of directors. Trust and investment companies, securities companies,
and banks together account for the selection of 1.3 percent of executive directors and 9.3 percent of nonexecutive directors. Private enterprises appoint 1.5 percent of all directors appointed by shareholders.
Those holding state shares and tradable shares tend to appoint a larger
proportion of executive than nonexecutive directors. 4 As table 4.7
4. P'ublic servants from government departments are not permitted to become
directors of listed companies and banks are not allowed to be shareholders. Howevei; directors from these institutions do exist. To some extent this reflects the lack
of effectiveness of the regulations. It also reflccts some banks' recent practice (in
the past two years) of engaging in debt-equity swaps.
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TABLE

4.6
AND CON1ROL

COMPANY OWNERSHII

(per-cent)

Conitrol

Owvnersbhip

(ho7ard seats)

State

24

2-1

Legal persons

44

48

2
30
100

3
4
76

Shareholdertype

Employees
Tradable shares
Total
SOURC<: SUrvey.

shows, the owiners of state shares select a higher portion of executive
directors, while the owners of state-owned legal persons shares, who
typically represent the interests of the parent SOE, select the majority
of noilexecutive directors.
Like ownership, control is highly concentrated. The largest shareholder accounts for slightly less than 50 percent of all shares but controls more than 50 percent of board seats. The average share of the
three largest shareholders is 59 percent, but they appoint 79 percenit
of the directors. Furthiermore, considerable disparity is apparent

TABLE
SELECTION

oi0 DIRECTORS

4-7

AND SUPERVISORS OF LISTED COMI'ANIES

(percenit)

Directors
Non-

Total

Execuitive executive

Super-

visors

Otvzers

76

-

-

50

State shares
State-owned legal personi

28

36

16

25

45

44

54

44

18
3
6

13
3
5

27
1
2

12
I7

shares

Public legal person shares
Interinal employee shares
Publicly circulating shares
available.
SOURCE: SUrvey.
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FIGURE 4.2
DISCREI'ANCY BETWEEN CASII FLoW

AND CONTROL RIG-ITS IN LISTED COMI'ANIES

Control rights (percent)
60
ILargest shareholder_
.50
4030 -

3rd

2nid
largest
share-

20 - sh.are-

t

10
0

10

20

30

40

50

Cash flow rights (perccit)
SOtlRCE: Stlrvey.

between the shares of board seats and the ownership of different shareholders, that is, between control and cash flow rights. A comparison
of the control and cash flow riglhts of the largest three shareholders
shows that the discrepancy is higher for the second and third largest
shareholders than for the largest shareholder, conditional on the latter's
having obtained majority control (figure 4.2). The marginal value of
control diminishes after majority control has been obtained. This can
be seen in table 4.8, which compares the distribution of the single
largest shareholder with board control. The share of board seats controlled by the largest shareholder is higher than that shareholder's
ownership share, but this situation is reversed after the shareholder
obtains a majority stake (more than 50 percent).
Thus to a significant extent, parent companies control the boards
of listed companies. Few board seats are available for nonshareholders,
and the notion of independent directors is new to most listed companies. The directors appointed by nonshareholders account for 24 percent of total directors. The executive directors appointed by
nonshareholders are mainly recommended by company staff, but are
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TABLE

4.8

DISCREPANCY BETWEEN SIZE OF THE
LARCEST SHAREHOLDING AND CONTROL RIGHTS

Largest share
(percent)
> 80

50-80
20-49
<20
Total

Number of
companies
in saniple
5
77
78
11
171

Average
size of the
largest share
(percent)

Percentageof
directors
appointed
by largest
shareholder

87
63
34
16
48

66
62
46
31
53

SOURCE: SLrvey.

sometimes appointed by the government. The independent directors
are mainly recruited by the companies. They tend to be former advisors to the companies and are usually elected because of their reputations and professional expertise.
Board Composition and Trends. According to the Company Law, a

board of directors should consist of 5 to 19 directors. The average size
of boards in 1999 was 9.9, compared with 10.1 in 1996 (table 4.9).
Two-thirds of all directors are executive directors. Only 54 directors,
or 3.1 percent of all directors, have some degree of independence (figure 4.3).5 About half of the executive directors take senior manage-

5. The U.S. National Associationi of Corporate Directors (1996, pp. 9-10) defines
an independent director is one who (a) has not been employed by the companv in
an executive capacity within the last five years, (b) is not affiliated with a company that is an adviser or consultanit to the companiy, (c) is not affiliated with a
significanit customer of or supplier to the companiy, (cd) has no personal services
contracts with the company' or with a member of the company's senior management, (e) is not affiliated withi a not-for-profit entity that receives significant contributiolIs from the company, (f) has not had any business relationiships with the
company other than service as a director within the last five years, (g) is not
employed by a public company for which an exeCutive officer of the company
serves as a director, (h) has not had any of the relationships described above with
any affiliate of the company, and (i) is not a member of the immediate family of
any person described above.
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FIGURE

4.3

DISTRIBUTION OF COMPANY DIRECTORS BY TYPE OF APPOINTMENT, 1999

Executive directors
appointed by
shareholders
43%

-

Executive directors
appointed by
nonsliareholders
24%

Nonexecutive

Indepenident

directors appointed
by shareholders
30%

directors

3%
SOURCE: Stlrvey.

ment positions. Comparatively fewer directors hold professional positions such as chief engineers, advisers, and economists.
In about 22 percent of the companies surveyed, the board chair is
also the general manager. In some 33 percent of the sample companies
the chair is not a company employee. In the majority of listed compa-

nies, about 45 percent, the board chair and general manager are two
different people, but the chair does hold a position in the company.
Table 4.9 shows trends in board size and composition. The average share of executive directors decreased from 56 percent in 1996 to
49 percent in 1999, and the average share of directors appointed by
shareholders increased from 65 percent in 1996 to 70 percent in 1999
(table 4.9). A significant number of directors come from connected
companies, and their percentage representation appears to be increasing. This is also true for associated companies that either hold shares
of the listed company or provide credit to or have business transactions with the listed companies.
While the average number of executive directors on boards has
been on the decline since 1996, as figure 4.4 shows, the concentration
of control, as measured by the percentage of seats controlled by the
three largest shareholders, has increased over time (see figure 4.5).
The increase has been especially pronounced for small boards.
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TABLE 4.9
TRENDS IN C.OMIPANY BOARD SIZI. AND COMIPOSITION, 1996-99

Catcgory

1996

1997

1998

1999

Board size (average niluibcr)

10.1

9.9

9.9

9.9

Holding maniagemiienit position

5.6

5.3

5.0

4.9

Appointed by shareholders
Representinig nonbank finanicial
institutioll (shareholder)

6.6

6.5

6.8

6.9

1.4

1.5

1.4

1.3

3.8

4.3

4.9

4.9

2.5

2.9

3.5

3.2

Director affiliation
(average number)

Connlected companl'ies
(shareholder)
Connected companies via

businiess transactionis
SoulRcl: Survev.

Directors' Qualifications and Carecrs. Almost 60 percenit of the directors of listed companiies have a graduate or highier degree (table 4.] 0).
Nonexecutive and indepenidenit director-s tend to be more highly educated thani executive directors appointed by shareholders. About half
of all executive directors, two-thirds of noniexecutive directors, aiid

FIGURE 4-4
CHANGES IN S-lARE OF EXECUTIvE DIRECTORS AND BOAI:) SIZE, 1996-99
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SOUCI: Survev.
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FIGURE

4.5

PERCENTAGE OF BOARD SEATS CONTROLLED BY THE
TI-IREE LARGEST SHAREHOLDERS AND BOARD SIZE, I996-99
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TABLE 4.1O
EDUCATION OF COMI'ANY DIRECTORS

(percentage of directors)
Executive

Highest level
of education
Postgraduate
or higher
Graduate
College degree
Fligh school
graduate
Middle school
and lower

directors
appointed Other
NonIndeby share- executive executive pendent
holders directors directors directors

Total

14
43
35

10
37
42

20
47
28

43
33
22

16
42
34

7

10

6

2

7

0

0

1

0

1

SOURCE: SUrvev.
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almost all independent directors hold degrees in management-related
subjects or finance and accounting. An insignificant number of directors have studied law.
In terms of background, most directors have worked in the fields
of engineering, marketing, and sales. Independent directors have more
experience in technological research, education, and Chinese Coinniunist Party and Chinese Communist Youth organizational work.
Most executive and nonexecutive directors are former SOE employees, while independent directors are drawn mostly from governmenit
departments, research institutions, and universities (table 4.11). This
accounts for the description of listed companies as "old wine in new
bottles," that is, on the surface a new corporate governance framework appears to be in place, while in reality companies still operate
more or less like the old SOEs.
Most executive directors were with the listed companies at the
time of the IPO, and most of them had previously worked in the firm's
parent company (table 4.12). Regarding noniexecutive directors, 32

TABLE 4.11
COMPANY DIRECTORS' FORMER EMPLOYERS

(percentagc of directors)
Executtive

Employer
Macroeconomic government
department
Governnment ministry
Research institute or
university
Financial institution
SOE
Collectively owned enterprise
Private enterprise
Joint venture
Other listed company
Foreign companiy

directors
lJudeNonappointed Other
by share- execiutive execuitive pendent
holders directors directors directors
9.0
15.0

5
12

-16
24

24
32

15.0
3.0
76.0
9.0
6.0
11.0
2.0
0.4

9
1
73
8
5
6
1
1

15
13
73
7
8
10
6
4

.33
24
43
6
4
4
2
2

No1E: Ntimbers exceed 100% because individuals can have different employers over

the CLourse of their career.
SOURCE: SuLrvey.
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percent were with the company at the time of the IPO and 16 percent
had worked in the parent company. More than one-third of all directors also sit on other boards. This percentage is higher for nonexecutive
and independent directors (56 and 43 percent, respectively), and lower
for executive directors not appointed by shareholders (25 percent).
Director Selection. Chinese corporations still lack nominating committees for directors and corporate governance committees. Listed companies do not disclose their procedures for nominating directors or
their corporate governance principles. Most directors believe that their
companies have internal criteria for selecting directors. When surveyed
they cited management experience followed by professional expertise
and reputation as the main criteria. Other criteria cited include share
ownership and personal connections.
The Company Law stipulates that the shareholders' general meeting is responsible for selecting and removing directors, but it does not
stipulate who is responsible for nominatinig directors. International
practices typically include a nominating committee under the boardTABLE 4.12
CAREER RoUTES OF COMPANY DIRECTORS

(percentage of directors)
Executive

Category
WY'ith the company at IPO
W1ith the predecessor company
Used to be manager of the predecessor
company
Used to be an official in the relevant
government department
Wlas employed at the shareholding
company
Used to be a manager in another company
in the same industry
Used to be a manager in another industry

directors
appointed Other
Nonby share- executive executive
bolders directors directors
78
59

87
69

32
16

32

27

9

8

6

10

48

26

53

18
18

14
14

19
32

NOTE: Numbers exceed 100% because individuals can have different employers over
the course of their career.
SOURCE: Survey.
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that is composed mainly of outside or independent directors who do
not hold a position in the companly other than as board directorsthat formulates selection criteria and nominates new directors. In
China, large shareholders nominate new directors in 57 percent of
listed companies, the board of directors does so in 34 percent of companies, the chair of the board in 6 percent of companiies, and existing
directors in 3 percent of conipanies.
The May 2001 CSRC rules on indepenident directors stipulate
that the board of directors, the board of supervisors, or any shareholders who separately or jointly hold 5 percenit of the shares in the
listed company can nomilinate candidates for indepenident directorships.
In all cases the nomililICes must consenit to being nominiiated. The final
decision is made by a vote at the shareholders' ileetilig.
Compensation and Othcr Incentives. Most directors are paid less thani
RMB 50,000 per year (table 4.13). None of the independenit directors
receive more than RMB 50,000 per year. Listed companies provide
most executive directors with such benefits as a company car and a

house and independenit directors with allowances. Few nonexecutive
directors receive benefits from the company. Boniuses average 24 percent of directors' annual incomes, more for executive directors and

less for independenit and nonexecutive directors. Simple tests of the
survey data failed to identify any statistically significanit correlations
between directors' compenisationl and various measures of company
performance.
TABLE 4-13
C.OMIPANY DIRECTORS' ANNUAL INCOME, 1999

(perccntage of clirectors)

Salary
< RMB 25,000
RMB 25,000RMB 50,000
> RMB 50,000RMB 80,000
> RMB 80,000
SOURCE: SurVCy.
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Execcutive
directors
mndcNonlOtber
appointed
by sbare- execuitive executi ve penidenzt
holders directors directors directors
89
70
47
40

Total
46

36

38

22

ll

35

14
9

7
8

5
3

0
0

ll
8
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TABLE 4-14
COMIPANY DIRECTORS' SHAREHOLDINGS, AT IPO AND 1ggg

Execuitive directors

Time

At IPO
11999

SoURcE:

Sharebolding

Not
Appoiinted appointed
bly share- by shareholders
holders

48,410
RMB value of shares
0.004
Percentage of sharcs
RMB value of shares 116,569
0.006
Percentage of shares
2.9
Shares/annual income

40,976
0.006
180,638
0.008
4.9

lndeNonlexecuitive lpenidenit
directors directors

2,153,316 15,711
0.002
0.-1 80
2,401,174 33,371
0.001
0.140
1.3
77

SuLrvey.

Nonexecutive directors hold more shares than the other three
types of directors, both at IPO and subsequently (table 4.14), while
independent directors hold the smallest amount of shares. Directors'
shareholdings are increasing rapidly, with the highest increase for executive directors and a moderate increase for nonexecutive directors.
F-lowever, this largely reflects the internal distribution of shares prior
to an IPO, a practice that has recently been restricted.
Functioning of Boards of Directors. Listed companies average 4.2
board meetings per year, significantly less than their coLinterparts in
industrial countries.6 In developed market economies, listed companies generally establish special committees under the board of directors to ensure that the board functions properly. 7 The survey revealed
6. Based on a sample of 1,700 public U.S. companies, Bhagat, Carey, and Elson
( 1999) found that U.S. firms averaged 7.2 meetings per year, with smaller firms
having fewer meetings than larger firms.
7. Typically these committees are (a) a nominating committee responsible for recommending candidates for election as directors; (b) a compensation committee
that reviews and approves compensation arrangements for management; (c) an
audit committee responsible for reviewing the audited financial statements produced by independent auditors and overseeing the company's financial reporting
process; (d) a finance committee that reviews the company's investments, capital
requirements, and resource allocations; and (e) an executive committee responsible for approving major decisions taken between board meetings. Many companies also have public policy, public responsibility, and environimenital protection
committees.
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that only 5.4 percent of the companies have established such committees and only 14 percent plan to set up such committees. In those
companies that do have committees, these are usually an investment
or finance committee, an audit committee, a financial management
committee, and/or a strategy committee.
Among the committees established, investment committees and
financial management committees are composed predominantly of
executive directors, while strategy committees have a higher percentage of nonexecutive and independent directors. The main functions
of the committees focus on decisions concerning major investment
projects. Their supervisory and auditing functions are at an early stage
of development.
Most listed companies do not have a system in place for establishing board committees. The main reasons for this are (a) the boards
of directors' relative lack of independence, (b) the prevalence of insider control, and (c) the lack of independent directors who are familiar with the legal aspects of business operations. Some special
committees cannot function meaningfully in the absence of indepelldent directors. Table 4.15 compares board structures and directors'
characteristics' in selected economies, including China. China differentiates itself by the relatively low percentage of nonexecutive directors and the extremely low percentage of companies with board
committees.
Recent measures to strengthen the indepenidence of boards of directors focus on increasing the number of external and independent
directors, on upgrading directors' professional qualifications, and on
standardizing the functioning of boards. For instance, as of May 30,
2001, CSRC rules on establishing an independent board of directors
in listed companies require that at least one-third of the board consist
of independent directors, including at least one accounting professional. The CSRC also requires the indepenidenit directors to work for
the listed company for no less than 15 hours a year. The board of
directors, the board of supervisors, or any shareholders who separately or jointly hold 5 percent of the shares of the listed company can
nominate independent director candidates. Furthermore, two or more
independenit directors can now convene extraordinary general meetings, and in the case of companies listed overseas, they can report
directly to the shareholders' meetings, the CSRC, and other relevant
government department regarding the affairs of the listed company.
Independent directors are niow explicitly instructed to safeguard the
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TABLE 4.I5
COMIPANY BOARD STRUCTURE AND DIRECTOR CHARACTERISTICS, SELECTED ECONOMIES

Economy

Chairmanl
CEO
separate
people

Nonexecutive
directors

Average
board
size

Very high
High
Low
66%
79%
Nil
Very low
100%

8
15
6
13
10
13
8
11

75
78
60
80
50
82
15
73

(%)

Worker
representation

Percentage
of comAverage
panies
age of
with
Audit
directors
board
commit(years)
committees
tee

Nomination
committee

Remuneration
committee

Management and
executive
committees

Yes
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
No

No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes

Board of directors

Australia
Belgium
Brazil
Canada
China
France
Hong Kong, China
Italy

No

55

85

-

65

No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No

56
57
47
59
57

Low
100
5
77
Low
40

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Singapore

Low

-

-

No

-

Low

Yes

No

No

South Africa
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland

50%
37%
High
63%

13
12
9
5

60
71
85
89

-

No
Yes
No

53
54
56
60

100
57
Low
67

Yes
Yes
No
No

No
No
Yes
No

Yes
No
No
No

Taiwan, China

Low

-

-

No

-

United Kingdom
United States

90%
15%

12
13

50
77

No
-

56
61

100
100

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

No
No

Supervisory board
France
Germany
Netherlands

100%
100%
100%

12
15
7

92
100
100

Yes
Yes
Yes

59
59
61

Low
None
54

Yes
No
Yes

No
No
No

No
No
Yes

No
Yes
Yes

-Not

available.

SOURCE: Tricker (1999); Survey.
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company's overall interests, especially the rights and interests of small
and medium shareholders. According to a recent report (Shanghai
Securities Newvs, July 24, 2001), 204 listed companiies have already
hired 314 independent directors.
Compared with practices in other markets, Chiniese boards have
relatively little decisionmaking power within the existing legislative
framework, while government ministries and commissions and securities regulatory authorities enjoy substantial decisionmaking power.
As table 4.16 shows, for about 20 percent of China's listed companies, the board has full powers in matters regarding finance and investment, while in about half the companies the board has decisive
influence over these matters. Some boards, typically those dominated
by insiders, are trying to increase their auton1om11y from shareholders
in relation to financial matters (box 4. 1)
One of the major functions of a board of directors is to design
and enforce management contracts. Table 4.17 shows average annual
inconmes and shareholdinigs of senior management in listed companies. Salary is still the main form of managemenit compensationi, and
most corporate managers still aspire to a civil service rank. Thus their
remuneration is explicitly or implicitly benchmarked against civil service wages and they aspire to being promoted to higher civil service
positions (although this attitude does appear to be changing, espe-

TABLE 4.T6
THE ROLE OF COMI'ANY BOARDS IN
FINANCIAL AND INVESTMENI DECISIONS

(percentage of listed companiics)
Su'bDecisiue stantial
Company actio z

Fuill

ilnflu-

powvers

encC

Soniie
infll-

No

coce

powver

-12.8
13.6

3.9
1.9

1.6
0.5

influen7ce

AdLjustment of equitv structure
Dividend distribution

10.5
10.9

52.9

New capital investment

21.8

49.8

9.7

2.7

0.7

Sale of assets
Borrowing for fixed asset
investments
Mergers and acquisitiolns
Company's strategic planning

20.6

48.6

10.9

1.6

0.8

25.7
10.9
35.4

38.1
56.4
44.4

14.8
12.1
6.6

3.9
1.2
1.2

0.8
0.9
0.4

SOURCE: SUrVCe.
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BOX 4.1
EXIPANDED ROLE FOR BOARDS

Recent reports from listed companies suggest that more boards are asking shareholders for greater autonomy in finance and investmenit matters. The rationale is typically found in the dynamic nature of markets,

which require quick responses to business opportunities. For other corIlpanies that are reorganized from SOEs, the main reason is to simplify

procedures. In turn, some boards have authorized general managers to
handle asset disposal, investments, and guarantees if individual deals
are below some prcspecified anmount, typically RMB 10 m1illion. As
boards become more empowered, more comprehenisive supervision of

boards by the relevant regulators and the market community is called
for to prevent board memiibers from abusing their positions and harming the interests of medium and small shareholders.
SOURCE:

Shangbai Sceirities News (JanUary 14, 1999).

cially in Guangdong). As a result, salaries of different categories of

managers are generally low and undifferentiated between, as well as
within, companies. Not surprisingly, tests on the survey data for possible correspondence between management compensation and company performance as measured by net assets per share, return on assets,

and. Tobin's Q failed to identify any relationship. 8
Senior management hold mostly employee shares issued at the
time of the IPO. With the authorities discouraging the issuance of
employee shares, bonuses have become practically the only incentive
component in the compensation contract. While some listed companies and shareholders have conducted some experiments (see box 4.2),
the lack of legislative support has meant that stock-based incentives,
including stock options, are not being developed.
Given the lack of strong incentives linked to share performance,
corporate managers are particularly sensitive to their performance

8. Tobiin's Q is defined as the ratio betwcen a company's market valuc and the
replacenicnt value of its physical assets.
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TABLE 4.17
MANAGERIAL COMPENSATION AND
SHAREHOLDING AT SURVEYED COMPANIES

Category

General
manager

Execiutive
Deputty Assistant
deputy
general general general
manager manager manager

Compensation

(percentage of managers)
< RMB 25,000

28

41

39

53

RMB 25,000 - < RMB 50,000
RMB 50,000 - RMB 80,000

36
16

39
8

37
15

29
9

> RMB 80,000

20

12

9

9

40,859
136,860

53,474
112,155

52,583
87,471

26,127
21,686

Shareholding
RMB value of shares at IPO
RMB value of shares in 1999
SOURCE:

Survey.

assessments by their superiors in the political and administrative hierarchy. In many cases the government still evaluates companies based
on their total profits and taxes paid. Thus managers' incentives are
not linked to their companies' return on equity or earnings per share
growth. As a result, Chinese companies want to issue new shares as
often as possible to increase investment, and correspondingly, total
profits and taxes. Listed companies also tend to overstate their earnings as they aim to fulfill political expectations, for example, the profit
and tax targets set by city governments. This behavior is quite different from the behavior of private companies, which typically try to
understate profits so they can evade tax payments.
The board exerts full powers in the appointment of general managers in about 70 percent of the companies surveyed. Board secretaries' perceptions that the board of directors does not appoint all the
general managers is probably because the secretaries consider that
large shareholders or government agencies as large shareholders intervene. While the Company Law spells out the relationship between
shareholders' meeting, boards of directors, and management relatively
well, in reality, large shareholders often overstep their boundaries and
exercise effective control. Board chairs usually have good government
connections and exert genuine control over shareholders' meetings as
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BOX 4.2
STOCK AWARD EXPERIMENT, WUHAN

In July 2000, the Wuhan State Asset Management Company gave shares
to the chairs of three listed companies as part of their annual compensation. For example, the income of the chair of Wuhan Zhong Shang was
RMB 167,000, with RMB 70,000 in 8,000 company shares.
According to the internal regulations of Wuhan State Asset Management Company, a company chair is compenisated in the forml of an
annual salary that consists of the following four components:
* Basic salary, which is based on the company's previous year's
results and typically amounts to RMB 18,000 to RMB 42,000 for a
company with a profitable track record.
* Seniority income, which usually ranges from RMB 2,400 to RMB
19,200 and depends on the length of service.
* Special annual bonus, which is a reward for consistently good
company performance, that is, a 20 percent increase in net profits for
three consecutive years.
* Risk income, which is also a reward for the company's performanlce based on1 reaching predetermined targets. About 30 percent of
the risk income is in cash, and the rest is retained for conversion to
company shares. This 70 percent of the risk income will be converted to
company shares based on the average share price the month after the
release of the annual report. For an agreed period the shares are not
tradable and the State Asset Management Company exercises the voting rights. However, the recipient is entitled to dividends and rights
issues, if any.

representatives of the largest shareholder. The state's dual role as owner

and regulator implies that political intervention is likely. Managers
and boards of directors tend not to resist arbitrary government intrusion into all areas of business operations.
Board of Supervisors
As conceived of in China, the board of supervisors is unique: a Ilixture of the German-style supervisory committee and China's traditional concept of employees as masters of enterprises. The Company
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Law does not specify the proportion of shareholders' representatives
and employees' representatives on supervisory committees, but just
requires that corporate charters properly stipulate the proportion.
Theoretically, shareholders could specify a low proportion of employee
representatives on the supervisory committee. However, in reality,
because of the SOEs' traditional business practices, shareholders appoint only about half of the supervisors, but especially in the case of
holders of legal person shares (SOEs), appoint significantly more chairs
and vice chairs. Leaders of party comitlittees tend to assume the positions of chair and vice chair in almost all listed companies. Unionis are
not represented on supervisory boards to any significant extent.
The majority of supervisors hold political scicnce degrees, with
few holding degrees in economic maniagemilenit or enginieering. Like
directors, most supervisors took office at the time of the IPO, and
many used to have positions in the parent companies. The proportion
of supervisors cominlg from govermilenit authorities that supervised
the parent companies is higher than in the case of directors. Overall,
supervisors have less businiess and outside company experienice than
directors. Like directors, most supervisors come from SOEs.
Supervisors' average salaries are slightly lower than those of directors, and supervisors typically hold shares. The shareholdinigs of
supervisory board chairs and vice chairs have tended to increase, while
those of other supervisory board members decreased slightly in 1999
compared with their holdings at the timc of the 11'0.
Supervisors generally meet less often than boards of directors
and their meetings are less well attended. Supeivisory boards are
more "decorative" thani functional. Their published announcemelits
indicate that they rarely contest decisions made by boards of directors and company executives. The lower-quality and less professional
experience of supervisors compared with directors and managers has
led to supervisors' inability to actually supervise directors and managers. Supervisors' main sources of information are attendance at
board meetings as nonivoting participants and the working reports
of the chair of the hoard of directors and the general manager. In
addition, boards of supervisors lack the finanice and audit committees that are usual in industrial countries. The Company Law does
not stipulate that boards of directors and management have to report regularly to the supervisory board. In addition, supervisors are
not involved in the selection of directors and managers and have no
means of disciplininig them.
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Agency Problem of the Controlling Shareholder
As noted earlier, two main corporate governance problems arise from
the current ownership structure of listed companies in China. One,
the agency costs of the controlling shareholder, is related to the concentration of ownership. The other, the government's poor capacity
to maximize shareholder value, is related to the identity of owners.
Most recent initiatives have focused on attempts to control the first
problem. Relatively few, if any, measures have directly addressed the
second issue. However, as the two issues overlap because the government is directly or indirectly the controlling owner in most listed companies, measures aimed at the controlling shareholder problenm have
indirectly affected the ability of government agencies to exercise discretionary powers in their capacity as owners.
Documented abuses by controlling shareholders include soft loans
from listed companies on a long-term basis; the use of listed companies
as guarantors to borrow money from banks; and the sale of assets to
listed companies at unfair prices, usually without an appraisal by an
independent evaluator. Given the historical relationship between listed
comnpanies and unlisted parent companies, the latter implicitly assume
that listed companies will and should help a parent company if the need
arises. Similarly, if the listed company comes under pressure-for example, if it has to satisfy an earnings requirement for a share placemelntit Imay call on the parent companiy for help, for instance, by buying
assets from the listed company to create exceptional gains for the latter.
Interference by the parent company may also include transferring and
appointing listing company personnel at will. This type of interference
has often resulted in major difficulties for listed companies.
As some listed companies have tens of thousands of individual
investors, abuses of this sort can have a major impact on social stability and on market confidence. The CSRC has been the most active in
tackling the problem from the side of listed companies. Recent CSRC
measures have focused on segregating the management of listed companies from the management of their controlling institutional shareholders, on prohibiting or restricting certain connected transactions,

9. Note, however, that governmlienit agencies have a wide arsenal of instrumllents to
affect a company's behavior.
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and on strengthening managements' independence from their controlling shareholders and the boards of directors' independence from company management and main shareholders.
CSRC regulations now require that the management of listed companies (including boards of directors, senior management, and financial and marketing departments) be segregated from the management
of their institutional controlling shareholders. They include provisions
stipulating that listed companies cannot have more than two senior
officers from the management of the controlling shareholder acting as
the chair, vice chair, or executive director of the listed company at any
time. They also prohibit the appointment of any officer from the management of the parent company to a senior management position in
the listed company. Since March 1999, separation from the parent
company and the absence of connected transactions are conditiolis
for new rights issues by all listed companies.
Several CSRC stipulations, includinig informing the CSRC and
the public, aim at making the procedures for transferring and removing listed company senior management more cumbersome. The stipulations explicitly state that for listed companies to perform well, the
positions of directors and managers should be stable.
Other measures are aimed at making transactions between listed
companies and controlling shareholders more costly. For instance, a
June 2000 CSRC notice restricts listed companiies from using their
assets to provide guarantees for their shareholders or for connected
companies. Many of these requiremenits are even stricter than in Hong
Kong (China) and other developed markets. They underscore both
the severity of the problem and the authorities' determination to protect minority shareholders.
A March 1999 CSRC measure (Further Standardizing the Operations and Reform of Companies Listed Outside China Opinioni)
emphasized directors' use of professional consultants, advisors, and
experts and the formation of specialist committees. Some CSRC opinions have also included provisions in relation to supervisory boards,
for instance, recommending an increase in the number of independent
supervisors and suggesting that supervisory boards should have the
power to request information and to be kept fully informed about
listed companiies' operations and financial status.
While these measures indicate significanit progress in strengthening boards of directors' independence, without other supporting measures their effectiveness may be limited. Such supporting measures
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could emphasize directors' awareness and education and clarify the
exact rights and responsibilities of directors. Such clarity would need
to be supplemented by a proper system of rewards and penalties, with
protection under the business judgment rule being an integral part of
the system of rights and responsibilities.
Some of the current measures have the effect of creating different
classes of directors with different rights and responsibilities. This contravenes the principle that all directors should have the same types of
fiduciary responsibility toward all shareholders.
China's approach to strengthening the independenice of boards
of directors implicitly assumes a system of unitary boards; however,
one could argue that the concept of independent directors is irrelevant
in a dual board system such as China's. Under current circumstances,
strengthening the supervisory board is an alternative to establishing a
system of independent directors. However, applying a symmetric approach to the two types of boards can produce too much of a good
thing. Recent measures reinforce the relative strength of the board of
directors versus the supervisory board.
These measures rely exclusively on regulatory control for enforcement. They do not emphasize giving powers to minority shareholders
directly and lowering the costs to milority shareholders of exercising
their ownership rights. For example, the new independent director
system gives every shareholder with more than a 5 percent stake the
right to nominate independent directors. Under the current ownership structure, in practice this means that only the first and second
largest shareholders have the right to nominate independent directors, yet these shareholders already have greater control rights relative to their cash flow rights. One could argue that nomination by
these shareholders takes away independent directors' independence,
and that they are therefore unlikely to look out for the interests of
small and minority shareholders.
Conclusion
The ownership structure of listed companies in China is characterized
by the absence of families and individuals as significant shareholders,
the negligible role of financial institutions and institutional investors,
and the large role of the state. In more than 95 percent of listed companies the state is directly or indirectly (through industrial SOEs) in
control. Ownership is highly concentrated. In almost 50 percent of
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sample firms the three largest shareholders account for 60 to 80 percent of all shares. The high concentration of ownership combined with
the relatively small portion of tradable shares implies that control is
contestable in few, if any, listed companiies.
These owtiership features have a direct bearing on the type of corporate governaice issues that China currently confronits. Perhaps the
most importanit implicationi of the dominant role of state owilership in
listed companies is the governimilenit's control over management appointments and incentives, and thereby over companies' behavior. While the
dominant position of corporate entities as controlling sharehlolders is
not unique, in Chilia large shareiholder-s often overrule shareholders'
meetinigs and boards of directors and exercise direct conitrol.
Recenlt measures to improve the functiollilIg of boards of direc-

tors have incr-eased the costs of actions by controllling shar-elholders
that may hurt minorlitv investors. They also limit the capacity of goveminlenit agencies as controllling shar-eholders to exploit millority interests. However, such measures, are insufficienit to control the
goverinment's distorting impact oii maiager-s' incenitives and career
concerns.
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5
Role of Stock Markets
and Information Dislosure
in the Corporate Governance
of Listed Companies

An efficient stock market rewards better corporate governance with
lower funding costs. The stock market processes information disclosed
by listed companies, but it also creates incentives for acquiring information about firms and, by acting on this inforimiationi, for disseminating it to other market participants. Efficiently provided information
allows companv owners to link management incentives with stock
prices, which helps align the interests of owners and managers (Levine
1997). Efficient stock markets also create incentives to identify poorly
managed companies, facilitate the takeover of such companies, replace their management, and make other changes in the companies'
corporate governance. This chapter looks at some of the structural
characteristics of Chinese stock markets that affect their capacity to
promote good corporate governanice, with a focus on information disclosure.
Corporate Governance and Performance
Despite their spectacular development in little more than 10 years,
Chinese stock markets are not yet capable of promoting good corporate governaice. While rigorous testing of whether market efficiency
promotes good governanice practices is inherenitly difficult, some basic tests combined with a rule of thumb approach may provide an
indication. For example, using Black's (1986) definition of an efficdent market as one in which the stock price is withiln a factor of two
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of the value, that is, the price is more than half but less than twice the
value provides some evidence of inefficienicy in Chinese stock markets
(table 5.1).' Judged by this measure, Chinese stock markets are clearly
an outlier amonig emerging markets: the market to book value ratio is
among the highest and does not show any clear trend of convergence
toward more niormal levels. Regarding corporate governance specifically, the Credit Lyonnais Securities Asia corporate governance watch
fails to establish a robust relationship between various indicators of
corporate governance and the performance of Chinese companies on
the stock market (CLSA 2001).
Because ascertaininig the performance of Chinese listed companies with a reasonable degree of confidence is difficult giveni existing

TABLE 5.1
MARKETIo

BOOK VALUE, SELECTEIID ECONOMIES, 1996-SOOT

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

Argentinla

1.2

1.0

-1.0

1.0

1.0

0.9

Brazil
Chile
China

1.6
1.6
3.7

1.4
1.5
3.5

1.3
1.5
3.6

1.4
1.5
3.7

1.4
1.6
3.9

1.4
1.5
3.3

Czech Republic

1.0

1.0

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.8

Egypt
Greece
Hungary
India
Indonesia

1.8
3.9
2.6
2.7
1.8

1.6
3.8
2.1
2.7
1.8

1.4
3.0
2.0
2.2
1.6

1.5
2.8
2.1
2.2
1.5

1.5
2.6
1.9
2.2
1.7

1.4
2.3
1.7
1.9
1.8

Korea

1.0

0.9

0.9

0.9

1.1

1.0

Malaysia
MexiCO

1.6
1.9

1.6
1.8

1.4
1.7

1.3
1.8

0.8
2.1

0.8
2.1

Pllilippines

1.2

1.1

1.0

1.0

-1.0

1.0

Poland

2.2
0.6
2.2
2.2
1.6
3.6

1.9
0.6
2.2
2.0
1.6
3.0

1.8
0.6
1.9
2.1
1.4
2.6

1.9
0.7
2.1
1.9
1.4
4.0

2.0
0.8
2.3
1.8
1.6
3.9

1.8
0.8
2.2
1.7
1.7
3.9

Econoytv

Russia

South Africa
Tawiwan, China
Thailand
TUrkey

SOURCE: Standard & Poor's emerging marketS database.

1. Book value is perhaps the most Llnsophisticated but not necessarily the most
unreliable cstinlatc of value.
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accounting and disclosure problems, our basic tests for correlation
between governance and performance in our sample of listed companies adopt the following approach. First, we compare the corporate
governance patterns in special treatment (ST) and non-ST companies
(table 5.2). By definition, ST companies have shown three consecutive
years of losses, and their performance is thus unquestionably bad. We
look for any corporate governance features common to ST companies. Second, we look at whether the stock market takes these features
inlto account.

TABLE 5.2
OWNERSHIP STRUCTURE AND CORPORATE GOVERNANCE IN SPECIAL
IREATMENT AND NON-SPECIAL TREATMENT LISTED COMIPANIES, 1999

Category

Ownership structure (%)
Nontradable shares/tradable shares
State shares/total shares
Legal person shares/total shares
Shares held by institutions (tradable)/total
shares

ST

Non-ST

companies

companies

2.6
27.6
36.7

2.9
21.2
38.0

0.9

2.4

First three largest shareholders/total shares

46.9

58.1

Shares held by largest shareholder/total
shares

38.6

47.3

Performance
RMB earnings per share
Net assets per share (RMB)
Return on net assets (%)
Market capitalization/total assets
Market capitalization/net assets

-0.4
0.8
-5.2
0.6
1.9

0.1
2.6
5.7
1.5
2.4

63.3

48.5

25.5

51.4

42.2
9.9

67.9
9.8

25.0

16.9

2.6

2.5

Board structure
Executive directors/board size (%)
Directors appointed by largest shareholder/
board size (%)
Directors appointed by the three largest
shareholders (%)
Size of board (number)
Chairman = general manager (%)
Meetings held per year (number)

Market capitalization = share price x numiLber of tradable shares + net assets
per share x nontradable shares.
SOURCE: Survey; authors' calculations.
NOTE:
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As table 5.2 shows, the two categories of companiies differ little
in terms of ownership structure; however, ST companies have a higher
percentage of state shares and a smaller share of tradable shares held
by institutional investors thian iion-ST companiies. Also the ownershlip
of ST companies is less concentr-ated thani that of non-ST companies.
In terms of board structiure, ST companies have more executive directors than non-ST companiies, which indicates higher insider control;
however, the largest shareholder and the three largest sharelholders
have fewer seats on the board in ST companies than Ininoni-ST coillpanies, while the chair of the board of directors is also the general
manager in more ST companies thani noni-ST companies.
One way to interpret these results is that control structures clominated by insiders and companiy maniagemilenit are associated with poorer
economic performance, and that in markets with a developing legal
framework and enforcemilenit mechianiisimis, companies with a highly
conicenitrated ownership structure may perform better than those with
a less concentr-ated ownershilp structure, that is, companies controlled
by managemilenit. A possible explanationi for these relationships is the
lack of legal and market mechanisms for exercising control over managers and insiders. A higih percentage of executive directors in the
context of dysfunctional supervisory boards could lead to too much
insider conitrol, and consequenitly to disappoilntiig performanice. A
higher proportion of nonoexecutive directors appointed by shareholders could provide an effectivc restraint on insiders.
An alternative explanation of these observations is that they are
simply an accountilig artifact brought about by the capacity of large
shareholders and parent companiies to manipulate the books of the
companies they control or to enter into related party transactionis to
provide temporary assistance that disguises bad economiic performance.
Under this interpretation, ST companies simply lack a shareholder
that is big enough or motivated enough to provide assistance in times
of difficulty or have an ownership structure that makes it difficult for
shareholders to agree to provide such support.
While these explanations are not necessarily mutually exclusive,
we can gain further insight by comparing the decisionmiakinig powers
of the boards of directors in ST and noni-ST companies. Table 5.3
shows only those areas where significant differences are apparenlt between the two types of companies. Overall, the boards of directors of
non-ST companies are more powerful with respect to key decisions,
particularly in the areas of borrowing and forming strategic alliances.
This gives some credence to the first hypothesis that management/
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5.3

TABLE

DECISIONMAKING POWER Oi BOARDS OF DIRECTORS IN
SP'ECIAL TREATMENT AND NON-SPECIAL TREATMENTr LISTED COM PANIES

(percentage of companies)
ST companies

(Categorv
Financial investimienits
Equity investments
Sale of assets
Borrowing for fixed
assets investmenits
Borrowing for working
capital
Collateral borrowing
Guarantee for other
companies' borrowing
Decision on amoLint of
doniation
Use of donated money
Tender for major projects
Mc&As of other conipanies
M&As by other companies
Planining of long-term
goals of companiy
Strategic planning
Strategic alliance
Change of business direct:ion, entry into new
industry or market
SOURCE:

Noni-ST comi/paniies

SuibSuibstantial Sonie A little stanitial So,nie
poiver p)owver poiver powver power

A little
powver

62.5
62.5
62.5

0
0
12.5

0
0
0

72.2
72.6
70.2

8.5
10.5
1().5

2.8
2.0
2.4

37.5

12.5

0

65.3

14.5

4.8

25.0
37.5

12.5
25.0

12.5
0

52.5
70.2

16.9
9.7

-12.1
3.2

25.0

25.0

0

69.7

10.1

3.6

37.5
37.5
60.0
50.0
37.5

12.5
0
0
12.5
0

12.5
25.0
40.0
12.5
25.0

65.7
47.2
49.1
68.6
60.5

11.3
14.5
13.3
11.7
11.7

5.2
9.6
8.8
0.8
2.4

5O.()
50.0
25.0

0
()
0

12.5
12.5
25.0

79.8
81. I
58.5

8.9
6.9
12.5

1.2
1.2
8.0

50.0

0

12.5

72.6

10.9

2.4

SUrvey; authors' calcUlations.

insider control is the key factor. We found that higher state shares
tend to be associated with more executive directors. To the extent this
results in greater insider/management control, it provides a potential
link between state ownership and poorer economic performance.
Next we correlated the corporate governance features identified
as potentially important with measures of economic and market performance over the entire sample (table 5.4). The results confirm our
comparison of ST and non-ST companies: the higher the percentage
of executive directors, the worse the company's performance, and the
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TABLE

5.4

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN BOARD CHARACTERISTrCs
AND SELECTED MEASURES OF COMPANY PERFORMANCE

Performance
Board characteristics
Number of board
members
Executive directors/
overall directors
Directors appointed
by the largest three
shareholders/overall directors
Directors appointed
by the largest shareholder/overall directors
SOURCE:

Net profits!
net assets

Market value!
hook value

Not statistically
significant
Negative, statistically significant
Positive, statistically significant

Not statistically
significanit
Not statistically
significanit

Not statistically
significant
Not statistically
significant

Positive, statistically significant

Not statistically
significant

l'ositive, statistically sig-

P'ositive, statistically significant

Not statistically
significanit

Net profit
per share

nificant

Aulthors' calculatioIs.

higher the percentage of directors appointed by key shareholders, the
better the company's performance. However, the lack of a statistically
significant correlationi between these corporate governance features
and the market's evaluation of company performance as shown by
the Inarket to book value suggests that the market does not reflect
these aspects of corporate governance.
Stock Market Role in Promoting Good Governance
Chinese companies possibly still view listing as a privilege and as a
fund-raising mechanism for ailing SOEs. Market participants generally believe that the quality of listed companies is poor2 but that investors are protected, either because the government is likely to provide

2. For example, in a recent interview (Instituitional Investor, May 1, 2001) an
investmenit banker mentionis that he finds that only 15 of the 114 B share companies that he had visited were of good quality. The manager of China Heartland
Fund believes that of the more than 1,000 stocks available on the A share market,
only about 10 percent are investable based on Western standards.
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direct support or the company will find a "white knight" interested in
backdoor listing (the purchase of a significant portion of shares in a
listed company by a nonlisted company so as to gain indirect access to
the public equity market). Given the perception of poor firm quality
and implicit investor insurance, market participants have little incentive to pay attention to fundamentals, including corporate governance.
Supply Side. The government is introducing measures that are likely
to change this situation. It has eliminated the quota system for IPOs,
and share issuance and future decisions about which companies will
access the market and when and where they will do so will be based
on market principles. The CSRC's guidelines for assessing IPOs require committee members to pay special attention to corporate governance issues, such as whether the company's shareholders' meetings,
board of directors, and board of supervisors have been discharging
their duties and exercising their rights independently according to the
law; whether the company's management structure is complete;
whether the company is engaged in frequent related party transactions; whether its assets, personnel, governing organs, and financing
are separated from its parent company; and whether a competitive
relationship exists between the company and some of its shareholders. Requirements related to corporate governance aspects also explicitly enter the decisionmaking process in the case of secondary
off erings.
However, lifting the quota system may be insufficient to ensure a
supply of high-quality companies. Attracting high-quality companies
is likely to remain difficult given the immature nature of the stock
markets. While companies may be able to enjoy better valuations in
China than elsewhere, in the absence of a significant institutional investor base, the amount of money that can be raised in the A and B
share markets is limited.3 In addition, the high volatility of the A market: makes executing a substantial fund-raising exercise difficult. As a
result, larger and better companies prefer to list overseas.
Recent regulations that make it easier for private and foreigninvested enterprises to list domestically are likely to improve over time
the overall quality of listed companies. Allowing companies to issue
3. According to a representative of China Eastern airlines, which issued 300 million shares in Shanghai in 2000, the money raised was not enough to buy a single
aircraft.
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Chinese depository receipts and permitting dual and multiple listings
are alternative ways to introduce better quality companies to Chinese
stock exchanges. The hope is that listing companies such as Unicolim
and Mobil would establish benichlimiarks for disclosure, performance,
and corporate governanice. However, until the idea of Chinese depository receipts becomes practical, some ilmportant issues related to the
convertibility of the renminbi, the disclosure reghie for issuers of
Chinese depository receipts, the promulgation of special regulations,
and so on need to be resolved.
To ensure that listed companies are of good quality, market exit
is as important as market entry. The new rules for delisting and the
first delisting of PT Narcissus show that an exit mechanism has been
set up. The new regulationis give the power to delist to the CSRC as
opposed to the stock exchanges as is the normal practice and stress
profitability as the main reason for delisting. Interinational exchanges
have a broader list of factors that may include, for example, failure to
observe good accounting practices and the creation and perpetuationi
of conflicts of interest. In an important move the new regulations
mandate detailed disclosure of the company's financial status over the
years and the reasons for the finanlcial difficulties that led to the de-

listing, including related party transactions. They also give shareholders the right to request such disclosure without, howevei; specifying
the procedures for exerting such rights.
Despite the breakthrough, delisting is likely to remain a difficult
issue, given that local governments are significant owners of listed

companies and are likely to resist the delisting of companies under
their jurisdiction. In addition to delisting, bankruptcy and privatization
will be the next tests for whether listed companies have ceased to be
"sacred cows." So far, even though thousands of companies have gone
bankrupt, not a single listed company has gone bankrupt or been privatized. Local governments are prepared to grant tax rebates, offer fiscal subsidies, and buy obsolete inventory from listed companies to
prevent their bankruptcy. Delisting is a difficult but significant step,

because ST and particular transfer methods rarely result in a successful restructuring. Buyers often buy stocks of failing companies expecting a governimlent bailout, a safety net not found in most other markets.
Consequenitly, ST and particular transfer stocks often outperform the
market, which makes the use of stock market performanice as part of
managers' incentive mechaniismiis impractical.

In addition to the quality of listed companies, the market liquidity of shares is important for market efficiency. In a larger and more
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FIGURE 5.I
TOTAL FREE FLOAT/GDP RAIIOS, SELECTED ECONOMIES
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liquid market, market participanits may have greater incentives to acquire information about firms, as it becomes easier for agents who
have acquired such information to disguise their information and make
money. Liquidity is a function of free float and market turnover. Chi-

nese markets are characterized by a low free float and excessive turnover (volatility). Despite the rapid growth of China's stock markets,
the total free float market capitalization/GDP ratio still lags significantly behind that in some industrial countries (figure 5.1). A low free
float tends to increase volatility and therefore to reduce the information content of stock prices. Healthy development of the market requires increasing the amount of tradable shares.
Demand Side. Institutional investors have a small market presence

and cannot as yet play a stabilizing role. By February 2001 China had
33 investment funds, which should increase the market's sophistication. The government has allowed closed-end funds to enter the market. Regulations for open-end funds have been released, and the first
open-end funds were allowed in September 2001. Insurance companies still have a limited presence on the stock market-less than 9
percent of their investments are in stocks-but the growth potenitial is
huge. They have been allowed and encouraged to invest in the stock
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market.4 Furthermore, the government has begun to explore the links
between social security reform and the development of the stock
market.

The CSRC's April 2000 regulations on secondary offerings require public offerings of new shares to reserve a certain percentage of
shares for institutional investors. This stipulation seeks to encourage
institutional investors to become long-terimi strategic investors. Furthermore, the government is considerinig plans to introduce a qualified foreign institutional investor scheme similar to that in Taiwan
(China). Funds and other institutional investors are likely to be tightly
regulated, which is appropriate given the immature nature of the market and the lessons learned from the experience of other transitioni
economies (Johnsoni and Shleifer 1999).
The lack of a strong institutional investor base is related to the

lack of professional stock market analysts. The largest brokerage
houses have hired many analysts, but their interactionis with listed
companies and market coverage are often superficial. Analysts and
fund managers do not scrutinize companies sufficiently. This is hardly
surprising, given that until recently the prices of new issues were artificially fixed at low levels compared with the price-earnings ratios
prevailing in the secondary market. These pricing policies made the
underwriting of new shares a risk-free activity. Consequenitly, underwriters have had little need or incenitive to analyze companies and the
market. The CSRC's new regulations on share issuance are likely to
change that.' These regulations introduce market-oriented pricing and
impose greater liabilities on listed companies and lead underwriters
regarding disclosure and earnings forecasts. The six-month holding
period for strategic investors will expose institutional investors to
greater risks and would make thorough due diligence worth their while.
For securities companies, consignment sales will also create incenitives
for more rigorous analysis of companies and the market.

4. As of February 2001, 6 insuraniee companiies have been alloved to invest Lp to
IS percent of their assets in stocks, 2 compan1ies have been allo\ved LIp to 12
percent, 11 companies up to 10 per-cenit, and 3 companies up to 5 percent (UBS
Warburg 2001 ).
S. Circular on Furtlher Iniproving Methods of Issuing Shares (1999) and Public
Share Offerings by listed Companies T-enitative Procedures (2000).
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Compers and Metrick (1998) found that institutional investors
prefer stocks that are, on average, larger and more liquid, and possess
value characteristics. Thus a shift from individual to institutional investors will increase demand and, other things being equal, will increase prices for large, liquid stocks. This would tend to lower the
cost of capital for such companies and encourage them to list or issue
shares on the exchange. Preliminary data on the behavior of existing
Chinese funds indicate similar behavior, which in the current market
results in high concentration in funds' portfolios. According to the
data (UBS Warburg 2001), Chinese fund investments favor the electronics and telecommunications equipment sectors. On average, funds'
10 largest holdings account for 64 percent of their total portfolios.
Market for Corporate Control. The existing ownership structure of
Chinese listed companies makes successful hostile takeovers unlikely.
However, hundreds of M&As take place each year that involve the
transfer of nontradable A shares through private agreements. As noted
earlier, the largest shareholder has, changed since the IPO in 28 percent of the surveyed companies. Table 5.5 shows the mode of change
of the largest shareholder.
In these private transactions, shares trade at a fraction of the price
of liquid shares. Thus if a buyer were able to find a controlling shareholder willing to part with unlisted shares, the price of acquiring control would likely be low compared with a market takeover. The different

TABLE 5.5
MODE OF CHANGE OF LARGEST SHAREHOLDER

Mode
Transfer of state shares by agreement
Transfer of legal person shares by
agreement
Transfer gratis
Change of administrative department
of state shares
Transferred right issues
Total
SOURCE:

Number of

Percentage of

companies

companies

24

46

15
10

28
19

2
1
52

4
2
100

Survey.
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markets for different classes of shares and the resulting price differential has led to the perverse outcome of nonlisted companies buying
listed cosmrj3nies, when valuations of A share companies would provide a strong economic rationale for acquisitions to occur in the opposite direction. 6
The reasons for M&As vary. In addition to the traditional motivation, Chinese companies may need to sell assets to meet profit targets specified by the government or to generate exceptional gains to
meet the 10 percent return on equity required to issue new shares.
Increasingly, M&As are related to forced asset foreclosure when debtors become unable to honor their commitments. In many cases, large
equity stakes, and even majority control, are auctioned off when stakeholders default on bank loans and other debts. While some of these
changes are likely to be beneficial for the company in the long run,
they do not necessarily align with managerial incentives. In our sample,
in 86 percent of cases a change in the controlling shareholder resulted
in replacement of the chair of the board of directors and 46 percent of
the time in replacement of the general manager. Thus when the controlling shareholder is in financial difficulties, senior managers are
likely to feel threatened, and therefore have incentives to take action
to avoid a change of majority shareholder.
Another question is whether existing corporate governance structures encourage enough M&As, because the number that take place is
insignificant compared with China's restructuring needs. For example,
the level of industry concentration is low compared with other economies of a similar size, such as the United States. According to official
statistics, of 46 industries only 8 had a concentration level greater
than 40 percent based on sales, while most had a concentration level
of less than 20 percent (HSBC 2001). Small, uneconomical plants,
most of which would be unable to survive without implicit or explicit
government subsidies, dominate most industries, with capacity utilization running at about 60 percent in manufacturing. This low indus-

6. A number of A share companies have been acquiring nonlisted companies.
Tsingtao Brewery acquired 2 factories in 1997, 5 in 1998, and 15 in 1999, all
near bankruptcy. Shanghai Jinling, a company that produces and distributes electronics and communications products, has adopted the growth strategy of acquiring troubled SOEs in the sector and revitalizing them with improved incentive
schemes for management. Some listed mining companies, for example, Yanzhou
Coal Mining, have also acquired or are planning to acquire existing mines.
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try concentration accounts for the presence of excessive competition:
there is excess supply for more than 90 percent of production inputs
and consumer products. This industrial structure means that China is
not ready to open its markets to foreign competition. Consolidation
on a national scale is needed, and M&As are a more effective mechanism to achieve this than, for instance, bankruptcies and foreclosures.
Voluntary M&As could be easier to accomplish in sectors such
as petrochemicals and aviation, where a common ultimate shareholder
base exists at the national level. However, achieving significant M&A
activities in sectors such as power, toll roads, and automobiles, where
ownership by local governments is significant, would be difficult, and
this is the case for most sectors represented on the stock exchanges.
Local governments are likely to oppose M&As, especially if they would
result in rationalization of capacity, layoffs in their localities, and tax
revenue losses. Thus significant local government ownership is likely
to be the major impediment toward establishing truly national market players in China. China cannot integrate itself into the world
economy successfully without an integrated national market and national economic players.
Several other factors also limit M&As. Chinese M&As do not
typically involve investment banks and are carried out using cash.
This is partly because of the lengthy and complicated process of obtaining approvals for issuing new financial instruments, and partly
because of the immature nature of the market. Furthermore, foreign
and private participation in M&As is still subject to hurdles, and the
government's discretionary approach toward M&A applications is
a problem. Often which agency must authorize an M&A transaction is unclear, and the responsibilities of different agencies often
overlap and change.
The strongest incentive for M&As seems to be to gain access to
the stock market. As a result, they are not based on any economic
rationale, do little to strengthen the fundamentals of acquired companies, and tend to perpetuate incentives for abuse of majority
shareholding positions.
Information Disclosure as a Tool of Corporate Governance
This section examines the demand for disclosure, the incentives for
listed companies to supply reliable information, and the role of regulations and of intermediaries such as external auditors.
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Demand for Information Disclosure. Given the stage of development
of Chinese capital markets, mature users of financial information, such
as institutional investors and analysts, are in short supply.7 As a result,
the market is not yet ready to exercise a supervisory function in relation to auditing and accounting professionals and listed enterprises'
disclosure practices. Financial reporting, accounting practices, and
disclosure are currently oriented primarily toward satisfying the information needs of taxation authorities and not of investors. Separate
reporting for tax and accounting purposes does not exist.
Tax laws and regulations directly affect accounting practices. For
example, many enterprises do not accrue bad debt provision, as obtaining approval from the tax authorities to do so is difficult. In the
case of discrepancies, tax laws and regulations typically prevail over
accounting standards, and in many instances this results in an overstatement of revenue. Such practices have important implications.
Because tax regulations drive accounting methods and are designed
to prevent taxpayers from minimizing their tax liabilities, some prudent accounting practices that defer income or increase allowable deductions are disallowed. Thus to some extent, the rigidity of accounting
norms and regulations derives from the fact that the government, particularly the tax authorities, are the main users of financial information. This explains the apparent paradox that despite a rigid accounting
system, enterprises have strong incentives to use loopholes in the system to meet profit targets.
Incentive to Supply Information. China's financial markets do not yet
reward better and more transparent companies with lower-cost funds.
Until recently, criteria for market access were relatively independent
of the quality of companies, which were allowed to list without a
meaningful track record. Numerous cases have revealed that the net
assets of packaged companies were significantly overstated, which led
to losses for minority shareholders.
Subsequent to listing, the interdependence between listed and
parent companies creates strong incentives to distort information,

7. The existence of sophisticated users of financial information is directly linked
with the integration of Chinese capital markets with the global economy. Analysts
do take note of Chinese companies listed on the B share market or on international exchanges.
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particularly information about related-party transactions, which are
frequently used to adjust operating results and financial positions.
The Shanghai Stock Exchange recently reviewed 2,000 annual reports
by listed companies. The results revealed a number of disclosure problems, including the following:
* The disclosure of related party transactions did not fully accord with relevant accounting standards. The pricing policy, the reasons why a related party was using company funds, and the agreements
pertaining to assets provided to or occupied by the related party were
not fully disclosed, and certain significant financing activities in connection with related parties were not disclosed on time.
* Some listed companies did not fully disclose how they used
funds raised from the public. They also did not provide enough explanation about any significant differences between anticipated profits
and actual net income.
* The quality of audits by certified public accountants (CPAs)
differed, which affected both the reliability of audited accounts and
the ease with which they could be compared.
Xiao (1999) found that the overall level of compliance with reporting requirements among listed companies was high, which is to
be expected given the mandatory nature of these requirements. Listed
companies often provide additional voluntary disclosure of such matters as annual general meetings, performance of subsidiaries, contingent liabilities, and projected earnings. The likely reasons for such
voluntary disclosures include (a) old habits from the days of a planned
economy; (b) lack of awareness of potential liability, litigation, and
confidentiality problems; (c) desire to impress or please investors and
regulators; and (d) imitation of foreign practices. In addition to the
shortcomings identified by the Shanghai Stock Exchange, Xiao found
inadequate disclosure of line segment information, accounting policies, impact of extraordinary items, and effects of changes in government policies. Other common problems relate to the reporting of
important investments, capital commitments, consolidated statements,
fair value, and contingencies.
The confusion arising from the existence of multiple bases for
preparing and auditing financial statements also affects the quality of
information. Some companies follow IAS, other use U.S. generally
accepted accounting principles, and still others follow domestic
standards. Further confusion exists in companies following domestic
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standards, because they may use China's ASBE or industry-specific
rules. Often the holding company follows ASBE while subsidiaries
use industry-specific accounting systems. Similar problems exist with
respect to auditing standards. As a result, comparing information about
different firms is difficult.
A number of reasons account for the deficiencies in reporting,
including internal auditors' lack of independence in performing their
functions. The revised Accounting Law makes some progress toward
increasing independence by clearly stating that company management
is responsible for accounting information and should assure the truth
and completeness of financial reporting. The law also requires that
enterprises establish and strengthen internal accounting supervision.
However, the procedural underpinning of these provisions is still lacking, and many listed companies have not set up an independent internal audit function to monitor their operating activities because they are
not legally required to do so. Thus if carried out at all, internal audits
normally concentrate on compliance with laws and regulations and
detection of any cheating, and not on a review of business performance.
In addition to inadequate disclosure, selective disclosure is an
important problem given the underdeveloped and speculative nature
of Chinese capital markets. In the securities market, for example, selectively disclosed information has often resulted in significant
changes in share prices or higher than usual trading volumes, to the
disadvantage of small and medium shareholders. Companies listed on
the A share market are not expected to distribute their financial reports to shareholders.
Intermediaries. Improvements in the quality of accounting and auditing services have lagged behind the recent rapid growth of professional accounting firms. Despite the dramatic development of
accounting education, China still lacks a sufficient number of welleducated accounting professionals, and most internal auditors perform their duties without sufficient training.8 More experienced
accountants usually train new staff using on-the-job training. Com-

8. Accounting as a major was reintroduced in universities in 1978. In 1996 more
than 120,000 students stidied accountanicy. In addition, the International Internal Audit Committee has developed a national examinationi program to improve
the quality of internal auditors.
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pared with international accounting firms, the overall audit quality of
local firms, especially smaller firms, is questionable. Some local medium or large enterprises can only produce an audit report after two
or three days of fieldwork by two or three audit staff. Most local
accounting firms have no proper procedures for performing risk assessments when accepting clients. They seldom perform internal control assessments as part of the audit to understand the control
environment and identify potential risks. Auditors do not apply a systematic and standardized audit approach even within their firms.
Quality control policies and procedures to ensure that all audit work
fulfills the requirements of independent auditing standards are often
lacking. While competition in the industry is intense-for example, in
1999 about 100 large accounting firms competed to provide services
for some 1,000 listed companies-this does not seem to exert enough
selection pressure to improve overall standards. To increase their market share, many firms compete on price, which leads to a vicious circle
of poor audit quality.
Traditionally, auditor-company relationships have been difficult
in China. As is the case in many other countries, real and perceived
independence is a fundamental problem that both internal and external auditors face, an issue addressed in relevant laws and regulations.
Article 5 of the Chinese General Standard on Professional Ethics requires auditors to remain independent. Accountant firms and CPAs
cannot undertake audits or other attestation functions if they have
vested interests in the clients' performance and face a number of restrictions during the course of their work. However, no limitations are
placed on the provision of nonaudit services, such as bookkeeping,
preparing financial statements, or consulting on taxation and management issues, nor is any restriction placed on the percentage of a
ClA's total income derived from one client. To enhance auditors' independence, some countries prohibit auditors from providing certain
services. For example, in Japan and the Netherlands an accounting
firm cannot perform tax and consulting services for the same clients
for which it also serves as an auditor; in Switzerland fees from a single
client cannot exceed 10 percent of the firm's total income; and in
Mexico auditors are economically associated with corporations if they
are the source of more than 40 percent of the auditors' income in one
year (Lin and Chan 2000).
In China, in addition to independence in relation to clients, the
issue of independence takes the dimension of independence from the
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government. An important positive step in this regard was the 1998
delinking procedure, as a result of which external auditors have severed their links with their sponsors or government authorities in the
areas of personnel, finance, and business strategies. However, genuine
independence will also require a change in ownership, and is not likely
to be achieved without the development of a truly independent, selfregulating accounting body.
Currently, the Chinese Institute of Certified Public Accountants
is still in its infancy, and its basic role is likely to be monitoring and
supervising rather than providing services to CPA firms. To enhance
their legal binding power, all standards developed by the institute are
promulgated by the Ministry of Finance. However, as Chinese independent auditing and professional standards are only considered accounting profession standards and the Chinese Institute of Certified
Public Accountants is not a government entity, other government entities have not accepted these standards. In lawsuits involving accounting firms and CPAs, Chinese independent auditing and professional
standards are not regarded as legal evidence or commonly acceptable
practices from the legal perspective and are therefore inadmissible,
while accountants and auditors are generally not invited to participate. Such practices further diminish the responsibilities, and consequently the independence, of accountants and auditors.
Even though one of the large internationial accounting firms set
up a representative office in China in 1981, the Chinese accounting
industry has not yet fully opened up to the big international accounting firms. The government has adopted an incremental approach to
opening up the market for accounting services, encouraging cooperation between international and domestic firms instead of competition. While the "big five" are gradually becoming part of China's
accounting community, their impact has been relatively insignificant.
This has retarded the introduction of best international practices,
but has allowed the evolutionary development of an indigenous accounting industry.
As part of its WTO negotiations with the United States and the
European Union, China made some important concessions in the areas of accounting and management consulting. For example, foreign
accounting firms will be permitted to affiliate with Chinese firms. These
firms must be represented by CPAs licensed by Chinese authorities.
CPA licenses will be issued on a national treatment basis. Accountants
will be allowed to provide taxation and management consultancy ser122
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vices under the same conditions as accounting services, and will no
longer be required to partner with domestic players. The Chinese decree that imposes burdensome requirements that might affect the confidentiality of market research reports will be substantially amended.
Reports will no longer be examinied by Chinese authorities before being
given to the client, and firms will merely have to send copies of questionnaires (not copies of the replies and results) to the authorities.
Regulations and Standards. The ASBE consist of a general standard
and a series of specific standards. Since 1993 the Ministry of Finance
has promulgated 14 ASBE. Chinese standards are generally consistent
with respective IAS but have adapted them to local conditions. The
sequencing of their introduction and the differences with IAS also reflect the regulator's priorities. Appropriately, the Chinese standard
specifies the disclosure of more details in connection with related enterprises, including their principal business and ownership proportion,
while the IAS only require disclosure of the relationships. However,
the IAS define related parties more broadly as based on "significant
influence" from any principal individual investors, key management
personniel, or the close family members of such individuals, whereas
the Chinese standard focuses more on control.
On a related issue, the ASBE require revenue to be measured at
the price specified in the agreement between the transacting parties,
whereas the IAS specify that revenue should be measured at the fair
value of the consideration received or receivable. In this sense the IAS
are more reasonable than the ASBE, because adjusting profits by intentionally choosing an improper transaction price can be effectively
minimized under the IAS. However, the new comprehensive Accounting Regulations for Business Enterprises, adopted by the Ministry of
Finance in January 2001, require an explanation about the fairness of
anv related party transaction in which the transaction price is higher
or lower than the normal transaction price.
Chinese standards are generally more restrictive and leave less
room for the exercise of professional judgment, partly because of the
lack of qualified accounting professionals. This seems to be motivated
by the regulator's desire to reduce flexibility during the current formative period of the Chinese accounting profession. One example is the
treatment of revaluation. Chinese standards adopt historical cost accounting as the main accounting convention. Revaluation is generally
prohibited except in rare cases in which approval by the relevant
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authorities is required. IAS, by contrast, permit revaluation, notably
for fixed assets, and regularly evaluate fixed assets for any impairment. Revaluation would make financial information more reliable
and relevant. Room for abuse could be limited by specifying the circumstances under which revaluation would be appropriate.
Thus while Chinese accounting standards and regulations are
generally in line with IAS, an enterprise's financial statements could
differ significantly from those it would produce under IAS (see box
5.1), and many individual IAS have no ASBE equivalents. However,
the need for IAS is becoming more urgent with the rapid development
of Chinese capital markets, the increasingly important role of M&As,
and WTO membership.
The disclosure required by the CSRC includes requirements for
annual reports, interim reports, and quarterly reports, as well as information about significant events, such as restructuring, acquisition,
or sale of significant assets. Special disclosure guidance is provided to
govern information disclosure for companies in specific industries,
for instance, banking or real estate.

BOX 5.1
CHINA MINSHENG BANK:
AN EXAMPLE OF THE APPLICATION OF DIFFERENT STANDARDS

The China Minsheng Bank issued public shares and listed on the Shang-

hai Stock Exchange at the end of 2000. In early 2001 it disclosed its
annual financial report prepared both under Chinese statutory requirements and lAS. The following significant differences were apparent:
RMB
Category

Bad debt provisions
Net profit
Retained earnings

Chinese
requirements

IAS

470
429
365

1,400
151
-321

The bank explained these differences by noting that figures provided under Chincsc statutory requirements conformlied to relevant rules
and requirements, while under lAS professional judgment was used.
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Disclosure in annual reports is governed by detailed requirements
that focus on short-term rather than long-term objectives and strategies, do not sufficiently emphasize business opportunities and risks,
are lenient on segment reporting and corporate governance, and discourage the use of projections. The regulations do not require the
distribution of annual reports to shareholders.
Given the focus of disclosure requirements, the CSRC's regulations often introduce new concepts and accounting treatments without providing definitions and detailed explanations or guidelines. In
issuing such disclosure requirements, the CSRC primarily takes into
account the regulatory needs of the stock market and may not coordinate closely enough with accounting standards and regulationsetting bodies. The lack of such cooperation often results in inconsistent
information disclosure practices, which reduces the comparability
and the ease of interpretation of the financial statements of listed
companies.
Furthermore, significant accounting distinctions based on type
of industry or form of business enterprise persist, for instance, SOEs
or foreign-invested enterprises. Thus during the current transition
period, for investors to compare performance across different industries and types of enterprises is difficult.
While the regulatory regime is still problematic, the government
is continually working to improve the situation. In recent years, regulators' investigative powers and expertise have been strengthened, as
has their authority to enforce penalties. Important examples are the
requirement for supplying the CSRC with an internal control assessment report at the time of new share issues and the requirement for
stricter and more detailed disclosures in relation to restructuring, related party transactions, and M&As. To ensure the fairness and reliability of audited statements, the Ministry of Finance and the CSRC
require all listed financial institutions appointing international accounting firms to carry out audits under IAS. Moreover, the focus has shifted
noticeably from uncovering wrongdoing to preventing it. While in
most fraud cases the penalties are small, in some high-profile cases the
regulators have imposed weighty penalties, including prison sentences
for senior officials. 9 Perhaps the main benefit of the regulatory emphasis
9. As recently as October 2000, two minister-level officials were removed from
their posts for their involvement in two separate IPOs where significant wrongdoing, including actions related to disclosure, were uncovered.
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on mandated disclosure during this period of the development of a
corporate governance framework in China derives from the principle
that the very act of observing or recording an event changes the nature of the event being observed or recorded. This could in itself have
a positive impact on corporate governance by raising awareness and
increasing the costs of bad corporate governance.
Conclusion
This chapter has identified some of the structural characteristics of
the Chinese stock market that prevent the market from playing its
role in promoting good corporate governiance practices. The market
is still incapable of identifying and rewarding good corporate governance practices, the supply of good quality companies is still limited,
and the lack of tradability of most stocks has resulted in a volatile
market populated largely by individual investors looking for shortterm speculative gains.
Chinese capital markets lack mature users of financial information, such as institutional investors and analysts. As a result, the market
is not yet ready to exercise a supervisory function in relation to auditing
and accounting professionals and listed enterprises' disclosure practices.
Financial reporting and disclosure requirements and accounting practices are primarily oriented toward satisfying the informatioln needs of
the taxation authorities rather than those of investors.
The confusioni arising from the existence of multiple bases for
preparing and auditing financial statements also affects the quality of
information. In addition to inadequate disclosure, selective disclosure
is an important problem given the underdeveloped and speculative
nature of Chinese capital markets. Audit quality suffers from such
factors as narrow minimum requirements about the coverage of audits, unclear liability of auditors, challenges to the independence of
many auditors from the state as owner of audited enterprises, and a
general shortage of skilled auditors at the local level. While Chinese
standards are generally consistent with respective IAS, a significant
gap between IAS and ASBE is still apparent.
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6
Building a Modern
Governance System

The institutional mechanisms of corporate governance discussed in
the previous chapters comprise a system that can employ alternative
instruments of control to effectuate changes in companies' behavior.
The various instruments of corporate governance may be imperfect in
isolation, but in combination they can constitute a powerful architecture. At the same time, fundamental weaknesses in individual instruments can undermine the effectiveness of the entire structure. For
example, weak creditor rights will inevitably be reflected in the cost of
equity capital and share prices, and will undermine the disciplining
role of stock markets.
The effectiveness of the various instruments of corporate governance depends largely on the incentives of market players to use tllem.
Effective regulation builds on their incentives, strengthening some and
weakening others, thereby establishing an effective system of checks
and balances. Without the support of markets and incentives, an overemphasis on regulations and rules may be a triumph of form rather
than of substance.
Establishing Credible Penalties for Failure
The effectiveness of the modern corporate governance system rests
ultimately on rigorous market tests of success or failure. Without a
credible threat of failure in the form of loss of market share, bankruptcy, delisting, or hostile takeover, most instruments of corporate
governance will remain unused or their effectiveness will be limited.
The strength of creditors' rights in bankruptcy, for example, underpins all other instruments that banks and other creditors have at
their disposal to affect companies' behavior. Without a real threat of
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bankruptcy, banks are likely to lend only to prime customers or to
resort to short-term financing. As a result, their role in corporate governance will remain limited. Weak creditors' rights will in turn be reflected in stock prices, resulting in excessive valuations. Other things
being equal, this will lead to excessive demand for listing and share
issuance and a distorted capital structure. Excessive valuations will
create stakeholders that are likely to oppose strengthening creditors'
rights and imposing discipline on the stock market. With weak creditors' rights and without a credible threat of delisting, stock market
participants will not have the incentives to base their investment behavior on information on companies' business fundamentals, including corporate governance practices. As a result, stock prices will not
be able to serve as useful market signals in designing compensation
contracts, assessing managerial performance, and guiding takeover
activities.
The threat of failure (and actual failure) has the unique capacity
to focus the attention of investors, regulators, lawyers, and so on on
taking corrective action, on discovering wrongdoing, and on ascertaining what their respective rights are and how they can use them to
protect themselves. It will therefore activate the use of the various
mechanisms of corporate governance, thereby triggering an evolutionary process of further improvement and fine-tuning.
Addressing the Agency Costs of Government Ownership
The threat of failure cannot become fully credible in China given the
dominant role of state ownership. The government, and local governments in particular, is likely to continue to rely on noneconomic considerations and use its powers to affect decisions on bankruptcies,
delistings, and takeovers of firms under its control. As owners local
governments are more likely to continue to extend support to failing
firms in ways that run counter to the principles of market order, such
as providing explicit or implicit subsidies, engaging in local protectionism, and lobbying. As owners they are also more likely to interfere with the application of the rule of law when they have to enforce
laws, regulations, and court decisions against companies under their
control. The tools available to address some of these issues can be
divided into three broad groups: aligning incentives and building regulatory capacity, separating government control rights from cash flow
rights, and reducing state ownership.
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Aligning Incentives and Building Regulatory Capacity. For managers and company directors to pursue any legal means to advance the
fortunes of their companies, including seeking the support of local
governments, is not inconsistent with the principle of fiduciary duties. In the same vein, a responsible local government is expected to
use its powers legitimately to advance the prospects of firms under
its jurisdiction. Indeed, local governments' incentives to promote
regional development, and in this context, the support they have
extended to local firms, have been a key factor in China's economic
dynamism, as discussed in chapter 2. Over time, the evolutionary
dynamics of the development process inevitably tend to generate tensions and conflict between incentives at the company, regional, and
national levels. China's regulatory challenge is how to align these
incentives better while preserving the positive forces at the company
and local government levels that are consistent with the operation of
market forces.
At the company level, national regulations related to the fiduciary duties of directors, managers, and controlling shareholders are
intended to align the interests of directors and officers more closely
with those of shareholders, and in the process to affect the capacity of
government agencies as significant shareholders to use control for the
production of political goods and to abuse the interests of independent (minority) shareholders. China has borrowed concepts from the
Western corporate law tradition that had been developed to protect
absentee, "inactive, and irresponsible" shareholders (Berle and Means
1999, p. 311) by, in effect, shifting the costs of monitoring from the
principal (shareholders) to the agent (management and controlling
party) and to the regulator and the courts. According to Berle and
Means (1999, p. 242), the global trend is for corporate law "to become in substance a branch of the law of trusts." Having been de-

signed with the interests of passive and absentee owners in mind, the
principles of fiduciary duty, if successfully enforced, tend to make the
identity of the owner and the ownership structure in general less important in terms of their impact on economic efficiency.
In addition, complete separation of listed companies' managers

from the civil service system will reduce the scope of political and
government control over managerial appointments and will promote

the development of a managerial labor market. Better alignment of
the incentives of managers and minority shareholders through stock
options and compensation based on stock performance will make
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managers more likely to resist requests from state shareholders to promote noneconomic objectives.
At the local level, many of the central government's regulatory
initiatives and ideas have been directed at reducing local governments'
incentives and capacity to engage in protectionist practices, and in the
process usurping the controlling functionis of markets. In April 2001
the State Council issued regulations that outlaw regional protectionism and establish penalties for government officials engaging in protectionist conduct. Price deregulation has not been extended to the
subnational levels; however, steps are under way to strictly implement
Article 18 of the Price Act to limit subnational governments' discretionary power to fix prices. Legal scholars have proposed the passage
of an interstate comm11erce clause like that in the U.S. Constitution.
These measures are expected to hasten the development of a unified
national market and reduce the scope for local protectionism. Important initiatives are also under way in the area of taxation. The Tenth
Five-Year Plan envisages major improvemenits to the tax system. The
goal is a unified system and a reduction in the numiierous taxes and
surcharges levied by local governments. In October 1999 the Supreme
People's Court introduced a five-year plan for comprehensive court
reforms. The reform plan notes that China's legal institutions and
mechanisms face a severe test because of, among other things, the rise
in local protectionism. The five-year plan emphasizes that the lower
courts belong not to the localities but to the state. The Supreme People's
Court has also started to study reform of the funding system so that
the lower courts can be funded through the central government.
These regulations and initiatives are intended to build a unitary,
fair, and orderly market system, and if successfully implemented will
increase the costs for local governments in using ownership control for
the production of political goods. They are also expected to strengthen
the state's regulatory and implementation capacity. However, while well
intentioned, some of the reform proposals may run against the natural
incentives and interests of marker players. For example, the State Planninig Commission has suggested revamping the fiscal system so that
local officials do not collect tax payments directly from local branches
of state enterprises as a way to curtail the incentives for local protectionism. This proposal, in addition to implicitly assuming that taxation
rights create stronger incentives for local protectionism than ownership, raises the important issue of how such a revamping of the fiscal
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system would affect local governments' incentives to use ownership to
derive noneconomic benefits. Another idea has been to stop linking the
promotion of local cadres to the economic growth of their localities
(World Bank 2001b). Regulations often rely for enforcement on signals
from agents that may be conflicted about the very issue they are asked
to help regulate and enforce. Recent regulations on independent directors, for example, in effect create two different classes of directors
and the opportunity for antagonism in the board room. In many areas
regulations amount to no more than prohibitions, and this is insufficient to make them effective given the powerful forces working in
favor of maintaining the status quo.
The complexity of the issues and the magnitude of the task pose
significant challenges to the government's regulatory capacity, especially at the national level. The government will have difficulties meeting these challenges if it relies only on its own resources and on
direct methods of regulation. Box 6.1 illustrates the successful experience of the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), which
is based on self-regulation and on extending support to the "right"
party that has an interest in regulations being enforced. China has
made some progress in self-regulation and in mobilizing civil society
to participate in the enforcement process, but the unrealized potential in this area is enormous. In the Chinese context, empowering the
"right" party in relation to specific regulatory issues will often mean
enhancing the independence of associations, the media, self-regulatory
bodies, and other members of civil society. In the future, China's
trading partners are likely to play an important role in the enforcement of some of these regulations by seeking to bring WTO discipline to bear on local internal barriers to trade and other forms of
local protectionism. On a more fundamental level, building a strong
regulatory capacity is likely to enhance the government's confidence
that it can manage the economy effectively without the tools of direct ownership.
Separating Government Control Rights from Government Cash Flow
Rights. China could move more aggressively in experimenting with
various mechanisms for separating control from cash flow rights as
a way to reduce political control over companies' behavior. Regulations along the lines discussed earlier are likely to reduce the benefits
of control associated with government ownership. As a result, the
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BOX 6.i
THE EARLY, INDIRECT APPROACH OF THE
U.S. SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION

An important constraint that shaped the SEC's strategy in its initial years
was the resource constraint: if the SEC had decided to do its job entirely
on its own, its resources would have had to be enormous. Just the policing of corporate financial reporting would require thousands of auditors and accountants, each under some form of supervision. Thus the
strategy of direct control had obvious drawbacks.
Instead, the SEC decided to work through existing private structures and, where necessary, to create new ones. Its philosophy was to
manipulate private incentives to serve public ends, while preserving its
independence and not being manipulated to serve private interests. The
SEC's strategy would be presented to accountants, bankers, and brokers as an attractive plan for "self-regulation." The heart of the regulatory system would be a careful shaping and bending of the incentive
structures so that each of the major players would voluntarily carry out
SEC policies. This was based on an appreciation of the need to manipulate incenitives implicit in the industry, so as to give those involved a selfinterest in obeying and strengthening the law. As a result of its efforts
the SEC was able to obtain the cooperation not only of the exchanges
but also of brokerage houses, investment bankers, and corporation executives, whio in turn recognized that their efforts to improve financial
practices were now buttressed by the strong arm of the governmient.
The SEC's first major success in co-opting interest groups was with
accountants. Accountants had an obvious interest in cooperating, because the SEC's regulations and laws were creating a huge demand for
accounting services. Regulation built along these lines welded together
existing self-regulation and direct control by the government. The philosophy of the SEC's intervenitions was to restore checks and balances
by the government's adding its weight to the right party rather than
substituting for private parties.
SOURCE:

McCraw (1984).

government will increasingly begin to associate ownership with cash

flows and monetary values. This will increase the incentives to trade
shares and will make various mechanisms for separating control from
cash flow rights more attractive.
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For example, the government could conduct experiments to determine whether having private (including foreign) institutional investors manage listed state shares would promote a more market-based
and value-maximizing approach. One way to do this would be to transfer state shares to trusts administered by trust investment companies.
In this way state shares would be allowed to circulate without putting
them directly into private hands. This may help demonstrate an important point: a portfolio approach may achieve value preservation
and enhancement more successfully than holding controlling, but illiquid, packets of shares in specific companies. The recently adopted
Trust Law and Trust Investment Companies Measures creates a legal
framework for this.
Another method for separating control from cash flow rights could
be to modify the nature of government equity claims by, for example,
transforming government equity claims into preferred nonvoting shares.
This would transform the nature of the government's cash flow rights
so that they would become more like some forms of tax liabilities, thereby
promoting greater consistency between the different roles the government is playing with respect to government-owned firms. A wide variety of preferred nonvoting shares is available, some of which allow for
conversion back into voting shares under certain circumstances.
Both these measures-making the government a beneficiary owner
and transforming the nature of the government's equity claim-could
be useful transitional mechanisms, as they could send a powerful signal
that the government is committed not to interfere with market forces.
Reducing State Ownership in a Gradual Fashion. The government
should not view the aforementioned measures and approaches as a
substitute for further ownership reform. The government realizes
that despite the significant progress it has made to date in developing the various instruments of corporate governance, fundamental
and sustainable improvement cannot be achieved without reducing
state ownership.
A number of different methods are available for gradually reducing state ownership. China has been considering different mechanisms
for liquidating state assets in the capital market, both to help support
the social security system and to fulfill conditions for SOE reform. In
September 2000 the government unveiled a plan to reduce the proportion of state-owned shares from 68 to 30 percent in two stages.
The plan specified five ways to reduce the amount of state-owned
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shares: state share placement, share repurchase, negotiated transfer,

auctioning, and debt-equity transfers. Other proposals for reducing
state shares include transferring state shares to employees and to institutional investors. Some experiments have already taken place. All
existing plans agree that the process of divesting state shares has to be
gradual. The process is likely to be influenced by changes in ideological thinking, concerns about market stability, pressure to restructure,
and social safety net needs.
Perhaps the most appealing way of reducing state shares is through
institutional investors. Institutional investors, including foreigninvested institutions or those under foreign management, can provide
the liquidity and sophistication to absorb a large supply of government shares without disrupting market stability. Disposing of stateowned shares in the form of an index fund, for example, has some
attractive features. An index-linked fund, similar to the Tracker Fund
of Hong Kong (China), could be established to sell state-owned shares.
Along with the development of a domestic pension fund, this would
reinforce the development of the Shanghai main board market and
would also facilitate the creation of other index-driveni products. An
attractive feature of an index fund is that it is likely to have a relatively small destabilizing effect on the market. Ideally, the fund would
be expected to issue units to tap cash from retail and institutional
investors, including insurance firms and pension funds.
The ownership structure is likely to undergo fundamental changes
as a result of new share issues and new listings, which are likely to be
the dominanit approach in the near to mediunm term. For example, a
provision already exists for selling up to 10 percent of the state share
in an IPO to replenish the social security funds. The July 1999 CRSC
Circular on1Further Improving Methods of Issuinlg Shares, which applies to companies with registered capital of more than RMB 400
million (US$48.3 million), is likely to have a significant impact on the
liquidity of legal person shares. Under the circular the prices of shares
in private placements are equal to those in public offerings, and private placements are also subject to similar disclosure requirements as
public placements. Legal person shares issued under the circular can
be publicly traded subject only to a six-month or three-month holding
restriction. As more state and legal person shares become tradable,
market forces and corporate governance institutions will begin to shape
the ownership structure of listed companies.
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Strengthening Boards of Directors
Cl-hinese regulators have emphasized strengthening boards of directors as part of their efforts to improve corporate governance practices
in listed companies. However, many of the aspects of good board of
director practices are part of the internal operations of a company
and may fall outside the domain of laws and regulations. Therefore
promising approaches might combine regulatory initiatives with peer
pressure mechanisms to disseminate good practices. To this end China
has adopted the Code of Good Corporate Governance Practice for
both listed and nonlisted companies.
Assessing Whether Independent Directors Add Value. International
evidence suggests that corporate boards need directors who are not
just independent of management, but who are accountable to shareholders. A rapidly growing literature focuses on the relationship between board composition, governance, and performance; however,
emTipirical evidence broad enough to cover all the major issues is available only for the United States. Thus the literature reflects relationships in a highly developed and sophisticated market economy
populated by large firms that already have a significant number of
independent directors on their boards. While we believe that many of
the results have some general validity, they do not emphasize absolute
relationships, but rather whether existing average board structures in
U.S. companies are efficient, and whether small changes from the status quo would help or hinder corporate governance and performance.
A number of studies look at the relationship between board independence and observable board actions, such as firing a poorly performing CEO, setting the level of CEO compensation, and committing
financial fraud. Weisbach (1988) reported that boards with more than
60 percent independent directors are more likely than boards with
fewer independent directors to fire a poorly performing CEO. He also
found that boards independent of a majority stockholder are faster in
firing the CEO if observable performance measures such as stock price
and earnings are poor. Other studies (Bhagat and Black 1999; Bhagat,
Carey, and Elson 1999) have found that firing a CEO under such circumstances increases the firm's value. Critics have questioned these findings on the grounds that they may be limited to a particular period in
U.S. corporate history when takeover activity was exceptionally high.
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If that were the case, the results suggest that boards independent of
majority stockholders are faster in taking disciplinary action when
the threat of a takeover is real. Taken together, the various findings
seem to confirm that independent directors behave differently than
inside directors in the decision of whether to replace a poorly performing CEO, but that the differences are marginal.
Regarding CEO compensation, little evidence suggests that independent directors do a better job of setting CEO pay than inside directors. Several studies (see, for example, Borokhovich, Parrino, and
Trapani 1996) report that the higher the proportion of independent
directors, the more the CEO is paid. Independent directors in U.S.
companies are nor doing a good job of developing incentive compensation to induce better performance. This could be because many independent directors are current or former CEOs who are prone to
compensate the CEO in the manner they would like to be compensated themselves.
With respect to the likelihood of committing financial fraud,
Dechow, Sloan, and Sweeney (1996) reported that firms with a majority of inside directors and without an audit committee are more likely
to commit financial fraud than a control group matched by industry
and size. Overall, findings seem to suggest that independent directors
help to control financial fraud, but the reverse causality is also possible, that is, that managers prone to financial fraud resist oversight
by independent boards.
Finally, a number of studies explore various aspects of the relationship between board composition and performance. Rosenstein and
Wyatt (1990) found that, on average, stock prices increase about 0.2
percent when companies appoint additional outside directors. Kline
(1999, as quoted in Bhagat and Black 1999) examined whether the
existence and staffing of board committees affected performance and
found little evidence that monitoring committees dominated by independent directors affect performance. Companies with inside director
representation on a board investment committee tend to exhibit superior performance. This suggests that companies with a large majority
of independent directors may perform worse because they have too
few inside directors to perform this role.
Looking at the direct link between performance and board composition, a number of recent studies, the most influential of which is
Bhagat and Black (1999), find a negative correlation between the proportion of independent directors and firm performance-the exact
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opposite of conventional wisdom. This may indicate that U.S. boards
have too many outside directors.
One implication of these findings is that favoring independent
directors regardless of their backgrounds may not be the best approach.
Firms need boards capable of balancing independent directors' lack
of in-depth knowledge about the business with the combination of
knowledge and conflict of interest that is characteristic of insiders.
Above all, corporate boards need directors who are not merely independent of management but are accountable to shareholders.
Making Directors More Accountable to Shareholders. Directors' rights
and responsibilities need to be clarified and their enforceability made
credible. Existing laws and regulations do not set out directors' exact
rights and responsibilities clearly enough. The Company Law does
not stipulate any disclosure obligation on the part of directors or any
specific liabilities assumed by directors who fail to perform their obligations. Regulations such as the new guidelines on independent directots provide more details, but still fail to clearly describe directors'
main duties and responsibilities. China could follow the examples of
countries like Australia and New Zealand, which have translated duties related to company loyalty into statutes.
Increased legal liability often follows on1the heels of increased
responsibility. Thus directors also need a reasonable degree of assurance that if they follow established standards of behavior, they will be
relatively protected from litigation. Protection under the business judgment rule should be an integral part of the system of rights and responsibilities, translated into statutes as some countries are currently
doing. One change in Australia has been the introduction of a statutory business judgment rule, which provides a "safe harbor for honest
business decisions that turn out badly providing they satisfy certain
criteria" (Hockey 2001). The statutory formulation should provide a
clear presumption in favor of directors' judgment. Protection under
the business judgment rule should be linked to directors' qualifications; functional responsibilities on the board; and the procedures that
govern board functioning, such as the use of experts.
With sufficient clarity concerning directors' rights and duties
complemented by corresponding shareholders' rights, legal action could
become a way to monitor and enforce regulations. Lack of compliance
with regulations by boards of directors and directors' failure to live up
to their obligations could result in legal action against a company and
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its board. In China, enforcement emphasizes administrative and criminal processes rather than derivative civil actions. According to Article
166 of the Criminal Law, any employees who take advantage of their
positions, turn management of their units over to their relatives or
friends, purchase commodities from units managed by their relatives
or friends at prices higher than the market price, sell commodities to
such units at prices lower than the market price, or purchase commodities that are not up to standard from units managed by their
relatives or friends face up to seven years in prison. However, these
regulations do not apply to the directors and managers of non-SOEs,
thereby creating an uneven playing field. A major reason for China's
emphasis on criminal sanctions is because under current conditions,
few company officers or directors could afford to pay a substantial
civil judgment for breach of fiduciary duty.
Thus under current conditions, directors' liabilities are not credible, and legal action as a controlling mechanism will not emerge without some sort of liability insurance for directors and officers (D&O).
The D&O insurance market has expanded and evolved rapidly in the
last few years at the same time that directors' obligations have increased (see box 6.2). With globalization, the directors of some Chinese companies will be exposed to litigation under U.S. securities laws,
as they increasingly seek to raise capital in the United States.
One objection to D&O insurance is that it introduces moral hazard and does little to improve corporate governance. However, standard techniques developed in the insurance industry to tackle the issue
of moral hazard are applicable in the case of D&O insurance, for
example, deductibles, coinsurance, and policy conditions to restrict
the coverage of high-risk individuals. In effect, the incentive for taking care is provided by the insurer rather than by the threat of having
to pay compensation, a risk that is now largely transferred to the insurer. Insurers, while diversified and with few incentives for close
monitoring, can be powerful forces in introducing standards and ratings. The price of D&O insurance can be a barometer of corporate
governance. In addition, the presence of D&O insurance may influence the likelihood of legal action taken, for example, by shareholders. The presence of D&O insurance will certainly make directors more
likely targets of shareholder activism.
Promoting Board Independence. Board independence could be promoted through a more flexible approach that focuses on procedures,
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BOX 6.z
DIRECTORS' AND OFFICERS' LIABITTTY INSURANCE

D&O liability insurance is a form of malpractice insurance for corporate boards of directors. It provides coverage for acts, errors, and omissions by individual company D&O to the extent those acts are committed
during the course of their employment. Such insurance does not provide coverage for the company itself. D&O insurance is a key component of the protection that every director and officer should have. Some
developed markets have statutory schemes permitting corporate indemnification. The overriding goal of these statutes is to encourage capable
individuals to serve as D&O secure in the knowledge that they would
be insulated from personal liability if corporate actions, taken in good
faith, were attacked by way of legal proceedings. For many years D&O
policies have been structured to insure not only the directors but also
the companies when the latter have indemnified directors. Such indemilnification may arise by virtue of a contractual right of the directors, by
order of a court, or by means of a voluntary payment that the company
has the power to make and the funds to support.
North America remains the biggest market for D&O insurance,
accounting for about 83 percent of premium income compared with
around 13 percent for Europe. Research (Monteleone and Conca 1996)
reveals that the tendency to buy D&O coverage increases with firm size,
as do the size and frequency of D&O claims. In the United States around
90 percent of major industrial corporations carry D&O insurance, and
coverage is almost universal (97 percent) among utilities, large banks,
and insurance companies, which seem especially risk averse. In the United
Kingdom about 55 percent of companies with annual turnover in excess of £100 million buy D&O insurance, but only about 1 in 10 companies with an annual turnover of less than £5 million do so. In general,
firms more likely to encounter financial distress are more likely to purchase D&O coverage.

rights, and responsibilities. The CSRC's current approach is to prescribe a somewhat rigid board structure. Rigidity inevitably implies

some degree of arbitrariness in the prescribed number of independent
directors. Companies differ tremendously in terms of their size, their
affiliations with other companies, the contestability of their market
positions, and so on. These are all factors that affect the potential for
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conflict of interest and the need for board independence. Thus an
alternative approach would be to regulate board composition and independence indirectly through regulations on, for instance, related
party transactions and boards' and directors' duties and responsibilities. For example, mandating the approval of large related party transactions by noninterested directors (suitably defined) implicitly restricts
board compositioni while leaving companies the flexibility to adjust
their board structures to their unique circumstances. Similarly, imposing requirements on the functions and responsibilities of auditing,
nominationl, and compensation committees has direct implications on
the composition of boards of directors.
Additional measures, such as disclosure by directors and specific
board procedures, can also improve a board's indepenidence. For instance, some directors may be obliged to the company or to its current
CEO in ways too subtle to be captured by customary definitions of
independence. This possibility is consistenit with the evidence that directors who are appointed during the current CEO's tenure are more
generous in determininig the CEO's compensationi. One way to improve transparency would be for the CSRC to require the disclosure
of financial and personal ties between directors (or the organizationis
they work for) and the company and its CEO.
Procedures may be more important than exactly specified board
composition. Measures for improving board performance focus on
procedures that facilitate monitoring, such as holding an annual meeting of outside directors without the presence of inside directors, periodically reviewing the performiance of the CEO and the directors, or
appointing a lead director. Examples of good board practices adopted
in some of the economies in the region include reducing the number of
principal directorships (up to six in Singapore); setting new performance benchmarks based on shareholder value added (economic value
added), especially for governmenit-sponisored companies; requiring that
boards meet no less than once a quarter (Republic of Korea); evaluating the performanice of managemenit; making board and outside directors' reports public; and requiring directors to be accredited (Hong
Kong Institute of Company Directors).
Providing Independent Directors with Incentives. Independent directors need the direct economic incentive of substantial stock ownership to actively monitor management. However powerful a disciplining
device the threat of regulatory and legal action may be, it cannot substitute for the power of positive incentives. Independent directors have
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little incentive to actively monitor management without the direct econornic incentive of substantial stock ownership, and should therefore
be required to purchase significant amounts of stock before serving
on the board. High fixed compensation that does not depend on stock
performance can act as a disincentive for management monitoring.
The stock ownership will serve as a performance bond. For example,
Bhagat and Black (1999) found that the greater the amount of stock
individual outside directors owned, the better the company performed
ancl the higher the likelihood of management turnover based on disciplinary grounds.
Professionalizing Corporate Directors. Continued training and education constitute an essential component of any measures supporting improvements in the functioning of boards of directors. Internationally, a
growing trend toward professionalizing corporate directors has become
apparent. The U.K.'s Institute of Company Directors, for example, is
introducing a chartered director qualification that it claims will be the
world's first professional standard for directors (see box 6.3). This may
eventually bring directors in line with practitioners in other professions,
such as the law and accounting. Thus in the future directors will increasingly be expected to have completed some form of training, passed
certain examinations, and achieved a required level of competence.
In this regard, China needs an institute of company directors independent from the regulator. This institute would provide training
for directors; maintain a database of individuals who are potential

BOX 6.3
CHARTERED DIRECTOR QUALIFICATION IN THE UNITED KINGDOM

The candidates are required to be at least 28 and have at least three
years of board experience. They are expected to take a three-hour examination in addition to other tests. On successful completion of the
assessments, candidates will receive chartered director status, which will
give them the right to put the letters "C. Dir." after their names. Chartered directors are expected to subscribe to a code of professional conduct and agree to 30 hours of training a year. The introduction of the
,chartered director qualification is expected to put board membership
on a level playing field and detach it somewhat from the use of criteria
based on titles, connections, and so on.
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candidates for directorships and help companies fill directorship positions; accredit directors; and disseminate information to establish
useful benchmarks for remuneration, functions of boards of directors, and so on.
Moving toward a Single-Tier Board Structure. The original intent of
Chinese legislation was to limit the power of directors through the
presence of supervisory boards: the main function of the supervisory
board seemed to be to ensure directors' accountability. Shortly after
the promulgation of the Company Law, some scholars expressed the
view that supervisory boards are providing ex ante director accountability more effectively thani any equivalenlt regime under company

law elsewhere. They claim that supervisory boards are even more important in the Chinese context, because the enforcement of court judgments is comparatively weak in China (Ong and Baxter 1999).
However, in recent years, countries have tended to move toward a legal regime that strongly favors a single-tier board that is
relatively small, and that contains some insiders as well as a majority of outside directors. Mandatory two-tier board structures seem
to be going out of favor with companies and regulators based on the
argument that they promote weaker and less responsive boards.
According to Cha (2001):
It is sometimes argued that more authority should then be
given to the supervisory board, which sits on top of the boards
of our listed companies. However, experience has shown that
this system of supervision is not effective as it is often unclear whose interest is being represented by the supervisory
board. In many cases the supervisory board duplicates the
authority of the board itself but without corresponding responsibilities. In fact the presence of a supervisory board may
give the illusion of certain checks and balances in the listed
company when none existed.
China seems to be moving in this direction. Recent measures
strengthen the power and independence of boards of directors, which
has the effect of further emasculating supervisory boards.
Empowering Shareholders
While regulatory activism and more independent boards can play an
important role in protecting mniority investors, they cannot substi142
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tute for directly empowering small and independent shareholders to
protect and further their own interests.
Stipulating and Enforcing the Fiduciary Duties of Controlling Shareholders. Recognizing that existing ownership structures and IPO practices have made related party transactions a critical issue for corporate
governance, the regulator has made significant progress in improving disclosure; introducing various internal procedural mechanisms,
such as disclosure of interests and disinterested voting; and strictly
prohibiting certain activities, for example, guarantees for other companies. However, further progress is needed to align definitions of
related party transactions with international practice. More important, as the fiduciary duties of controlling shareholders are not stipulated, their liabilities in relation to losses incurred by minority
shareholders are not clear.
Over the last 25 years corporate law has come to recognize that
shareholders in a corporation owe fiduciary duties to each other akin
to those partners in a partnership owe each other. One of the most
important developments of the concept of fiduciary duties has been
the recognition of the duty of fair dealing by majority shareholders in
relation to minority shareholders. Recent regulations implicitly introduce this principle without, however, spelling out liabilities, penalties,
and procedures. In a fiduciary duty context those in control carry the
burden of proof in establishing that their actions were taken in good
faith and were fair to the minority shareholders' interests. Given the
lack of sophistication in fiduciary duties matters, the appropriate approach for China seems to be the paternalistic one, where statutes
should set out the full range of fiduciary obligations. The statutes could
ensure flexibility by specifying the types of duties that shareholders
could opt out of, or these could be specified in individual operating
agreements.
The doctrine of piercing the corporate veil is not well established
in China, but if developed and applied could be effective in discouraging certain forms of abuse by controlling shareholders.' Although this
1. The Company Law is piercing the corporate veil with respect to the ownership
rights of the state as shareholder when declaring in Article 4 that "the ownership
of state-owned assets in a company shall reside with the state" (see Howson 1997).
This provision creates legal uncertainty as to the real rights of a corporation and
the validity of the corporate form in the presence of significant state ownership.
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doctrine is primarily directed at providing a remedy for creditors, it
has the effect of protecting minority shareholders because of its deterrence effect on large shareholders. China has seen some cases where
the courts have demonstrated that tinder certain circumstances, typically related to inadequate capitalization, they are willing to pierce
the corporate veil (Feng 2001). In developed marked economies the
factors determining courts' decisions about whether to pierce the corporate veil are quite broad and may include (a) a failure to observe
corporate formalities, (b) the siphoning off of corporate funds by the
dominant shareholder, (c) the nonfunctioninig of officers or directors,
(d) the use of the corporation as a facade for the operations of the
dominant sharelholder, (e) the mixing of the parent company's assets
with the assets of a newly established firm, and (f) the exercise of
direct control by the parent company by ignoring the subsidiary's corporate structure. Such practices are quite common in Chilia today
and tend to hurt creditors and minority shareholders. A broader application of the doctrine of piercing the corporate veil may be an effective approach to discouraging them.
Conglomerates pose special issues with respect to related party

transactionis. The duties and restrictions placed on controlling shareholders in conglomerates should be clearly spelled out and the appropriate checks and balances should be implemented. The disclosure of
interested director contracts is not enough. German corporate law
has developed mechanisms designed to protect the minority shareholders of subsidiaries in corporate groups or conglomerates.

Strengthening the Rights of Minority Investors. Shareholders' meetings are a corporation's most powerful authority; however, Chinese
laws and regulations do not specify shareholders' rights clearly. The
power to elect and remove directors is one of the indirect methods
whereby shareholders can influenice a company's behavior, but Chinese minority shareholders have limited capacity to ensure that they
are represented on the board. Reportedly, a small number of listed
companies have tried the cumulative system-a complicated procedural mechanism that is designed to facilitate minority shareholder
representation on boards, but one that is open to abuse if not properly regulated-however, the lack of enabling regulations limits its
applicability to listed companies.
The new system of independent directors stipulates that they
should pay special attention to the rights of medium and small share144
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holders. However, the stipulation of a 10 percent minimum shareholding for nomination means that minority shareholders are unlikely
to be in a position to nominate independent directors, much less appoint them. Without this, expecting independent directors to have a
special duty of loyalty to minority shareholders, as stipulated in the
regulations, is unlikely. Under the current ownership structure, the
right to nominate independent directors is worth little if not supplemented by methods that enhance the chances of minority shareholders to elect directors, for example, cumulative voting. However, a better
approach might be that proposed in Brazil, where minority shareholders holding a certain percentage, for instance, 15 percent, would
have the right to appoint a board member.
Company law and related regulations make removing directors
clifficult, primarily to strengthen their indepenidence in relation to controlling shareholders. The Company Law provides that before directors' terms of appointment expire, shareholders' meetings shall not be
permitted to remove directors from their post without due cause. The
law does not specify what reasons could lead to their removal, although the CSRC's guidelines in the Articles of Association include
the provision that directors who fail to attend two successive board
rneetings, whether in person or by delegating their duties to other directors, are deemed incapable of performing their duties, and at the
shareholders' meeting the board of directors can propose removing
such directors. The law and regulations do not specify removal by
court order. Removal of directors by court order for a specific reason
can be an important device for protecting minority investors in cases
where a director is also an important shareholder.
The provision that shareholders' meetings cannot remove directors without a cause before their term expires acts as an
antitakeover device, in that it limits the capacity of a new controlling owner immediately to effect changes in the board of directors.
However, the provision may cause less resistance to changes in control on the part of management. Modern statutes in other countries
have dramatically expanded shareholders' powers to remove directors without cause.
Provisions governing the removal of directors should be drafted
so as to prevent the majority from undermining the outcome of cumulative voting or other devices designed to protect minority shareholders. For instance, if a corporation uses cumulative voting, then the
s,tatutes will normally provide that directors cannot be removed if the
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number of votes cast against their removal would have been enough
to elect them.
A quorum requirement could be a powerful protection device for
minority shareholders and should be strengthened in the case of shareholders' meetings. It could be a simple majority or some other minimum percentage of outstanding shares. Specific, usually stricter,
quorum requirements for specific issues, such as amending the articles
of association, should also be based on outstanding shares. The current system, which requires a simple or qualified majority of shareholders in attendanice, significantly strengthens the power of controlling
shareholders.
The development of a proxy system, essential for the exercise of
shareholders' rights, will have to accompany the adoption of a quorum requirement. A proxy system provides shareholders with the means
of submitting proposals to fellow shareholders and regulates the nature and content of information flows between management and shareholders. For example, annual reports are not currently sent to
shareholders, but will have to be if a quorum is required and all shareholders are given equal chances to exercise their voting rights. Thus
the focus of a proxy system is to provide investors with adequate information before they exercise their rights. Proxy contests are an important complement, and in some sense a substitute, for the takeover
process. They permit partial changes in corporate governance practices without necessarily ulidergoling changes in control. They also
allow a competitive process in deciding on specific proposals and issues. In theory, a proxy contest is cheaper than a hostile takeover bid
and makes obtaining control without owning a majority of the shares
possible by simply winning a majority of the board seats.
A critical factor for the functioninig of a proxy system is the cost
of interactions of listed companies with their shareholders. Given
China's predominantly retail and fluid investor base, this could present
a serious obstacle to a functioning proxy system. At least initially,
regulations could provide for extra time for vote solicitation in the
case of large, dispersed firms and highly liquid stock. However, the
advent of the Internet has provided more options for maintaining accurate shareholder lists and reducing the costs of interaction with shareholders. Institutional investors can greatly facilitate the implementation
and enforcement of proxy regulations.
The power to request a meeting is a key shareholder right. Currently, only shareholders holdinig 10 percent or more stock have this
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right. This could be expanded to shareholders that together represent
10 percent or more stock, thereby giving trustees, institutional investors, and individual investors the opportunity to solicit representation
through the proxy system. With respect to shareholders' rights to propose agenda items for shareholders' meetings, the CSRC's guidelines
in the Articles of Association specify that a shareholder or shareholders holding an aggregate 5 percent or more of the voting rights of the
company may propose agenda items.
Many jurisdictions impose restrictions on shareholders' preempting or challenging management, for example, in putting forward
shareholder proposals, calling meetings, requesting information, or
taking certain kinds of legal action. These restrictions are usually in
the form of a percentage shareholding threshold. Given the difficulties facing any shareholder initiatives in China and the impracticalitles of litigation, such restrictions are probably unwarranted. In the
interests of curtailing excessive management power, some observers
have suggested that shareholder approval be required for a wider range
of activity. In situations with a controlling shareholder and an alignment of interests between this shareholder and management, requiring the approval of a majority of the minority shareholders may be
advisable. This runs counter to the doctrine of majority rule in corporate law matters, but has been invoked in some countries, and may be
justified in China under certain circumstances.
The right to inspect the company's books and records is a fundamental shareholder right. For shareholders to be able to decide intelligently whether to continue to be shareholders of the company; to
bring legal action against the company, a controlling shareholder, or a
clirector; or to take other action in relation to their investment they
need information. Article 110 of the Company Law gives shareholders the right to consult the company's articles of association, minutes
of shareholders' meetings, and financial and accounting reports, and
also the right to make inquiries about the company's business operations. However, these rights are not codified and are at best rudimentary. The types of records to which shareholders have an automatic
right of access is not broad enough and does not include all written
communications to every shareholder, the names and addresses of
current officers and directors, and annual reports or financial staternents. No provisions allow for qualified rights, based on a definition
of a proper purpose, for shareholders to inspect more sensitive inforination, such as the list of shareholders. The law also does not specify
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if the beneficiaries of shareholders can inspect company materials.
Shareholders' rights in relation to informationi access are significantly
less than the information listed companies are required to give the
government. The information parity of minority shareholders with
respect to the governmenit, major shareholders, and analysts is important for the existence of a proper system of checks and balances.
Existing laws and regulations do not specify penalties for corporations and officers that obstruct shareholders' rights to access information. To encourage more stable shareholdings, the rights of
inspection could be strengthened for shareholders who have held their
shares for a certain time or for larger shareholders.
One area of weakness in the present legal structure is the lack of
civil remedies for investors (Neoh 2000). The only remedy the Company Law provides to minority shareholders is that they may apply to
the courts to prevent the continuationi of unlawful conduct by directors and majority shareholders. At the same time, the Securities Law
is unclear as to whether investors can take civil action against directors and investment professionals for false or negligent disclosures
that resulted in losses. The Civil Procedure Law allows collective action, but so far none has been taken in the securities field because of
the uncertainties about remedies. The authorities need to clearly establish these rights and introduce the necessary procedural laws.
Chinese shareholders have the right to sue for an injuliction and
damages if a board decision violates laws and administrative rules. In
such cases the law does not stipulate a threshold in terms of minimum
shareholding. How the court determinies who the defendanit is in cases
of this sort-the shareholders' general meeting, the board of directors, an individual, or the companiy-is not clear.
Often individual investors do not wish to incur the expense of a
complex lawsuit to recover small, private losses. The need for broad
civil discovery and class action suits is especially critical in this respect. The judicial system must also permit proof of wrongdoing to be
based on circumstantial evidence. Rules that shift the burden to insiders to prove or disprove fairness once suspicious circumstances have
been established can be highly valuable. Class actions or other ways
to combine many individual small claims are important. Contingent
fee arrangements are a useful supplement to class action procedures,
but are probably not essential. Institutional investors can play an ac-

tive role in securities class action suits by representing and organizing
individual shareholders. In the United States, for example, the pas148
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sage of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act in 1995 increased
the frequency with which institutional investors serve as lead plaintiffs in securities class action lawsuits. U.S. courts and legal scholars
generally agree that as fiduciaries, investment managers have an affirmative duty to determine whether pursuing litigation is in investors'
interests (see Fried and others 1996).
Shareholders' rights would be significantly enhanced if derivative
suits were permitted, that is, if shareholders or directors were allowed
to commence proceedings on behalf of the company when the company is unwilling or unable to do so. Current law does not make the
clistinction between direct or derivative action by shareholders.
A number of countries that did not previously permit suits initiated by shareholders against directors and managers are now doing
so. Germany recently reduced the ownership threshold that qualifies
shareholders to demand legal action (to be brought by the supervisory
board or special company representative againist managing directors)
f'rom a 10 percent equity stake to a 5 percent stake or DM 1 million
stake, whichever is smaller, if dishonesty or illegality is suspected.
Meanwhile Japan has altered its rules on posting bond to remove disincentives for litigation, while the United States is moving back the
other way by beginning to rein in the strong incentives for potentially
opportunistic litigation.
Mobilizing Civil Society to Enhance Protcction for Minority Investors. The recent publication of a report on widespread market manipulation and cheating by China's 10 fund management companies
in the country's respected business magazine, Caijing Monthly, illust.rates the enormous social benefits of independent public monitoring
of stock market practices by the media. Some interesting proposals to
encourage such practices are circulating, some of them modeled after
successful experience in Taiwan (China), including establishing associations of minority shareholders with the powers to monitor company behavior and bring legal action in the case of malpractice.
Assessing Whether Institutional Investors Can Be Active Minority
Shareholders. The literature has described the increase in monitoring
by traditionally passive minority investors, such as institutional investors and individuals, as shareholder activism. Theoretical (Admati,
Pfleiderer, and Zechner 1992) and empirical (Smith 1996) evidence
supports the thesis that large and diversified shareholders may have
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the incentives to expend resources on monitoring despite the presence
of free-riding by other shareholders. Institutional investors may have
incentives to engage in monitoring when the expected benefits exceed
the costs (see box 6.4).
Investigators have found that the level of shareholder activism by
institutional investors depends on whether they behave like affiliated
or unaffiliated investors. When institutional investors have other links
with a company, for example, an insurance company that holds a
significant portion of a corporation's stock and concurrently acts as
its primary insurer, they are unlikely to be active shareholders (PouLnd
1988). Because of conflict of interest, institutional investors are likely
to vote with management.
Furthermore, empirical surveys (for example, Ayres and Cramton
1993), have found that institutional investors are more likely to target
larger firms, firms that underperform the market, and firms with significant outside ownership. Institutional investors that commit to holding a firm's equity have increased credibility and influence in monitoring
that firm's management. Other factors that influence the level of activity and the rate of success are ownership levels and stock liquidity.
The higher the ownership share, the more seriously managemenit and
other shareholders take proposals by an institutional investor. By contrast, higher stock liquidity makes it more difficult for an institutional
outside investor to identify shareholders and solicit their support in a
proxy fight.
Several factors seem to be important in determininig the level of
shareholder activism by institutional investors and their role in corporate governance. Other things being equal, limiting opportunities for
conflicts of interest by institutional investors, especially pension funlds
and insurance companies, is likely to result in a higher level of involvement in corporate governance. The corporate governance of the
institutional investors themselves could affect their incentives to exercise shareholders' rights. For example, introducing higher disclosure
requirements for institutional investors, such as a provision for fiduciaries to disclose how they vote, may increase the cost of collusion
with managers. 2 The efficiency of the proxy system could be an important factor, because it allows reputable institutional shareholders
2. Thc lack of such a provision creates an imbalance between the information
available to management, who typically know how major shareholders vote, and
beneficial owners, that do not.
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BOX 6.4
CALIFORNIA PUBLIC EMPLOYEES' RETIREMENT
SYSTEM AND SHAREHOLDER ACTIVISM

The leader in shareholder activism in the U.S. cquities market is the
California Public Employees' Retirement System (CalPERS). CalPERS
is one of the largest public pension funds in the United States and has
had an organized shareholder activism campaign since 1986. To encourage shareholder activism by interested institutional investors, in 1984
CalPERS helped found the Council of Institutional Investors and has
been involved in public policy formation at the federal and state levels.
Firms that CalPERS considers targets for activism are in its internally managed portfolio. In 1986 CalPERS identified 47 firms held in
its portfolio that had implemented poison pills without shareholder approval. Of those 47, CaIPERS identified a subset in which it was one of
the largest shareholders and in which the level of institutional ownership was high, typically greater than 60 percent. Ten firms met these
criteria and were selected to be targets of shareholder resolutions requesting the rescission of the poison pills.
During the 1987 and 1988 proxy seasons CaIPERS targeted firms
based primarily on their corporate governance structures. In 1987
CalPERS expanded its governance structure criteria to include firms
making greenmail payments and firms not using confidential shareholder
voting systems. Based on these criteria CalPERS identified seven target
firms for the 1988 proxy season. The target selection process changed
in 1988 when the primary selection criterion shifted from governance
structure to firm performance and the selection process became more
sophisticated. The process now begins in June of each year when CaIPERS
ranks firms based on their last five years' stock returns. It then takes the
bottom quartile of approximately 250 firms for further analysis. Firms
in the "Bottom 250" are eliminated as potential targets if they have
high levels of inside ownership, large ESOPs, or low levels of institutional ownership, or if CalPERS is not one of the largest shareholders.
The result of this filtering is an annual list of approximately 50 firms,
referred to internally as the "Failing 50." Firms in this group are then
analyzed further and the Investment Committee identifies approximately
12 targets and 1 corporate governance structure issue for each target that
it will pursue in the form of a shareholder resolution. Shareholder resolutions have included creating shareholder advisory committees, changing
(Box contiizues)
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BOX 6.4
(CONTINUED)

the compositioni of the board of directors and its comimiittees, and restructuring executive compensation. The first step in notifying targets is to file
shareholder resolutions with the target firms.
In 1992 CalPERS testcd what it considered to be a less adversarial
approach, in which it did not file resolutions with target firmis. CalPERS
sends a letter to the chairman of the board, the CEO, or both requesting
a meeting with CalPERS officials to discuss ways in which the company
can meet Call'ERS' governance structure goals without a shareholder
resolutioLn. If managemilenit adopts the proposal or reaches a suitable
compromise, Call'ERS withdraws the resolutioni, it does not appear in
the proxy statement, and hence it is not voted on. Call'ERS prefers settlcmncits, because cven if shareholder resolutions reccive a majority of votes
they are often nonibinding.
During the first two years, when Call'ERS was selecting targets based
on governanice structurc, only 1 of the 15 targeted firms adoptcd the
resolution or made changes sufficient to warrant a settlemcnt. During
this period, surveys have found that CalPERS activism had a negative
impact on firm market value, possibly becausc Call'ERS may have produced information that had not been incorporated in the stock price
prior to targeting. During 1 989-93, 26 of the 36 targeted firms either
adopted the resolutioln or settled the first year they were targeted. During this period successful targeting was associated with a positivc impact on the stock price and vice versa. This suggests that activism is
beneficial for shareholders if the activist is ablc to change the organizational control structure of targeted firms. During the period the total
wealth increase for CalPERS was approximately $-19 million whilc the
estimated cost of activism was about $3.5 millioni. Thus activism appears to have resulted in a net benefit.
SOURCE:

Smnith (1996).

to garner the support of other shareholders relatively easily. Allowing
institutional shareholders to make pledges to purchase additional shares
contingent on the passage of proposals may increase the credibility of
their stated intentions and the chances of successful proxy contests.
Factors such as making voting an integral part of institutional investors' fiduciary duties and facilitating coalition building among institu152
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BOX 6.5
THE FACTORS BEHIND THE RISE IN U.S. SHAREHIOLDER ACTIVISM

In the United States, several factors seem to have contributed to the
more active role that institutional investors are currently playing in the
corporate governance of investee firms. Perhaps the most ilmportant was
the 1988 ruling by the U.S. Department of Labor (the so-called Avon
letter) stating that decisions on voting by pension funds were fiduciary
acts of plan asset managemenlt under the Employee Retirement Income
Security Act, which must either be made directly by trustees or delegated wholly to external managers. Yet despite the growing importance of mutual funds, no such requirement is in effect for them. In the
early 1990s, a ruling by the SEC liberalized coalition building among
institutional investors. This has encouraged activism among U.S. shareholders, because institutional shareholders were able to gain influence
by acting together without the need for each to amass significant
shareholdings. Under the lead plaintiff provision of the U.S. I'rivate Sccurities Litigation Act of 1995, large shareholders can seck to be named
controlling parties in class action shareholder lawsuits against company
management.
SOURCE: Davis and Steil (200 1).

tional investors can also play an important role, as evidenced by the

U.S. experience (see box 6.5).
Clearly the degree of shareholder activism by institutional inves-

tors will depend on the size of their shareholdings. The larger the size
the more difficult exit becomes and the stronger the incentives to assume an active role in corporate governance. The investment policies
of institutional investors are among the most important factors determining their approach to corporate governance. In most countries
institutional investors have been adopting investment policies based
o01 passive indexation to measure performance, achieve diversification, and lower transaction costs. However, passive indexation strategies have reduced institutional investors' incentives and capacity to
affect the behavior of poorly performing companies.' Some have ar3. Monks (I 997) has argued that indexation strategies have actually encouraged
activism by, in effect, forcing institutional investors to hold shares in large companies that form the index, thereby restrictinig the exit option.
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gued that the use of cumulative voting for board elections is the most
powerful tool for allowing institutional shareholders to elect directors
that are truly independent and to play an active role in protecting the
interests of minority investors (Vittas 1998).
Institutional investors have been also active in using the media as
a disciplining mechanism in corporate governance. Open public criticism of such corporate practices as empire building, excessive managerial compensation, and adoption of antitakeover defenses by
institutional investors has been instrumental in mobilizing action by
other shareholders and regulators. Collective action by large institutional investors through informal groups or associations has proved
to be an effective tool of corporate governance.
Developing Capital Markets That
Reward Good Corporate Governance
Chinese capital markets should develop the capacity to create pressure and incentives for improvements in corporate governance practices. To this end it is critical to establish a credible threat of market
failure and to introduce market players that demand better governance and can contest control.
Giving Institutional Investors a Stronger Role in the Future. Institutional investors are key to developing a Chinese capital market that
rewards companies with good corporate governance practices. Institutional investors operating in a global environment should be able to
develop the capacity to recognize, demand, and expect good corporate governance in the form of reputable auditors, timely disclosure of
material events, composition and quality of boards, and so on. The
development of an institutional investor base will also encourage the
development of the investment analyst profession.
In addition, institutional investors are expected to play a direct
role in improving corporate governance by making available shareholders' rights effective, using the proxy system, and assisting the takeover mechanism. Institutional investors are also expected to provide
the extra liquidity needed for the gradual disposal of state-owned and
legal person shares. Most important, their presence will allow the regulator to adopt and apply a multilayered system of regulations and to
enforce regulations more efficiently and effectively through the institutional investors rather than interacting directly with the listed com154
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panies. In this way, the hope is that overspeculation and volatility will
be reduced.
Development of a strong institutional investor base has obvious
synergies with other reform objectives, such as reforming SOEs, deepening and broadening capital markets, and establishing a social safety
net. China could make relatively rapid progress in increasing the role
of institutional investors in its capital market development simply by
opening up its markets to foreign institutional investors. A plan to
liberalize various aspects of the capital account, unify stock markets,
and allow greater foreign presence in financial services is gradually
emerging.
Developing a Market for Corporate Control. Institutional investors

can play another important role in corporate governance indirectly
through their financing of M&As. M&A activity should help eliminate some of the more notable mispricing in the stock markets. For
example, striking differences are still apparent between the valuations
of H shares and their corresponding A shares and between B shares
and their corresponding A shares. These unjustified differences might
be substantially reduced, and even eliminated, through M&As. In this
way, M&A activities could be an instrument for a gradual convergence and unification of China's segmented capital markets.
China's legal regime has been evolving in the direction of reducing the costs of acquisitions. For example, the section on acquisitions
in the 1993 Stock Trading Provisional Regulations requires anyone
who acquires control to offer to buy the shares of all shareholders at
the average trading price of the stock in the last six months prior to
the acquisition. Because the acquisition of control has invariably involved listed companies with state-owned majority shareholders, and
because these listed companies invariably need injections of capital by
a new majority shareholder, to date the CSRC has waived the need to
make a general offer. The Securities Law, which came into effect on
July 1, 1999, has cut the cost of M&As by allowing partial bids when
more than 30 percent of the shareholdings of a listed company are
acquired through trading in the stock markets. The regime will rely
strongly on disclosures by the incoming majority shareholders. This
focus on transparency will help the market take a more informed view
of listed companies and their controlling shareholders. The CSRC is
currently preparing a takeover code that is expected to be made public soon.
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However, the M&A regime will always be imperfect and ineffective if two-thirds of the shares are nonitradable. Thus improving the
tradability of shares is an essential precondition for developing an
effective M&A regime. Furthermore, the existing ownershiip structure
hinders the growth of M&A activities. As powerful owners of listed
companies, local governments often oppose M&As that could be associated with a loss of their tax base, layoffs, and closings. However,
M&A activity should help break the old model of local governmielit
ownership. As a result, even without the rapid divestiture of state assets, the industry landscape should become more business oriented
than governimlenit oriented. M&As will inevitably lead to higher participation in business by private and foreign investors, thereby introducing management discipline and incentives.
The Company Law has several legal provisions that make M&As
costly. One is the requirement that all creditors have the right to request to be paid out in the event of a merger or division. In most other
markets creditors do not have the automatic right to call for repayment if the merged entity can clearly show that it can pay all debts
when they come due. In the event that the merged entity cannot pay
its debts in full, then most markets adopt an absolute majority rule
subject to approval by a judicial or regulatory authority. A mature
capital market requires company law that enables M&As to be undertaken efficiently and fairly. Another inhibiting factor is the requiremeint in the Company Law that directors cannot be replaced without
cause prior to the expiration of their terms. As mentioned, international practice has moved in the direction of allowing shareholders to
replace directors without cause.
Improving Disclosure
A strong disclosure regime can have a powerful effect on companies'
behavior. To improve disclosure by Chinese listed companies, developing a more investor-oriented accountilig and disclosure system and
strengtheniing the accounting profession are important.
Developing a More Investor-Oriented Accounting and Disclosure System. Accounting rules and disclosure requirements should strike a sensible balance between users' needs for information, the cost of providing
the information, and companies' concerns that giving detailed information to investors also means giving valuable information to corn-
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petitors. Good accounting rules should be designed so as to provide
information in a form that is helpful to such users as tax authorities,
regulators, and different types of investors, whereas in China they are
heavily influenced by the information needs of the tax and regulatory
authorities, whose information needs take priority at the expense of
investors. Examples relate to provisioning rules and the lack of flexibility for using professional judgment, which often results in overstated profits, and consequently in excessive tax payments.
As the Chinese accounting and auditing profession continues to
develop its expertise and sophistication, greater flexibility and use
of professional judgment within an international accounting framework will increasingly be needed. The need for flexibility is also related to the costs of information disclosure and the different and
evolving needs of various users. For example, abundant evidence
suggests that individual investors, even in developed financial markets, do not base their investment decisions on finanicial disclosures
made in registration or other statements. Analysts and institutional
investors are heavy users of financial and accounting information,
but their requirements are often different from those mandated by
securities laws and regulations. 4
With the rapid evolution of China's economic environment, important new economic actors are likely to emerge with different information needs. For instance, the continued liberalization and
sophistication of China's capital markets would, over time, increase
the importance of risk factors related to movements in interest and
exchange rates. Institutional and portfolio investors will become more
important. M&As are likely to assume a more prominent role as restructuring accelerates following entry into the WTO. Intangible assets will become more important determinants of overall firm value.
These changes will create demands for different types of information.
For example, institutional investors attribute significant weight to indicators of volatility. Disclosure about derivative and off-balance-sheet

4. Analysts develop their own ways of analyzing and interpretinig financial statements. For example, according to an ING Barings analyst based in Hong Kong
(China), the best valuation tool for companies in China is to focus on their debts,
which means disregarding not only their share prices but also their income statements, and instead focusing on the ratio of current assets to current liabilities
(The Economist, May 24, 2001). In Taiwan (China) the information on research
and development expenditurcs is most valiable (Tbe Economist, May 24, 2001).
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positions will become importanit. Reporting on good will, brand value,
and so on will provide valuable information. Reporting on business
combinations is likely to assume increasing importance in an environment where M&As are the main form of restructuring. Many of these
standards are not well developed or are lacking in China.
With the increased emplhasis on1flexibility and professional judgment, incentives for disclosure will become more important. Listed
companies already provide a significant amount of disclosure on a
voluntary basis. Understanding the motivation for such practices is
critical in order to build on them.
Strengthening the Accounting Profession. P3erhaps the single most important requirement of all professions is the ability to perform their

jobs independently. Prior to 1998, government authorities owned or
managed most local firms, and these firms are still struggling to become independent business entities and improve their quality. Accounting firms should make an effort to improve their staff quality, increase
risk control, and establish control procedures within the firm. Accounting firms should assume modern corporate or partnership forms
of business organization. Private ownership is a necessary condition
for real independence. The firm's legal form and ownership would
have significant implications for its accountants' professional conduct.
For instance, current practice is that the CPA who signs the report
takes nearly the entire responsibility in the case of litigation. Such a
practice redtIces senior managemenlt's incentives to focus on improving quality control.
The Chinese Institute of Certified Public Accountants should
gradually weaken its monitoring functioni while at the same time
strengthening its self-regulation function. It should increase the services it provides to its menmbers, such as training on audit ethics and
continuing education on accountinig updates and auditing techniques.
It should lead the developmenit of the auditing industry and promote
the establishment and improvemenit of relevant laws and regulations
to provide a healthier environment for the auditing industry. This professional, self-regulated body should set up its own code of ethics and
conduct to regulate its members and enforce the code strictly. Good
self-regulation will not only enhance the independence of its members
but will also strengthen the public perception of professional independence. In China the Ministry of Finance tends to write accounting
rules, which primarily reflect the need to provide the information required to collect taxes. Writing good accounting rules requires good
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knowledge of how companies operate and how they use loopholes in
the rules to portray their performance as better than it really is. This
offers some reasons to vest rule writing in a quasi-public organization
run by accountants rather than in a government agency.
Unlike in other countries, communication and cooperation between external and internal auditors at the time of auditilg are minimal in China. This is mainly the result of the perceived lack of
indlependence of internal auditors. Various measures could be adopted
to strengthen the independence of internal auditors. A minimalist approach would include, for instance, audit committees composed of
inclependent directors with good skills in finance and accounting.
Expanding the scope of the internal audit function is also important
to focus not only on protecting the interests of shareholders and ensuring compliance with legal requirements, but also on reviewing and
improving business performance and internal control functions.
The legal system should play an important role in promoting good
accounting practices; however, current practices do not promote such
a role. The Ministry of Finance approves all standards for the purpose
of enhancing their legal binding power, but as Chinese Independent
Accounting Standards are considered to apply only to the accounting
profession and the Chinese Institute of Certified Public Accountants
is not a government agency, other government entities do not comply
with these standards. In lawsuits where accounting firms and CPAs
are involved, Chinese Indepen-dent Accountinig Standards are typically
not regarded as legal evidence or common acceptable practice from
the legal perspective, and therefore cannot be referred to. Accounting
and auditing professionals are generally not invited to participate in
legal proceedings. Developing a liability insurance system for accounting and legal firms would greatly enhance the use of the legal system
as a controlling mechanism.
At present, the market for accounting services does not promote
better accounting practices and accountants' independence in relation
to their clients. A more rigorous licensing system might assure quality
while at the same time creating franchise value and increasing the
risks resulting from corrective actions.
Activating the Use of Various Corporate Governance Mechanisms
Boards of directors, shareholders' rights, well-functioning capital
markets, and disclosure are the necessary ingredients of a modern
corporate governance system. However, without the existence of
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agents with the need and incentives to use them, these mechanisms
are likely to remain mere formalities. Institutional investors can play
a catalytic role in activating the use and further development of these
inistrumnwents.

Institutional investors can play an important role in promoting
an efficient capital market by providing the depth, the liquidity, and
the incentives to discover and exploit arbitrage opportunities. A strong
institutional investor base is likely to make the job of the stock market
regulator somewhat easier by enhanicing its capacity to supervise market players and promote market stability. Institutionial investors are in
the best position to develop an investment culture that expects, demands, and rewards good corporate governanice. The developmenit of
an institutionial investor base is intrinisically linked to the development of the investment analyst profession and the associated demand
for transparency and disclosure. Under a plausible set of conditions,
some types of institutionial investors are likely to be active shareholders that make active use of their shareholder rights, and in the process
provide some protection to other minority shareholders.
China is makinig progress in developing an institutional investor
base by drafting enabling legislation, establishing a pensionl system,
licensing closed and open-end investmiienit funds, reforming its investment trust sector, promoting the insurance industry, and making commitments to open up its capital markets to foreign institutionial
investors. Key factors for building institutionial investors' potential to
play a strong role in corporate governance are the regulator's capacity
to supervise institutional investors and the corporate governance of
institutional investors themselves. The pace of building these capabilities will determine the speed at which institutionial investors will be
allowed to enter the market. Chinia has the option of importing many
of these ingredients by opening its capital markets to foreign institutional investors, and by promoting cooperation between foreign and
domestic institutional investors in the form of joint ventures and technical assistance arrangements.
Conclusion
Tlle role of honest and capahle courts and regulators is critical to the
evolution of corporate governance in China. However, without the
support of markets and incentives, the overemphasis on regulations
and rules carries the risk of a triumph of form over substance. Laws
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and regulations should focus on giving content to procedural rights
and establishing credible liabilities and penalties and effective incentive structures so that an evolving system of corporate governance is
established that is capable of generating selection pressure for improved
corporate governance. This would involve parallel emphasis on incentives, markets, and the legal system in addition to regulations. The
irnplementation of regulations should itself rely on the proper alignment of incentives and be based on existing or newly created agencies
and associations of accountants, analysts, directors, and others. However, fundamental and sustainable improvements in corporate governance will not take place without fundamental changes in the
ownership structure of listed companies.
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